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Project Overview
The City of Red Deer is working with the Province of Alberta to coordinate the development of a
permanent shelter in Red Deer. The purpose-built permanent integrated emergency shelter will be
designed to respond to the long-term social needs of our vulnerable population. Council has advocated
for a housing-focused shelter model where a move to permanent accommodations is prioritized, helping
to ensure shelter stays are brief, rare, and non-reoccurring.
Over the past decade, temporary emergency shelter solutions have been implemented but these have
not been designed spaces to support service delivery to those who are facing homelessness and
addictions. People in the social service sector have worked tirelessly to support those in need, but they
need our support to advocate and implement long-term strategies that will be mutually beneficial.
Purpose-built, in reference to the permanent shelter, refers to the design of the building and the spaces
and amenities that are included. The design and build should meet the needs of those who will access
the services offered, as well as supporting the surrounding neighbourhood and the community. The City
and the province will work with the community to identify the necessary components of the build,
ensuring its success as part of a continuum of social support services offered in Red Deer.
When we refer to the future permanent shelter as being “integrated”, it means that the facility will
include a variety of services to help the immediate needs of our vulnerable population, including a
primary focus on their journey to obtaining and retaining permanent housing. Services that support an
individual’s immediate needs can include items like food, laundry, a safe place to sleep, and medical
services. Other services that may be considered in the permanent shelter include services like addiction
and mental health support, help in obtaining identification, support in obtaining income, among other
services. Some services may be permanent fixtures in the shelter, while others may be temporary or
satellite offices.

Public Input Overview
On May 9, Council directed administration to conduct timely, strategic, solution-focused
community engagement prior to June 20, 2022 to provide citizens the opportunity to comment
on potential site criteria (or other shelter related matters) for Council’s consideration.
Administration developed formal input opportunities online and in-person that focused on the
previously used site criteria – asking whether our community agreed with them, and why or
why not. Then asked for ideas on other criteria not considered, and input on other areas of
shelter services outside of site criteria.
Between May 10 and June 13, 2022, The City of Red Deer collected public input about the
permanent shelter. These input opportunities were grounded in the following foundations:
•

Values-based: Input sessions focused on understanding why people felt one way or
another about a particular site, or shelter in general. Why is the most important
question we asked.
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•

•

Decision-oriented: We worked to outline the scope of the decision in front of City
Council right now, while recognizing there is a bigger process underway and highlighting
the Province of Alberta’s role in the decision-making process.
Goal-driven: We focused on the site criteria specifically as this is the decision our
publics and stakeholders can influence right now.

Through this input process, the commitments we made to our publics and stakeholders are as
follows:
•
•

We will keep you informed. (IAP2: Inform)
We will listen to and acknowledge concerns and aspirations and provide feedback on
how your input influences decisions about site criteria, site selection and the future
permanent shelter in Red Deer. (IAP2: Consult)

The public input collected between May 25 and June 10, 2022, included the following:
•
•
•

Between May 25 and June 10, 2022, an online survey was conducted with 723
participants sharing their input.
Seven in-person input opportunities, which were held on June 8, 9 and 10, saw 101
participants.
More than 80 emails were received from citizens and stakeholders sharing their input
about the future permanent shelter in Red Deer. Emails received up to 8 a.m. on June
13 were included in report.

Through the online survey from May 25 to June 10, we received 723 responses. Of the respondents, the
following areas were represented (please note that respondents could select more than one area they
represent):
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There were a total of 101 participants in our seven in-person sessions held on June 8, 9 and 10. The
session on June 10 was a closed session for those with lived/living experience of homelessness / housing
need. Of the respondents, the following areas were represented:

Below is a breakdown of areas of representation including both in-person and online survey participants:
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We also received more than 80 emails/letters sent with input about the site criteria and other areas of
the permanent shelter project. The input was integrated into the analysis with the online and in-person
input.

What We Heard
Through online, in-person and email/letter input gathered, we received input on how the previously
used criteria can be built out, additional criteria to consider, and areas outside of site criteria.
Through the input opportunities, we heard that people are primarily concerned with the impacts that
the shelter will have on surrounding areas. The shelter is anticipated to bring vandalism, theft, drug
paraphernalia, and debris with it. Respondents are fearful and resistant to the idea of the shelter being in
residential areas. There are also major concerns for the loss of beloved green spaces and places where
their kids play, and do not want to see the shelter close to parks or trails. Similarly, there is large
concern for locations near wild spaces and natural habitats because of the attendant destruction and fire
risk. There is a desire for financial compensation for those who experience decreased property values
because of the shelter placement.
Many respondents expressed their desire to see improved integrated services through the shelter. The
broad range of shelter operation recommendations included continued site multi agency representation,
either in a permanent space or having an agency representative on site each day in a flex space. People
want to be sure that the shelter includes the support required for an exit from homelessness, and an
overall increase in permanent and affordable housing. Suggestions included counselling on site, education
and training opportunities, and clients contributing to the operation of the facility, both as a necessity
and an opportunity for life skills development. Finally, there was an acute awareness that not all
individuals experiencing homelessness require the same supports- some would need (and should be
required) to participate in addictions treatment, while others, who are experiencing homelessness for
financial or other reasons (domestic abuse, loss of rental) should have access to a separate shelter that
does not expose them to addictions. Many suggested a distributed model of housing that would keep
these groups separate. Also suggested was the idea of having a variety of smaller facilities integrated into
the community to ensure issues are not concentrated in one area.
There was a loud desire for the shelter to be removed from downtown, and a counter desire for it to
be kept where it is. These competing desires both came from a place of wanting to minimize the
disruption and negative impact the shelter has on surrounding areas. To that point, respondents also
wanted increased policing and security services at the site to manage the spill out effects, and a service
provider responsibility to clean up after clients who trespass on and damage private property.
Importantly, there was encouragement to Mayor and Council to move forward with courage and get the
job done. There was discussion of using best practice evidence to find a service delivery style and
location that gets away from NIMBYism. Respondents would like to see a long-term approach to the
question of location and to concerns over financing, with City leadership focusing on what the city will
be in 50 years as a component of the shelter location conversation.
Overall, the community was encouraged by the opportunity to provide input on the shelter and would
like to continue to be involved throughout the project process, this includes the surrounding neighbours
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once the final site is selected and the whole community. There is also a desire for continued public
education to build an empathetic lens for those experiencing homelessness. Along with continued
information sharing and opportunities to providing input, the community wants to be involved and
support in the actual project.
In summary, the top broad themes we heard across all input activities were as follows:
•
•
•
•

Impact to surrounding neighbourhoods
Improved integrated services
Move forward with long-term approach (consideration of location and financial impacts)
Continued community involvement through input opportunities, information sharing and
opportunity for community to support in long-term success.

The top site-based themes we heard across all input activities were as follows :
•
•
•
•
•
•

Impacts to surrounding land use is the most important consideration when making a decision
about the location for a future permanent shelter in Red Deer.
Impacts to people, specifically as it relates to “citizen safety” for everyone in the community,
must be considered.
Residential neighbourhoods should not be considered.
Protection of recreational spaces and natural habitats
Financial compensation should be considered for those who are directly impacted by the
location of the future permanent shelter.
Accountability must be a priority.

In the online and in-person sessions, quantitative data was also gathered about the seven previously used
site criteria. Each participant was asked “Do you agree with the criteria – yes, no or yes (if/and/but). The
breakdown of responses to this is included under each criteria analysis.
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Criteria 1: Ease Of Acquiring A Site
“If the proposed site is not City-owned, the landowner must be willing to sell the property for the proposed
integrated shelter. If The City is the landowner, The City can determine whether to sell, or keep it as municipal
land and used for the proposed shelter use. Properties must be available for immediate use, with constraints such
as no long-term lease existing on the property.”
Do you agree with Criteria 1?
YES
562

NO
141

YES (BUT/IF/AND)
115

Top considerations:
Capital investment by City
-

Support for use of City-owned land, but not current park space
The City should not purchase land for the project, only consider currently owned land

Obtaining land
-

The City should be able to use expropriation powers to acquire best site
City should not pressure a property owner to sell land for the project

Current infrastructure
-

Use an existing building or buildings, such as Michener, Kinex, old hotel, etc.
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CRITERIA 2: ACCESSIBILITY TO SERVICES
The future proposed integrated shelter may have many support services provided in house, however that is yet to
be determined. Currently a consideration for the operator, clients and to minimize travel traffic between the
shelter and support services, sites are evaluated on how close the location is to existing support services or the
current level of services provided in the area.
Do you agree with Criteria 2?
YES
515

NO
174

YES (BUT/IF/AND)
128

Top considerations:
On-site services:
-

Services should be on site, so the shelter is a one stop shop and provides a pathway to housing.
The on-site services can be provided on a flex or rotating basis so that:
- Organizations/services accessed by non-homeless clients should not be only in the shelter
- Different shelter spaces for those experiencing addictions and those not

Concentration of services:
-

Concern that having all services in one place will concentrate the social disorder in that area
Concerns that leaving required services spread out will increase foot traffic and create a
transportation barrier

Proximity to emergency services
-

Locations should be close to RCMP, EMS, and other emergency services
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Criteria 3: Size
The preferred site either has a building or can accommodate a building that is at least 10,000 square feet. This
is to accommodate the various spaces required to support the integrated services that are envisioned such as
dignified sleeping space for at least 100 individuals, washrooms, storage, kitchen, laundry, and workspaces for
other integrated supports.
Do you agree with Criteria 3?
YES
604

NO
95

YES (BUT/IF/AND)
117

Top considerations:
Room for growth
-

Have a plan for future increase in number of beds
100 beds likely not enough for future need

Accommodation of additional services
-

Should be large enough to accommodate space for other service providers
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Criteria 4: Surrounding Land Use
All land within our city has zoning attached to it. Zoning specifies the types of uses and development rules for
that area. This helps people understand what use may be located on a site in the future. There are specified
areas throughout the city where zoning allows for a temporary care facility like a shelter; this includes areas such
as public service, commercial and residential.
While residential areas do consider the use, the size and scale of the operation, hours of operation and traffic
are not compatible with most of these neighbourhoods. Sites will be evaluated based on their impacts to
surrounding neighbours. If rezoning is required, sites are reviewed for compatibility with surrounding land uses
and impacts are identified and potential mitigation measures considered.
Do you agree with Criteria 4?
YES
568

NO
109

YES (BUT/IF/AND)
142

Top considerations:
Proximity to current spaces, neighbourhoods, businesses
-

Designated distance from residential areas residents and homes
Designated distance from parks, trails, roads and schools to protect public amenities
Designated distance from natural habitats to protect the environment
Buffer zone between shelter and other land uses
Proximity to liquor stores, cannabis retail, and other stores that could cause barriers for those
struggling with addictions
Shelter and services downtown hamper revitalization

Rezoning
-

City should not rezone an area to accommodate shelter location
City should be allowed to rezone to accommodate a shelter location

Consultation
-

Public consultation with those who will be in proximity to the shelter
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Criteria 5: Unique Factors
The site will need to be evaluated for other development constraints that might not make the site suitable for a
shelter. This might include, but is not limited to landfills, escarpments, proximity to floodways, contamination, and
other environmental constraints.
Typically, industrial lands and some commercial lands would require evaluation of contamination of lands and
potential for cleanup which can have large impacts on development timelines and costs.
Do you agree with Criteria 5?
YES
601

NO
127

YES (BUT/IF/AND)
92

Top considerations:
Sufficient time consideration
-

Should consider taking time for remediation for best spot
Should be willing to wait for the ideal spot to become available once identified (if not already)

Personal safety for clients
-

Concerns for the safety of clients as pedestrians and the need for walking access without
crossing main roads or high-speed roads

-
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Criteria 6: Operations, Logistical Efficiencies & Additional Costs
This is largely around the ability to leverage existing assets and/or co-locate important services in an integrated
manner. It is believed that no additional funding would be provided by the Government of Alberta for capital.
Based on the site selection, consideration is given to missing operational components or envisioned expenses that
would need to be incurred such as busing to location, meal delivery, laundry service, etc. Currently, the Province
is responsible for shelter-services. At this time, if additional expenses are required, it would be the province’s and
operators’ responsibility to cover the costs of all site development and operational requirements. It is not
guaranteed they would agree to additional costs.
Do you agree with Criteria 6?
YES
513

NO
158

YES (BUT/IF/AND)
141

Top considerations:
Additional support
-

Other service providers should be involved in service planning and provide support.
Need support from other levels of government

Client involvement
-

Clients should contribute to labour/maintenance both to contribute and to develop life skills
Homeless need to contribute/be held accountable

Support for surrounding neighbourhood
-

Compensation for surrounding community to for costs incurred by things such as vandalism,
crime and loitering.
Compensation for those facing decrease in property values and business revenues
Concerns that tax dollars are going to support people who are detrimental to the well-being
and safety of the community, while public amenities such as trails and parks are lost
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-

Shelter operator to take some form of responsibility for damage done by clients to neighbouring
properties
Will need increased safety service for the public

Criteria 7: Amenities Required
When we refer to the future permanent shelter as being “integrated”, it means that the facility will include a
variety of services to help the immediate needs of our vulnerable population, including a primary focus on their
journey to obtaining and retaining permanent housing. Services that support an individual’s immediate needs can
include items like food, laundry, a safe place to sleep, and medical services. Other services that may be
considered in the permanent shelter include services like addiction and mental health support, help in obtaining
identification, support in obtaining income, among other services. Some services may be permanent fixtures in the
shelter, while others may be temporary or satellite offices.
Do you agree with Criteria 7?
YES
610

NO
85

YES (BUT/IF/AND)
121

Top considerations:
On and off-site shelter support
-

Concern about the continuity of care for clients as they move towards permanent housing
Want to be certain that shelter provides tools to exit addiction and poverty
Services need to be accessible outside the shelter/office space but not relocation

Alternate model
-

Build multiple smaller locations available based on client need
One larger shelter will concentrate social disorder
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Open Discussion
In the online survey and in-person sessions, we asked participants if there were any additional criteria
that they would like considered, and why they should be included.
Potential new criteria:
-

Protection of natural habitat and parks/trails: Red Deer’s natural spaces are one of its
leading attractants. Residents repeat consistently that our city in a park is one of the main
benefits of living here. They also discuss the need for protection for natural habitats for deer,
moose, and other wild animals who also make the city their home. There is a deep concern for
rough sleeping in wild habitats that are not accessible to firetrucks.
o The shelter should be placed in a way that prevents and discourages spillover into wild
habitats to prevent the destruction of natural environments through physical harm,
rubbish, and fire.
o The shelter should be placed in a way that prevents and discourages spillover into parks
and onto the trails and paths that are a major draw to residents. These features should
be preserved for the public's shared and safe enjoyment.

-

Minimization of impact: Administration should seek to develop the shelter in such a way that
minimizes the geographic and residential impacts, both in design and location. This could mean
developing a few smaller shelters that cater to specific client needs, such as ones for those
experiencing mental health and addictions barriers, and some for those experiencing acute
homelessness due to financial struggles like job loss. Additionally, the proximity to residences
and the density of those residences should be considered, and a fenced yard space and outside
security should be included.
o The shelter should be placed in a way that minimizes the number of residents impacted
by anticipated spillover.
o The shelter should be designed in such a way (potentially multi-site) that distributes
needs geographically.

-

Integrated services: Wherever located, the shelter(s) should provide a variety of onsite
services that build opportunities to exit poverty. This would include services for acute needs,
like mental health support, and for longer term exit strategies, like training and education.
o The shelter should include on-site services from a variety of providers in a rotating, flex
space approach.
o The shelter should include programs that build skills and strategies for clients to exit
homelessness.
o The shelter should include tasks and projects that include clients for both reciprocity
and skill building.
Long term vision and strategy: Those making the decision should call upon and keep in
mind the long-term vision for The City, knowing that the bigger picture will bring clarity. It will
take bravery and some people will be upset no matter what. Consider:

-
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o
o
o

How will the location align with our vision for the future of the City?
What will the operational needs of the shelter look like going forward, and are we able
and willing to carry the financial burden?
How can we best integrate the shelter, supportive housing, and other housing resources
into existing resources and allocations?

Top Three
During the in-person sessions only, we asked participants to tell us what the top three things were that
they wanted to share with us about the permanent shelter project when they walked into the room.
The key points that came out of the question are:
•

•

•

•

•

Those making the decision must keep the larger vision for Red Deer in mind and have a time
sensitive plan for the future. The city needs this resource, and it follows a philosophy of
everyone in Red Deer having an equal chance. When the decision-making process lacks clarity,
call upon the bigger picture for both the city and residents. Be bold, make it work, and spend
the money on what it takes, like messaging, amenities, zoning, and risk mitigation.
Strong opposition to a downtown placement, and even the continued presence of many of these
agencies downtown. Respondents want to see the City’s vision for downtown taken as part of
the criteria for location.
There is deep concern for those experiencing homelessness and a desire to see long term and
laddered supports that help vulnerable residents exit poverty. Clients need dignity in the
planning and provision of services. The operation of the shelter itself can be holistic and flexible
with the ultimate goal of reducing human suffering. Operations should include a range of
services to support that goal and commit to a person-centered perspective.
Consider the impact of the location on all surrounding areas, including parks, residences, and
forested trail systems. It is a loss to the entire community when these resources are made
unavailable due to safety concerns and debris. The safety of community should play an important
role in the criteria.
Keep business and industry involved, as stakeholders and future partners. Our businesses are an
important part of the community ecosystem and will give valuable insights.

Email Summary
From May 10 to June 13, we received more than 80 emails from citizens with input and insight into
areas outside of site criteria for the permanent shelter. The main theme in those emails stemmed from
the direction from Council on May 9 to publish a community report about the costs and timing of the
potential site on Riverside Drive, and an updated heat map to reflect that site. The report was posted to
The City’s website on May 31 on all permanent shelter pages.
Those who emailed were either strongly opposed or in support of the site. Those opposed were mostly
from the Pines neighbourhood stating concerns about the property damage, personal safety and
property values. Those in favour of the site were mostly from the downtown area where the current
temporary shelter is located. They also stated current concerns around drug use in public, property
damage, property values and personal safety for themselves, their customers and their staff.
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The following is a number breakdown of what we heard through email input:
# emails
80+ (79 included
in report)

Opposed to
Riverside Drive
Site
51

Opposed to
downtown
location
8

Support for
Riverside Site
10

Support for
downtown
location
4
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Full Comments
The following are all the comments received online, in-person and through email.

Criteria 1: Ease of Acquiring Site
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

I am confused about why the city would still need to choose to use the land for the shelter if it
is owned by the city. Does the city not want to have a permanent shelter? What types of
processes, conversations, and agreements will occur between the potential landowner and the
city? Will a neutral third-party be used when discussing with the proposed landowner?
This is an odd question. Yes, I agree that if it is not city owed land then they should have to
purchase it and that the owner must be willing to sell it. What other option is there? If I
disagree, am I saying that I think the city should just take it over? I also agree that if it is city
owned property, then yes, the city (aka the owner) has the right to determine what they would
like to do with it. I cannot disagree with letting someone (or some organization) do what makes
sense to them with their own assets.
Province or city should own and control land
I don't think there are any other options so, yes one has to agree with this criteria.
In fairness to adjacent properties, the proposed use should fit existing zoning rules.
As long as it isn’t currently park land
Unsure
If there are leases on the property, tenants can be given the option to vacate, and make
arrangements for compensation with the existing landlord.
The city has the right to choose a site and decide on the land use, with or without the seller’s
consent. The seller does not determine land use; the city does.
The city has been pushing this decision for almost two-years now, so the "immediate use" clause
seems a bit rich. All sites will need some sort of upgrading as there aren't many shelter-specific
facilities available. So, I think "immediate use" can be lessened to allow for more sites to be
considered.
While I completely agree with everything mention, I do think even if the land is city owned it
should still be brought up to the public before action is taken to see what concerns there may
be for the location of the proposed shelter
I agree with the criteria generally, but in light of the apparent challenges in finding a suitable
location, I don't think the City should rule out the use of its expropriation power, if necessary
(which seems to be ruled out by the "landowner must be willing to sell" part). That would be a
last resort, like any expropriation, but there are times when expropriation is necessary.
Consideration for what the surrounding area was previously zoned for and what established
businesses or residences are already in place. If there are notable negative impacts to business
or property values, safety, etc as a result
The city should not be buying land to support this.
I am unsure.
To look for a solution of land requires long term leasing. When the subject of the current issue
comes up in the news that the leasing will end soon - more meetings, which in term is time and
money - comes with it. At this point all studies should have completed and a permanent land
solution should have been chosen. There is nothing stating any of the land requirements needed
for this facility needs to be in high a downtown location or near areas where public and business
17
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

safety is a huge concern. Homelessness is a part in hand with the drug use. Safety for the addicts
is also essential - and rehabilitation should be mandatory - counselors and care for change - not
just letting homelessness be the only solution.
Their is other property (5415--49 ave ) between a church & Salivation Army
I don’t think the city should own this type of property .. It should only be privately owned ..
Residents around the area should have their say.
I agree with everything except for available for immediate use. For example maybe the best
property will not be available for a year
The optimum site may require a graduated approach - from leased to owned and may require
extensive leaseholds prior to being operational.
Not relevant to me
If the City does take into consideration the effect it will have on surrounding property values as
well as safety of residents then the City can use criteria but not unilateral decision making.
These are humans and they are a priority. Pre-existing leases for less important things should be
ignored and land taken for this project. The homeless have a bigger right to safe shelter than a
business has to make a buck.
The wording leaves out the people. The criteria states "The City can determine whether to sell,
or keep it as municipal land and used for the proposed shelter use" eliminates the residents and
businesses of Red Deer. That is unacceptable.
I agree with the first sentence but the property should remain City owned in perpetuity with no
option to sell and dedicated to the shelter and support services.
I do not want one of these sites in my neighbourhood where children grow up and go to school.
Yes to immediate use. No to having to building a new site that would also require the added
costs of having to service the site... utilities = added $$$$
The City cannot re-zone City Parkland to be Shelter location.
There should be no exclusion of an exclusive lease of a property. It should be an option as well.
Leasing provides opportunities such as being less expensive in the short term, more flexibility,
permits change, opportunities at trial and error, etc.
Don’t understand
How can you go on the 2015 census when we have & are still in a pandemic
I am NOT in favor of the city using the Pines escarpment for the permanent site proposed
The City should use municipal land to create a space to suit the needs of the shelter itself with a
purchase option for the shelter. The city has a responsibility to meet the basic human needs of
every resident.
More information needed
Disagree. Rezoning this area will lose valuable park land that is enjoyed daily by lots of people
walking, jogging and biking. This would be a great loss to the community at large. The purpose
of this district is to provide land for parks and rec areas for use of the public.
I do not agree that a landowner must be forced to sell their land if that site is selected. This is a
free country and should be treated as such.
The Pines Proposal is on an unserviced lot, which will be costly to install necessary services, and
is on a flood plain, no insurance.
I am answering "no" with the caviet that this municipal government does not have a good
understanding of who the people are who are on the street and the trauma they face. My client
had gonorrhoea at the age of 5 and no one to help her through her childhood abuse and
18
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

trauma. Protecting businesses over this young woman is not the way to respond to the issues
face by those on the street. The city needs to "OWN" early intervention and mental health
supports and not control where we shelter the traumatized.
I agree but wonder why I private seller should get to decide what the land is used for.
The area under consideration below the Pines is not serviced and therefore not ready for
immediate use
"I do not agree that the city be involved with this project at all!
Outreach should be community responsibility! I do not condone my tax dollars, city, provincially
or federally to be used gor this purpose!"
First option but needs to be a fair price for the seller
Why does a landowner have to approve a future use?
Agree in principle but I have reservations
I absolutely disagree with any tax payers dollars being wasted on criminals with addictions. I
would rather my taxes be spent on more prisons and lawyers.
For City owned land, land designated city park land shall not be considered as a suitable shelter
location. Red Deer's park are the City's jewel and should not be impacted or reduced by this
issue.
The City should not be able to force someone to sell a property.
If the City is the landowner, I do feel that the City should not determine unilaterally whether
the land will change in its zoning or to use the land for the proposed shelter use without
considering a more formal process such as a public referendum or actual voting by the public
(not just providing input) because of the scale of a project such as this and the potential serious
impacts and concerns for the surrounding areas, environmental concerns, and potential safety
and risk issues for nearby neighbourhoods.
This is some what ok, but I feel nobody, even the city should not be forced to sell their
property. If the property is or meant to be a green space then it should not be used.
This is a budget item that affects the total cost. Anyone will sell for the right price.
I’d generally say yes- but want to clarify my view on” immediate use”, that means to me a
offer/sale could be made/accepted immediately and inconclusive of time for legalities. If it’s a C
of Rd property, immediate use includes property that is developed or under development and
excludes free space/park areas not already planned for development (such as schools)
The site should be on city owned land.
"Am willing to wait for city to install infrastructure services on city-owned land.
AM willing to wait for city to install infrastructure services on city-owned land if location is
otherwise appropriate"
There are too many pieces to this question to be simply agree or disagree. If the city owns the
proper the city SHOULD use it for shelter use. If the site is privately owned and currently a
business, it should be up to the discretion of the owner whether they want to sell or not. I do
agree the properties should be available for immediate use.
"We don't want it in the Pines at all. It will decrease our property values and it will turn our
neighborhood into a slum."
Why must the land owner be forced to sell? I don't agree with that part otherwise.....yes with
the no long term lease.
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No.. " the proposed site is not City-owned, the landowner must be willing". Why "MUST" they
be willing. You make it sound as if they do not have a choice at all. As far as the no long-term
leases, I do fully support that.
I agree with this criteria but wish to iterate that the site selected must ensure the safety of ALL
citizens of Red Deer.
Consideration needs to be given to the community
Should also have approved use by immediately adjacent neighbors
There are alludes in criteria ~ Sites ubi be criteria
Is not all that important ~ long term impact
What is the weighting of the criteria~outcome right place
Too much in the criteria
Ease is not as important as picking the best site
Problem is growing and ease means we could get to it sooner
Fair but shouldn’t be #1
It needs to get done and 7 million is a lot
More important to land the right site ~easy shouldn’t influence
Full community support is important without it, it may make an easy site complex
If there was legitimate urgency, perhaps “easy” is important (loss of 7 million shouldn’t
influence)
Easy doesn’t mean fast. Do it right, take time to get all things considered. Hast initially has us
here today
Parts that agree -> Access to property rapidly but not at the expense of the ease if the
requirement
Once final site is selected is there public input or and appeal process? Because its available does
not mean its right
City may own but could cost more to service
Cost of servicing over 7 million who pays?
Site easy for city access
Property owner agrees
If the right site, City shouldn’t be able to negate
Do you pay more if the site is not the right spot
Need more money from province 7 million is nothing
Prioritize sites that are easy to acquire
I do think there is a need
Shortened time for decision making
Not enough information or statistics collected
What’s to limit users from becoming permeant users of the shelter?
Pull of money happened nearly 6 months ago. City did not use this time to select a site
Province is upset by site not being picked
Don’t discount annexed land (all land can be purchased)
Ease of finding the right site
Two sites that are similar, city owned would be best
If it is east or hard what is easy does not mean what is right
Needs to be right for the people that use it
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What is defined as short term/long term
Just because its quick does not mean that’s right
Swinging door
Who follows up on guidelines?
Why another facility?
Fires need to be considered
Ease and quick decision
Need to easily access/acquire site willing to sell
Zoning and easy transfer
Why is Michener not considered?
Zoning is important. More delays are not ideal
Kids in close proximity
Consideration of urban parks
Disturbing existing areas
Recreational trails
Where is it not going to affect majority of The City of Red Deer Civic yards a viable spot
Residence, wildlife not affected by shelter location
Leg work (Red Tape)
Land use must be considered
Stand alone permanent shelter avenues in which it can be integrated with other services
What is integrated service criteria preventing it from having shelter in City outskirts.
City has a say ~ City owned land so contract over building and land
Do own purchase?
Able to acquire land ~ if ideal site is found, doesn’t matter who owns it
Should be willing to sell land to The City of Red Deer If have to re-zone, slows down the
process this is a struggle
Citizens should know that where they live, they shouldn’t have to fear City will re-zone
Pines residential showed up in mass .. what does that say?
If close to residential area increased crime.
Selection of site ~ not the most important. Safety of the public citizens is most important.
What’s chosen will ensure safety to the public.
Criteria should be weighted
Future considerations: floorplan, climate change
Consider capability with others in the area. Align with what is already there.
Situate where is least amount of conflict
What is the possibility of putting this shelter where the recovery centre is going? All services
together. People right on site instead of 100 people having to wait for services
Demographics are important because site directly affects access of services
Don’t pick a site because its easy, surrounding community is more important
Cost to acquire new land could be balanced by sale of existing owned land ex parking lot
downtown vs. riverfront property
The right site is more important than cost
There is no good location
It will be contentious, but need to balance
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This is not the most important criteria
1/3 are from Red Deer. Why?
Shelter needs XYZ criteria within 100 miles or more. Similar to bars/cannabis stores
Cant build on long-term lease
Free land is better than paying for more (purchasing city land)
So long as its not parks land
Long-term investment
City owned would be more coordinated and more willingness for collaboration
Site would ne city owned but not operationally controlled by the city
More opportunity to control, what happens on the site if they are City owned
Owned by City ~ opportunity for funding would be different
More funding for serving population not having to divert funds towards safety and security
If not the best site not owned by the city will have to take steps to acquire
Servicing fees in pines (utility, road ways) notable changes with putting something there
Safety/access. Ex: Fires on road in/out not the same issue as having a fire in the woods
Should this remain a section for site selection? Yes
If not welling to sell cant the City force a sale?
Would have to be determined if City owned land
If City owned, do not want to re-zone. Less enjoyment of others~ specifically parks
Lets work that strategically ~ do not take down wildlife. Be proactive not reactive
Site to fit criteria already fits criteria… Don’t have to make it fit.

Criteria 2. Accessibility to Services
•

•

•
•
•
•

While I understand the criteria, I don’t like that every northern Red Deer residential area is
within those boundaries, but no southern Red Deer residential area is. North Red Deer
residents are dealing DAILY with the effects of homelessness - crime, assault and drugs are
rampant. South Red Deer will always be sheltered from that if this is the criteria. I think it
should be added as a STRONG consideration, the proximity to residential neighborhoods. Do
you think people in Lonsdale sweep their backyard for needles before letting their children play?
We do that in Pines. We have to, because we are near services, and apparently that means we
always will be.
I agree from the standpoint of accessing services and keeping the sites close to each other. I
don't agree that the "Experience of Homelessness" captures the current foot traffic and activity.
The stats are old and the climate surrounding foot traffic/activities of the homeless / transient
population have drastically changed. It is not a correct depiction of what is really happening in
Red Deer.
I believe the criteria should require the operator to provide services in house, that is what
homeless people need and want. Tell me what will be included in services then I can better
answer the question.
You can put social services near or in new shelter. That is a necessity for success
Services should relocate
We are not sure what we are being asked to give an opinion on in this section. It is not
presented in a fashion we can understand.
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I agree, provided the travel distances do not encourage traversing residential neighborhoods.
This would include the trail system, urban forests, school and playground areas.
In theory I agree, in practice, it means likely location in the downtown, which counters
revitalization efforts.
Can’t really see in detail enough
Agree with accessibly to services but did not see the Street Clinic on the list (maybe it is under
another name), also the Red Deer Public Library is not included. Also, parks are not included as
a service.
In general, I do not agree. Many of the services listed are temporary shelter or meal providers.
In a permanent shelter, neither of these would be required. The primary services required for
those in permanent shelter would be similar to those in the general public, and could be
accessed by bus transportation in a city as small as Red Deer. Social workers can go to the
permanent shelter to visit their clients, and those in drug treatment will be housed in those
facilities. At the present time, those who are homeless travel around the city at will, and there is
no reason to believe that these behaviors would change simply because some are afforded a
more permanent shelter. This is faulty logic which should be closely examined.
Agree it should be near existing services, but not on the north end. The north end is already
burdened by homelessness. And has its fair share of support agencies already here. It’s time the
south and east end bore some of that burden, if the shelter is not in the downtown. But that
seems the best place for it to be.
It should be a priority to provide support services in house. The location of the project should
not be dependant on the existing location of services if the location of those services at present
is in a location unsuitable for a permanent shelter. Travel of person between shelter and
services along river valley pathways has created fear and anxiety in the community use of trails
and pathways as it is felt to be unsafe along river valley trails. These trails connect
neighbourhoods throughout the city and the location of services and the shelter should not be
near the river as it encourages tents and loitering for various reasons in these green areas
creating unsafe areas for other residents (as has occurred and is a major problem in Calgary and
Edmonton). The Red Deer river valley and trails from Heritage Ranch to Kerry Wood nature
centre has a very unsafe feeling. I personally would not travel on the path alone even in the day
and have experienced harassment by men experiencing homelessness in the area multiple times.
I avoid all path use at night alone or otherwise.
If the intention of having a permanent shelter is to seek and place a homeless person into
permanent housing, then the new facility must have all of the support services in house. If the
facility has all support services in house, then the location of the shelter can be located
anywhere.
Provide as many as possible "support services" on site. eg. Mustard Seed, soup kitchens, John
Howard office, opiate help, etc. etc.
Put it beside the police station. Don't give up our river access.
Of course it will be critical for our homeless to have access to the needed services but it would
appear the best location would be somewhere downtown, however there are a lot of business
downtown who are fleeing downtown due to the harassment their clients experience parking
downtown, or even leaving their establishments. If we choose to do something downtown will
something be done to incentivize people to stay downtown?
The criminal, transient, and drug addicted people need to be removed from the city, so we can
effectively deal with those in real need.
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It would seem obvious that the foot traffic would follow where the support services are. Since
the support services were set up almost entirely in the downtown core, that is where the traffic
is. What the criteria should be looking at is moving the support services away from downtown
and into a more central location that does not threaten the existence of businesses and the
safety of individuals trying to enjoy the services they require.
"The criteria at the moment states that: ""A current requirement is that the operator will need
to minimize travel traffic between the shelter and support services, therefore sites will be
evaluated on how close the location is to existing support services or the current level of
services provided in the area. ""This explains why the search thus far keeps turning up
downtown locations. As the current support services are downtown, it is obvious that the
search process is biased towards selecting a downtown site. The assumption being made is
erroneous, especially given the suggestion that the website makes that possibly support services
would also be relocated. The comparison of maps of support organizations and foot traffic
clearly indicates the expected correlation between location of services and traffic. It clearly calls
for a rethink not only of the permanent shelter location but also of the distribution of services if
any positive change is to occur to alleviate the negative effects of homelessness on a significant
tract of central Red Deer. By removing the current location criteria, the limitations on scope
are removed to find a suitable location for a permanent shelter."
The services have to be within the new structure. Please do not propose that the site has to be
close to the agencies if the services are not in the structure. If you insist then the building will be
in the Downtown and that is not an option. There are ways to transport people to the facilities
they need to access.
This is a logical criteria. Having too many services spread out is not as effective and some
consolidation of them to the shelter site would be advisable.
Keep homeless and drug addicts Downtown and away from residential areas
I believe 2015 is a little out of date for a foot traffic activity to base anything off of.
Just clarifying. Site should be central. Easily accessible for those who need it.
Even if services are provided onsite, folks will travel to old stomping grounds and current
services.
I have mixed feelings about this. It makes sense to have everything close from a logistics
purpose, but adding a shelter to that area will not solve the problem of homelessness
downtown. The only way that’s going to work is to remove the shelter and some accompanying
services out from downtown.
Maybe some of the other services provided by other support services should move to where
the new permanent shelter is going. As a resident close to the Mustard Seed, I am getting sick of
the patrons of the Mustard Seed using our area as a garbage can and means of a washroom. Our
city deserves to be looked at as beautiful and welcoming. Right now there are too many services
provided that are too far apart from each other. They all should be in one area. With that, not
in a residential area until those patrons are ready to transition into a community
PINES,Gates Ave River valley North
The shelter has to be easily accessible to those requiring the services. If. It close to the services
that would be utilized by the shelter users some type of conveyance must be provided to them.
(Ie a bus that runs four times per day for appts/services)
I think this report is outdated. I live in the pines and the foot traffic through here has escalated
hugely in the last 3 to 4 years.
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This is a 2015 report to make a decision in 2022, when the homeless population has gone up
leaps and bounds. And looking where facilities are, why move it into the Pines where there is
nothing for support, creating more traffic.
what does close access mean? how much traffic/travel is for services, how much for other
reasons? traffic to helpful services is good. the problem is that the traffic to anywhere is
disrupting my kids ability to ride a bike along the river
Good general information, but over a period of time social service agencies can relocate
(perhaps to less expensive locations than downtown) and foot traffic patterns would naturally
evolve. So I would encourage people not to get too locked in to trying to replicate the current
models
Some of these services should be looked at moving with the shelter or provided on site with
volunteer assistance. This should be considered at the same time as picking a location.
Otherwise why consider moving it?
Need more information to make a decision.
Or service can be relocated to the area selected. Current services have developed over time to
aggregate in the down town core due to vacancies and lack of a vital downtown core, driving
more and more businesses out of the core and more and more service to become available. A
cycle of increasing reliance on the downtown core for these services.
C was built too far from amenities. The proposed shelter should be within walking distance of
amenities but outside of downtown or Riverside meadows. Why would you want to put a
shelter in a problem area? Put it in an area with a lot of green space and serenity.
To be most effective the criteria should be that most support services will maintain a service
outlet within or adjacent to the shelter. Safe Harbour is ideal for this.
I think all services should be available on site...
It has been incredibly successful, in other communities, to have a shelter outside of traffic areas
in order to reduce external problems. In these centres, a shuttle service runs a couple of times
a day.
I agree about minimizing foot traffic between the location and social assistance sites/programs.
The chosen site should be within walking distance to support services. For the safety of transit
employees and transit patrons. It not realistic to think the homeless to depend on city transit to
get to and from the site multiple times a day.
We just came out of a pandemic, I'm not sure a 2015 report is very accurate
There foot or brick traffic is all over the city some places more than other but all over. They
need a place on 2A with bus service to the places they need to attend
No up to date on 2015 findings
It’s very unfortunate when people have come to a homeless situation. But using the Pines
escarpment is endangering citizens .
With this criteria there would be no choice but to place the shelter downtown as the City has
approved the majority of services within this area. Services will go where the shelter is located
they can move it's all about funding and the Service Provider will not stay in a location that is
not close to their clientele as they want the gov't funding for services provided and staffing.
Shelter can be built outside the downtown corridor and the services will follow. The foot traffic
information is old (2015) but if the service providers are located in these areas that is where the
foot traffic will be this is just common sense. Now 7 years later there is a lot more foot traffic
to South RD as it has become more developed.
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I understand minimizing traffic so that users of the shelter are able to access the services they
require - however I think free transportation should be made available to them whether through
a free bus route or taxi coupons. I don’t think the shelter should be built solely with proximity
to services inundated - there are other solutions to that.
Disagree. Proposed site on Riverside Drive is one of the furthest from these services. The
homeless want to be near a ‘safe harbour” which would be close to an hour walk from the
proposed Pines shelter. Also want to be close to the other services.
Consider expanding or relocating / accessing services in other areas of the city so they are not
so concentrated in the downtown area. A permanent shelter just adds one more permanent
service in one area of the city
A lot has changed since 2015, but the majority of services provided is in the downtown area and
it doesn’t make sense to have it in the Pines area where transportation will be needed the
majority of the time, Winter or summer.
"There are thousands of Red Deer residents that depend on these services as well.
Why are we catering to homelessness?
The shelter should be safe, provide its own care (if needed)
Each time we need to go to the emergency room, we trav to Lacombe or Innisfail as our ER is
always a gong show.
Do regular Red Deer folk deserve access to services as well?"
Away from their usual routes could be beneficial. Away from the places one could repeatedly
go for a "fix"
The prosed site below the Pines does not have any amenities close by so the homeless would be
walking to access their needs and their trip would often be through the Pines community eg. to
the nearest bottle depot or nearest bus stop
"Again the foot traffic is there because of the location of soup kitchens, help centers etc. There
is no science there!
Your proposed Centre will just change the direction of foot traffic."
Do not agree with this criteria, if spending 5 mil on building a new shelter, why would other
serves not also be included in there. The goal should be to cut down foot traffic, make things
easier on the homeless and save money by having more services under one roof!
Nineteen social agencies shown on this map. Why must the shelter be close to these agencies?
Move the agencies to the shelter location or admit the City of Red Deer has zero consideration
for business as it has been proven without a doubt these two communities cannot coexist. This
is a very leading question if the criteria states the shelter must be near the agencies. Change the
criteria!!!
Have conflicted feelings
The location with the least impact to surrounding business and homeowners should be the top
consideration as it is the taxes collected from the public and businesses that make these facilities
possible.
Build the necessary services into the new shelter rather than building near current services. If
necessary, bus the clients to the new facility until services are in place.
how can a 2015 project be of value with todays issue?? I could see a 2-3 year study as being
relative. The number of homeless/ addiction has increased since 2015 no doubt - unfortunately so I feel this is of irrelevance. With the "wrap around" services that is being offered, I am
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hopeful the need of multiple support services can be under one roof. Making the need for foot
traffic to be at an minimum.
Existing services can be moved.
This map completely exempts the south hill from consideration.
Bring the devices to a new location out of the downtown core and definitely away from any
residential areas. As a victim of crime in this city and as a taxpayer I’d like to walk downtown
and not be afraid, walk the trails without fear of stepping on a needle or coming up on a swatter
camp. Our downtown has been destroyed. Our local business owners are being and have been
destroyed. I’d like to see some literature on how many access the programs to better
themselves versus how many are accessing the places they can get high.
I agree with having the support services close, but do not agree that the support services need
to remain at their current locations. All could be moved to one area
This map has been impacted by the current location of the site. Consider the option of using
transportation to service sites. Change the model. Provide the primary services needed on site;
providers can adapt to the new model.
We need representatives of services at the shelter site and to keep shelter out of the way. Red
Deer residents have endured enough
The only way the majority of the homeless problem to be resolved is for each individual to be
made to chose to deal with their specific problems. No one can make someone deal with a
persons issues except the individual. Start looking after the residents of this city, stop ignoring
them. I have lived in Red Deer since 1978, and it has gone downhill over the last 10 or more
years. Stop coddling challenged people. I have 4 sons, they all chose to leave Red Deer because
of the never ending crime problems.
No because that is foot traffic based on where the shelter is now. It would change once the
shelter is relocated
from your own map supplied here, there does not appear to be any foot traffic relating to
homelessness outside the core area of downtown, putting a shelter anywhere else in the city
that is not affected now is concerning. I point to suggested location on the michener site and
timberlands neighbourhoods. why drag issues relating to homelessness to other parts of the
city?
I agree that the shelter needs to be close to existing services and that minimal travel distances
are to be assured. As can been easily seen in the foot traffic study, the potential Riverside Drive
locations are neither close to existing services or on routes traveled by the homeless
population. The Riverside Drive locations should be removed from consideration.
Users of this new shelter should not be able to go between the new shelter and existing
services. If so, move all existing services to the new shelter area. All services should be in same
area to minimize impact on several areas
The homeless are now in every area of Red Deer. Is using data from 2015 still relevant. How
many people have become ‘unhomeless’ since 2015? How many homeless are in Red Deer
now? Are all these supports helping, or just encouraging more homelessness?
I believe we should minimize the foot traffic between services as this is where the problems
happen. All services should be moved to one giant community like site so people can get the
help they require
Have the services specific to this population of people - move to the shelter and offer wrap
around services instead of expecting them to make their way to multiple locations. The path is
what it is because the agencies and services are spread out.
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I think most Red Deer residents agree that we support providing safe shelter spaces and that
this work is very important. Potential users of shelters who may be experiencing temporary
homelessness are less of a concern for citizens, but the scale of the proposed large shelter, and
that this may bring a large number of other users (drug user, crime, etc.) to the same area, is
extremely concerning for most citizens. The ability to access services is important including
through public transit options. But the locations where some services have been established
have caused problems related to crime, drug use, and safety issues in some surrounding areas
particularly where surroundings including our trails and forested areas (camps, garbage, drug use
waste, illegal fires, and crime) and adjacent neighbourhoods. In other places, such as downtown,
the density and location of the services may have partially resulted in the larger populations of
users and larger scale issues that have caused concerns for businesses and visitors to the area
and have resulted in a declining status of what was previously a more vibrant downtown core.
Thus, for a shelter of this size, it is absolutely imperative that in-house services are provided at
the same location (or not built at this scale at all), and that the shelter is not located in areas
where trails, forests, and residential areas are located, nor near important commercial or retail
centres due to risks (safety, crime, drug use, vandalism, and rising costs of repairs or extra
safety, etc.). Another reason to select a location that avoids trails, forests, and similar areas for a
shelter location of this size is the presence of human waste in many trails in our city (streams
often have a sewage smell in some of these areas), and the decline of wildlife, damage to the
trees/environment, and avoidance of areas due to safety concerns (particularly for women and
children). Staff time for Peace Officers ,and for staff such as to help with clean-up costs, site
maintenance, and fire prevention, would escalate at a time when staff time is already stretched
very thin, and where oversight is not easily provided within trails and forested areas. Safety
concerns also limits physical activity opportunities for trail users, affects wildlife and habitat, and
overall reduces the value of properties in the surrounding areas. For a shelter of this scale, inhouse services are needed, or placement away from the core areas an neighbourhoods in the
city, but with arrangements for public transit routes or for scheduled transit services to/from
some service locations to the shelter.
The problem with this is that many “support” services also need to move. We need to be asking
better questions around how we are dealing with illegal activity and the consequences of the
activity.
Could there not be transportation services considered to assist with enlarging the options of
location for the shelter. Rather than placing the homeless clientele in high risk area(downtown)
think outside the box.
Not sure
Minimize foot traffic. The Calgary shuttle to the outskirts cost them 85 k per year. That’s less
than a buck a citizen. This criteria hamstrings the locations with benefit to the community
I think creating an integrated site where virtually all services are present together is vital to
avoid foot traffic through neighbourhoods from homeless.
Rather than place the shelter where current resources are available, consider relocating those
support resources to build a centre that links these supports with a program for full service for
the users.
Supporting services must also move to be close to those for whom the support is needed.
Perhaps satellite offices at the new homeless site for the most urgent care required, to start.
Foot Traffic can be developed and re cultured. The importance is to not create more homeless
people by impacting businesses who employ community members.
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There seems to be perhaps too many support agencies and programs... it must be hard for the
people looking for help (free stuff) to keep track; however, they certainly do get around quite
easily with no apparent responsibility attached to help with clean-up, waste, etc..
None of these services are close to the Pines. So yes put the shelter close to services. If you're
planning on having the services in house then put the in their own contained community
..somewhere like michener center or outside the city
The shelter needs to be moved out of the downtown. Support services may need to move
closer to the shelter (and out of downtown).
By your research, the proposed shelter should be closer to the Down Town section of Red
Deer. If it is closer to the RDRH, you would have faster response times. It would also allow for
Red Deer to open up an Community Outreach center in the downtown region. Utilizing local
police force to do foot patrols and bicycle patrols on a permanent basis.
Can services not be offered office locations within a shelter site
Need to know what services will be in shelters acknowledge not all can be in shelter, managed
by different organizations, gov.
Need to be realistic about current government likely to cut costs. Potentially services included.
Needs to be close to services required
Non-profit cannot afford to relocate
What do we define as a “service” need to consider services like grocery stores etc. if those are
not near by need to transport to and from services
Ideally storage for personal belongings
Existing temporary shelters already has access to services, people are not happy that’s why we
are here
People don’t always want to move/use services
Integrated shelter ~ keep in area to access services.
Integrated services all in one area
Will take time for all services to be in one area, but agree they should all be in one area
Can send a representative of all services cannot be together can be a social worker
Have a dry site/ a site for those who use
Soup kitchen, medical assistance, addictions councilor on site
Transitional housing ~ have a representative to speak to the homeless
Services should be coming to the shelter not having to go to them
Buy a building that is or could be more services
Cost will factor in yes but prox to exist services and minimal travel is so important
If services don’t move shelter is
doesn’t make sense
How do they get there? How can they travel on transit?
How many are looking for rehab? How many do we plan to house?
Can people stay during the day? It makes a difference on services acquired
Who determines what success is?
Easy access to services they require best in one area
Relating to pines~ Limited access to services
Services best on same site “all inclusive”
Some PT satellite services ex mental health
Services in one location (but not the most important criteria)
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Consideration of different requirements of different people
Not everyone needs the same services
Reduce duplication of services
Not all services can move, would require satellite or duplication
Put shelter where existing people are
This is critical
Without any transportation should be able to walk
Proximity to hospital is important time is of the essence
The further away shelter clients services are from the shelter the greater the risk to the general
public
It would inconvenience shelter clients to have to travel to services that they have already tapped
into
Be strategic ~ What do they needs
Transient traffic a concern on roads/pathways. Its not all negative they may be looking for that
service. Build it strategically so they have in-house. They don’t need to travel
Those intoxicated would not be able to access transit or maneuver traffic
People are mobile – where do they go in a day? Downtown, open parks etc.. just because
shelters somewhere doesn’t mean folks wont wander
Again ~ we need multiple sites branch the services out rent an office studio etc. Services
provided should be collaborating on services in one collective facility. Do not focus on one area
Make sure we ask current homeless population. Not those who used to be homeless what do
they need currently?
CPTED criteria (downtown ~ design placement) Implement where it ends up
We need balance -> Wildlife cpted etc shelter
Concern about what the services will be
Onsite services
Still will be a need to access services not on site
Further away site is from shelter, the less likely they will be to use services/site
Clients are feeling not heard/angry
Not making things harder than they need to be, especially with existing barriers already in place
How to deter mine which people get to use the site
Access to transitional housing and other wrap around services
Ensuring safety of families single parents and not pairing with those who are actively using in the
same location
Considering clients needs
Having people together ~ keep people contained a lot of people camping and maybe they are
afraid to be with people doing drugs
Close to people they know
Have supports close around help then feel comfortable
Have to seek out services and travel is difficult
Population can see a path to transition
Access to integration to services : services need to be integrated
Not to profit don’t have funding ~ Fragile agency
Province needs to be challenged on the model
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Not fair to take them away from their services and support
How does drug treated centre fit in with theirs
Wet shelter is the path to treatment ~ people never get ahead
Drug dealer not getting pinched
Hope is not a plan
Province putting City into difficult decision
Criteria needs to be near services people need to get to them
Not just for homeless but others who access them also
The clients need to know where they are
Access to transit’
Services cam be moved
Fear prevents people from accessing current services due to location now
No, Because it would become the #1 criteria die to current service locations nothing else
matters with this criteria
We should have it be in an area and not downtown core. Get needs met at location
Consider offering support for access to services (reduce foot traffic)
Foot traffic forced at doorways of businesses . All want successful business, recreational
facilities, safe neighborhoods and success for those that need the services. Need to be able to
access services safely and with dignity. Reduce service sites
Shouldn’t have to travel around ~ all in one facility
No, mustard seed spends rather than spend money on shuttle services
How do you have a budget when you don’t know what is going in to site
Need buffer zones ( new criteria)
Move everything to a localized spot
Have services closer together
Minimize foot traffic ~ needs to be close to services
Integrate services to shelter
Yes, needs to be accessible but close to food bank etc
Need food supports on site
Mental health and addiction services are top priority
To existing services majority are concentrated in the core business owners are not happy
Not physically responsible to move the services to a remote site
Safety for the homeless (Very cold winters)
Medical attention (shelter by injection site)
Minimize trail usage/accessibility
Direct contact eg) young children to an overdose addict
Should have services close by
Foot traffic increased
Increased crime, drugs, needles
Cant keep windows open due to movement in the yard
Accessibility to existing program services
Close to services create rotating door hub
Mitchener centre site proposed site?
Moving services doesn’t make sense put closer to
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Combining services
Concentration of services
Purchase of alternate parcel of land where you can concentrate services
If it is not located in distance how will we consider public transportation
Coherence to get to services far away
Need to be close if the site is too far away from services it wont be used
Shelter attendees walk for the most part. Ensure the safety getting from A-B and safety for
public
Visibility of the vulnerable not treed or wooded
Downtown is also a concern. Shelter anywhere is concern but it is better to have the risks in
sight/visible
Join services together
Mitigation measures
Keep in a concentrated area not spread out
All in one
All services work together
If its going to be used it needs to be close to services
Neighbors are important consideration
Want to live/stay close to services and amenities you use
If accessible services are close the neighborhood already accepts the vulnerable population
Unnecessary travel if they have to be able to access everything to prevent crime, traffic and
property damage
Decrease opportunity for crime to occur
Separates from the rest of the city. Folks and property is safe
Separation can lead to stricter community standards bylaw/expectations
Long-term implications of the site ~ site selection is more important
Integrated services creates community for those using shelter, but it enables for crime to occur
Services need to provide critical skills to more out of shelter
Services being delivered need to be used. Difficult to access and deliver.
Services need to be right at the site
Not the same access to public transit as larger cities Calgary/Edmonton
Access to services within the shelter and increased
Parking, staffing and level of care
Institutionalization
Services are more important then the housing revolving door is not good
Accessibility for RCMP “foot traffic”
Opinion of the people will stay where they originally hung out
Cant expect people to travel from service to service
Housing will impact who uses the services

Criteria 3. Size
•

Why a single concentrated shelter? This puts many homeless, who are often involved with drugs
and property crime, in one location. This is extremely concerning if near where you live. Why
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not a few different shelters that can each specialize big I were homeless and not needing
mental/drug support it would also be nice to have a safer place too.
To reduce the negative impact on the community, shouldn’t this be multiple locations with a
smaller number of people? No one wants 100 homeless in their neighborhood.
Realistically, no matter the size of the building, there will be those that can't or won't follow the
rules of the shelter or services within and then they spill out into the Community, making the
issue much bigger and now it becomes the residents or businesses problem to stay ahead of the
detrimental impacts of rough sleeper camps and transient populations on the move through
neighborhoods.
I have no idea. Is 10,000 sq ft enough space for all those things and maybe more? I do agree
that they selected site should either have a building or not have a building.
Without knowing the full services being offered it is hard to answer yes or no and as a public
member one doesn't have the knowledge or experience to design these spaces.
This is too large a center. It appears to shift all the support serves to one location, increasing
the negative impacts to that one location.
If Red Deer has this fancy and large of a homeless shelter we will have more homeless from
other places come because we have the 'best services'. I do not agree in spending so much
money on a new facility. It also needs to be downtown and away from residential areas
absolutely.
Be sure to have room to expand. No point in building or buying only to be at max capacity in a
few years
No, I think having everyone in one community is going to really negatively affect the residents in
that community.
What about security guards on site because people will complain about theft drug related crime
and drug
This seems too large. It really concentrated all the current problems with the shelter into one
spot. Moving it from downtown really just moves the problems. That’s not fair or reasonable to
place on other areas.
From what I see for 100 people 10,000 with services only seems to allow 100 square feet per
person for living eating and services seems too small.
10,000 sq ft. is too small. Suggest 25.000sq ft.
the size of the building and project depends on the location chosen. If in a residential area,
10,000 square feet is likely too large. In a commercial or industrial area, 10,000 square feet is
likely more appropriate. A large project with integrated services in a commercial or industrial
area (away from parks and trails) is likely the preferred approach.
I do not know if 10,000 Sq.ft. is the exact correct size of the shelter, but it needs to be large
enough to accommodate a reasonable number of beds and have the integrated services, as well
as the support services on site.
Are we sure that 100 individuals is an appropriate number? Where did this number come from?
The space requirement should be increased to include offices for support services. It is quite
likely that space requirements for these services would be smaller than anticipated due to the
ability to share common areas / reception / consulting rooms and by eliminating duplication in
some services being offered.
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Unsure - that's a lot of people with similar issues, such as addiction, in one area. There would
need to be security and other people there to monitor activity and ensure it doesn't become a
place to do drugs.
Bare minimum. Must take into account future expansion. Homelessness is only going to get
worse.
I do agree that this fits the current idea of creating one big space to hide our homeless problem.
What would be more humane would be to create many small facilities around the city including
South Red Deer.
If you build it they will come. I have worked at the Calgary drop in centre and Salvation Army
centre of hope in Calgary. Making these facilities more luxurious only cost more and creates
more long term residents. I would support better short term facilities for less residents for
people who are “actively working” to get out of poverty.
Unsure
Make it bigger. Like 10 times the size as there should be room to support minimum 300
individuals
Smaller & more These may be universal ( Educational , evaluation , guidance 10 TO 30 BEDS
Max ) We donot need more Prison's
Is space for 100 individuals large enough. Might need space for a lot more than 100 if homeless
issue/numbers keeps increasing.
More space preferred.
Again. This is probably what is needed if one has the concept that this typ of housing is the way
to go
The space should be appropriate for the current homeless population, but not big enough to
encourage homeless from other places to relocate to Red Deer
Are you kidding me…all those services and 100 people which will expand to 100 more people
hanging outside! As the Renew Store about the”hangouts” on Gaetz Avenue during the day…go
take a look!
I think the site should have all the support services in it as well. That way the vulnerable
population will have access to all services in one place.
It should be much larger and should have space to expand as needed.
Old woodys rv in gasoline sits empty
Will there be room for education, skill training, health and sobriety programs.
I agree with the criteria except that I believe there should be a computer room for people to
use to research and connect with supports and post office boxes so that homeless folks can
have an address.They need locking storage lockers and they need to be able to stay in the
building at least until 9 a.m. and return before dinner. Dinner and breakfast should be provided
onsite(dining room) or nearby,. There should be a classroom/dining room space for classes and
meals. And this should be supported by a supply of transition housing with supports and low
income housing to help people to progress to being permanently housed. The sleeping spaces
should be divided into three separate areas and types, male, female and families for security.
Showers?
As financial stressors ramp up, there will be a need for different kinds of shelter. For example,
homeless due to inability to rent, emergency family needs, addictions, criminal behaviour, etc. I
do not believe everyone should be billeted inthe same location. As well, support services
should be specialized in each location.
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The site should have existing services such as water, sewer, power. To be accountable to the
taxpayers of Red Deer. Why choose a site that does not have existing services when there are
so many options that have them already. Be accountable to our taxpaying dollars.
I'm a bit concerned about the size and don't feel qualified to comment. I am not sure what is
normal in other cities. If we have the nicest shelter won't it just fill up faster, drawing people
from other cities.
I can't agree with this criteria at this point because it is very vague. How many washrooms,
kitchens, workspaces are you assigning based on 100 occupancy? Poor details so can not fully
support at this point.
Needs to be bigger. 100 does nothing
A new building should not even be considered as RD has many buildings that could be used with
minor changes. Each person should not need their own suites as that is not just giving them a
roof over their head. Much money could be saved not having all these expenses using what is
already available.
Just discussing the needs of the shelter is one topic but there is another topic and criteria as to
WHERE it should be located
The definition of Dignified Sleeping space is too open to interpretation.
The Pines area is on an unserviced lot, which will require additional thousands of dollars, added
to the cost and is on a Flood Plain. . . Uninsurable!
Wondering if 100 sleeping is enough.
other criteria say you dont know what the facility will include. so how is it possible to even
have such a criteria??
"This proposed site below the Pines does not have any buildings at all therefore does not meet
your criteria."
Again NO NO! Stop using my tax dollars gor this issue! Not your job!
Ensure the facility is large enough for all services - 10,000 sq. ft. may be too small. If necessary,
add buildings for required services much like a campus.
yes I agree the space has to be adequate , but it doesn't have to be anything fancy or over the
top. Functional is optimal. Easy clean up for a kitchen/washrooms with
stainless steel and
easily mopped / washed flooring, basic tile if needed. Simple cabinets and hardware. I think a
bunk set up in a warehouse style, with male / female separation, can be utilized for sleeping
accommodations. The messes I see around the Downtown and abroad , I don't feel that the
majority of patrons are of the responsibility to have something of somewhat of value as the
mistreatment and mess seen doesn't warrant fancy/nice.
Room for 2 kitchens
If there are service providers who interact daily with the homeless population, they should also
be located in this building or in the immediate vicinity.
Too large, too many people with too much impact
Need two locations separate with one sober section and one non-sober section
Agreed. Don't 'envision' the integrated services - make them happen,
Also need to consider parking needs of staff and professionals who will be working with the
clients
Only 100... Red Deer has how many homeless people?
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I agree with this criteria, however there is no mention of a requirement for the site to allow for
future expansion of the facility (and inclusion of additional support services) if required. This
aspect should be incorporated into this criteria.
Shelters for the vulnerable homeless (women and children) I am in full of. Harbouring addicted
criminals is another story - these people need consequences, and not our tax dollars going to
support them. We already pay over half a million dollars yearly to clean up rough sleeper camps.
Why are the organizations who are funded to help the homeless not required to operate
programs with the clients to give back to the community? Even having a homeless person pick
up a bag of garbage before receiving a free meal would help. No one lives for free!
I expanded on this as part of the previous question, but many of us worry that a shelter of this
scale is not a good solution, and would require the in-house services proposed (not to have
large numbers of users then have to walk to services). I have found limited descriptions of who
the users of the shelter space may be but the needs of someone who is experiencing
termporary homelessness (unemployment or personal challenges, divorce, domestic abuse, etc.)
versus those who are likely to need longer-term and specialized support (illness, etc.), and those
who experience long-lasting issues including severe drug addictions, violent behaviour, or
criminal activity, are all likely to need VERY different services. Housing all of these different
groups of users may be extremely challenging and perhaps having a couple or more smaller
shelters for the types of users who may need them would be better.
Extra room should also be available for increasing services as the need arises.
"I’d suggest generally no, but only because the description may include green spaces and parks,
which I don’t want included.
The north area of capstone appears perfect, being in or soon to be development."
If we know the current number of individuals who are homeless we should at least be able to
accommodate sleeping space for that many individuals and with separate space/room for family
type situations.
See previous response; it doesn't matter where or how large if the people using or taking
advantage of the situation continue to do damage, consume drugs, steal to obtain money to buy
drugs, leave messes everywhere, etc..
The selected site should have sufficient outdoor space such that shelter occupants can go
outside within a fenced yard which is part of the shelter. This will minimize disruption to citizens
in or around the shelter at any given time. IE we don't want the shelter occupants to need to be
on a sidewalk, roadway or park in order to get fresh air etc.
‘May have integrated services’ is not enough. Access to all city services is essential. Support and
help with moving forward is not accomplished hiding homeless outside of city services. Near
downtown provides access.
Will need to be big enough to stay put and be properly cared for
Need to be big enough to be more than a place to sleep, allow for services at the side
Need 5-10 acres- consider to be more than a lot (150x100)
Need a plan/ understanding facility before can vote on size
Seacan michener (campus/community for size)
Big enough to accommodate/merge all current services together (ability to expand to merge)
If all services amalgamate/can reduce services sites (less competition for services)
Preferably with an existing building
Can be extended or recent lot built
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Is it important to have the entire need/size to begin with?
Non committed if limit to 100 beds - could increase?
Budget/operational piece by AB government
They need adequate space, services but in the right location
A waste of money to be in a build in building if not - reasonable size
Off the streets to a home of their own - has to be a thoughtful process
10,000 Sq ft too small
Size is important
Size of building impacts site
Province needs to get serious about this - not enough money and size of site too small
Need to know program to determine size of building
Need to be able to expand building
Good to be an uptick in homeless in red deer
Amount of people to hold - size
Big enough for capacity
Who defines a dignified space? # Of bathrooms, kitchen space, what is appropriate
Who decides building up or out
2015 stats
1 shelter big enough to handle attendees in one location. Not spread out
Who determines integrated support?
Advocacy for municipal input
If you choose a location where facilities already exist, then a larger location for shelter isn’t
necessary
The better you get at provided services the more people who will come as a concern
# is shy to accommodate services
Yes OR bigger
Seems Ludacris to be that small to hold all services
Needs to large enough initially so you don’t have to back pedal to increase
Build onto mustard seed (existing building for space sitting right by there
Room to expand up (By adding floors)
Pre existing foot traffic
Similar residential impacts
Not a need for parking as a store would
Building could use larger footprints of land
Size is important - do it right
10k ft is not enough
Size is more about engineering - can do multiple stories. Lot size not a concern
Q- Can shelter and treatment be on the site?
Multiple stories can create add capacity offices, services etc
Build up not out is a possibility
Build what you can
Based on these stats provided 100 beds is overkill
You can always build up
Can build a bigger footprint, than finish as needed i.p downtown rcmp building
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Large yard space so can be fenced, so they don’t have to be on streets, sidewalks and can stay in
fenced area
Need to figure out how big of a size you need? How many sq ft per person?
It does matter- need enough room for people inside, outside, plus room for expansion
Size is important if we want integrated services
Is it the best site? Regardless of the size - what is the long term plan? Is it 10k sq. ft now and
100k sq.ft in the future
Longevity is important
Hotel format address space issues or former hotels
Space in the bottom of the building
All in one site, living quarters allow service
There is no mention of future expansion, beds/services?
What if we outgrow this shelter as it’s so successful - when it happens
We should consider how we’ll choose in future. Other cities and what worked/did not is very
important to learn
We must be able to get people moved out homelessness, encouraged. Is the goal - permanent
housing?
We are going to help you but not forever
Our goal is for them to graduate from homelessness, various steps to be taken
We need to grow and for those integrated supports - future growth - plan for it
Size needs to be a criteria - but consider future
Strategically utilize the space
Consideration- if we are only staff for 80 now - how are we going to home staff for 100 more?
Budget?
Make the facility what it needs to be
Spend the money of rather then clearing trees etc
Leaning towards an existing building
Washrooms should have showers
Storage is key (personal belongings)
Clients won’t use shelters if their belongings are at risk of being taken
10,000 sq. ft isn’t big enough (minimum side nothing smaller)
Pandemic ½ capacity should be considered
Site that can be expanded on long term
Expansion should not be on the table
Concern that “if you build it, they will come”
More (increase) transitional housing
Need to think/build for future needs
~ Indestructive
~ need to build bigger than we need now - Longecity
Unsure on exact # needs to be large enough to accommodate future needs
Cost consideration- inflation
Build it large now - save money
Space should be flexible to accommodate changing needs - seasonal, economy, time
About how space is used
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How important is the building and the site
Sleeping space, laundry and hygiene
Needs to be close to services
More options available to not rebuild
Need some sort of supervision
What are the rules in the shelter
Relation other criteria success of services
How are services designed
Expand on other criteria
It needs to meet the current need and future
Potential to increase is important
Potential for separate areas for women/families/men
Is it big enough? Do tight confines for 100 people create risk?
Until we understand all the pieces within the shelter how do we consider size?
Size is very important
Packing people like sardines is not going to help healing, drug use
Large size will draw more homeless population that will surround shelter
Large shelter = large impact zone
Does size need to be in one shelter, can it be in two smaller shelters?
Larger centres has more integrated services
Size is important, but needs to address client needs
Good size building with parking space needs enough space for all the service
At least 10000 sq ft – 2 stories with offices above and services on main floor
Big enough to not add and add and add
Storied building for space to accommodate all the entitie
Property size to accommodate other Services
Not just about a building, is the vision big enough?
Is it adequate as far as a minimal numbers go for longevity?
10000 sq ft is not optimal (it Cannery Row)
2x that space, but a dignified sleeping space
Yes, if not all on one floor, 10000 sq ft is too small to sleep 100 people
Big, safe, dignified, enough to be comfortable but not so comfortable they don’t move onwards
Not big enough to serve both wet and dry sides (this shelter, not transitional housing)
Safe harbour and seed together sleep 120
Showers and kitchens, laundry etc take up a lot of space – also add occupational therapy as a
service
YEG has a POD (place of dignity) for clients with mobility issues or who are palliative (need
permanent, longer than 30 days)
10000 sq ft is not big enough for integrated campus, however its designed might be OK
Layer site with many buldings
Campus
Outdoor space – park like space
Parking
Room to grow
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Large size 10 actes at chiles
Forward planning – large size prevents needing additional space in future
Future proof for next crisis, next drug
Cannot be near capstone or downtown
Near public transportation
Campus size
Park like space
Parking
Many buildings
Nice and dignify
Mae it large enough to host integrated system
Is 10000 sq ft big enough?
How big is expected shelter
Is the 100 the right sixe
Larger if needed
Not smaller
Must be secure
Do it right!
Ability to grow as requires
Reflecting the clientele, can it be flexible
Health reasons, unknown services
Concern with there not being enough room
Mixed services required for different clientele (not enough room)
Ensuring there is enough room for all services
Addiction, housing etc.
Connections to permanent support
Connection to the treatment centre
Too small should be 30,000 sq ft
Byu land where you can add onto or build up
Allow for growth
Space for other uses
Design for growth
Short term vision
Allow for integrated services
10000 sq ft is too small for 100 people
What would be considered a dignified sleeping space
Why not two locations, one for sleeping and one for services
If the site is perfect, but not at 10000 sq ft don’t give up on it
Again what is “integrated”
What is at the current shelters now?
Education about who does what, hours of access, security etc.
Needs an outdoor space
Overnight access needed too (i.e address Mental Health crisis after hours)
Find out why people are not accessing services
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You need to consider that this building will seriously lower the desirability of residential in a
wide area around it. People who bought homes in a neighborhood that is within 2km of this
facility will have lower property values, see an increase in crime, and there will be a large
amount of foot traffic, garbage, needles, etc.
Don’t put this in Michener. Properties in new Clearview will lose value. Add property value by
making Michener a park.
I do not believe this should ever be in a residential neighborhood. Riverside meadows and river
trails have been greatly aSffected by Mustard seed and people coming from the downtown.
Residents do not feel safe.
this is a confusing criteria - zoning rules can be changed - a perm.shelter is not just a
business/service nor just a residence -if the current zoning rules make it impossible to find an
appropriate site, the rules must be changed
“ hours of operation and traffic are not compatible with most of these neighbourhoods” MOST?
Which neighborhood is it compatible with? I would like to know if I live in a ‘throw away’
neighborhood where high levels of theft and drugs are seen as ‘compatible’. Just this week
several of my neighbours had their homes, garages or vehicles broken into. In the last month
two people were assaulted and robbed while walking. Please enlighten me as to where that kind
of traffic is compatible in a neighborhood?
As the City stated above; While residential areas do consider the use, the size and scale of the
operation, hours of operation and traffic are not compatible with most of these
neighbourhoods. So there is your answer, no - do not change any zoning to assist in this
proposed build. No rezoning should happen and if there was pervious motion / concerned
raised by Council concerning an area - example deeming no construction of any kind as it is a
"wildlife corridor" then altering it to make this construction happen should not be allowed. If the
City has deemed the area not right for something, overriding it by rezoning or going back on a
motion, is not the way to build trust and move forward.
Yes, I agree that the site should be zoned for the use. I do not agree that the city should rezone
an area for this use. I believe that is am over use of city power and influence.
regardless of what area is chosen for a shelter it must be approved by the persons or businesses
that are a reasonable distance from the proposed site
Some residential areas border these commercial zones. I feel that those commercial areas
abutting residential should not be considered as potential sites.
Impact to residential neighborhoods & threat of increased fires in the forested areas such as
Pines and river valley . Poor idea
Outside of any residential or commercial areas.
I am not okay with agreeing to having a homeless shelter anywhere close to my neigibourhood
(Johnstone Park). It would ruin our lovely community and beautiful park.
If sites are evaluated based on their impacts to surrounding neighbours, yet rezoning is an
option to the city, the evaluation of the impacts to surrounding neighbours becomes merely a
box to tick rather than a full consideration of the neighbourhood's wishes and expectations. In
light of this, if a site were selected which was subject to rezoning at the City's whim, the
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rezoning should be subject to a vote by those who own adjacent properties. These parties
should be in full agreement with any proposed rezoning to accommodate the city's wishes.
Minimal impact on residential neighborhoods. Like not in a residential neighborhood
It's important that the neighbourhood doesn't change drastically from what currently is. People
buy properties in a subdivision according to current zoning and having this type of development
could bring down property values.
It needs to be placed in an industrial area or commercial zoned area. It should not be placed
near existing residential zoning
I agree that it should not be in residential area. However, an industrial site that borders a
residential area isn’t ideal either.
Yes the neighbourhood must be considered. That said, what can we offer the neighbourhood.
Yes I agree in general. It will also be important not to choose a site directly adjacent to an area
where zoning would prohibit a shelter as activities will spill into surrounding areas thereby
defeating the purpose of the zoning.
The only logical placement to not impact other businesses or create a hazard for residents
would be East of the city municipal yards along riverside.
It is the city's right to zone uses of land. If a property is deemed to be an appropriate site for a
new shelter, the city can rezone the land. A city is a dynamic changing entity, zoning needs to be
adjusted to meet the needs of the city as it grows and evolves.
WHY do you allow Mustard Seed to continue at it's current location. Look at the map above.
And it doesn't show the foot traffic out of the forests that surround Riverside Meadows. Get
ALL of this out of and away from residential areas.
Red Deer is too small for this; it impacts the whole city, rezoning will not help this.
I agree but if it is decided that it could be in a neighbourhood, the that neighbourhood should
get a say in whether or not they think the foot traffic , noise and other concerns would be ok
for them.
Putting a shelter in a residential neighbourhood should bring be an option.
These should not be in neighbourhoods. That will increase vandalism and needles in children
parks ect…
Yes I agree as long as residents in that area have a chance to express their concerns and are a
part of the process.
Poverty knows no borders. Homelessness is 24/7. Keep it accessible or stop pretending to care.
Putting a shelter in any area whether it be industrial, residential or commercial will cause
problems for businesses and residents. Concentrating 100 people with social and possibly
criminal problems in any neighbourhood is not a good idea. This can be attested to you n the
current location.
Agree to an extent, this should not be in a residential area. Rezoning must be run by neighbors,
not just an at a whim basis
Near residential is not ideal for anyone.
Keep these services out of residential and business areas. Having them in such areas cause too
many problems for residents and businesses like vandalism and loitering. Patrons end up camping
out in communities in our city and then use these areas as bathrooms and areas to do drugs
which put the community and pets at risk
What about a wildlife assessment? Environmental impact assessment?
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Compatibility with existing residential neighborhoods will be very problematic - would prefer to
see a commercial location selected.
This is not residential housing, as the residents are transient and not permanent.
"The impact in the Pines is already extensive with camping in the bush and entry onto private
property and social disorder in the green space east of Gaetz Ave.
Join the Pines Community Facebook page to see the daily occurrences posted there!"
If an area is rezoned and the city allows the shelter close to a neighbourhood and a shelter
resident is caught for instance breaking and entering in the neighbourhood next the shelter will
the city be held responsible for increase in crime that comes with homeless shelters ?
I agree with this but again arranging some form of transportation should be considered as well.
There are costs to moving services and adjusting transportation but the costs due to lost
business in the downtown core needs to be considered. This costs the city more in the long
run.
The last sentence is too vague.
I’m
Partially agree but, inthe past, there has been an overwhelming concentration of services in
some areas. If the neighborhood votes not to be moved or requisitioned then industrial land
should be used
I would not want this site in any residential neighbourhood, and I would not want my any
neighbourhood to be "between" the site and where it's residents go to receive social
assistance/services.
I don't necessarily support rezoning. It is is important that this not be near parkland...especially
treed parkland.
Again limited detail does not allow a fair decision here. If you are building in a commercial zone
but will be in close proximity to a residential area, then NO I don't agree with the above
parameters.
Never in residential !! We are the tax payers!! The homeless are human but the do NOT have
the right to make our neighbourhoods unsafe littered with garage needle and such. We pay the
taxes .Have them out on 2A city property bus to appoints and such.
It’s fine to set the criteria, however most individuals using the shelter will not care about hours
of operation or foot traffic impacts in the surrounding neighborhood.
Just because it is zoned as commercial does not mean that it won't affect the residential areas.
More information is necessary. We cannot have the homeless people depending on busses as
time means nothing to them. Too vague.
Red Deer should not need to rezone any area. There are a number of unused spaces that could
be adapted to a shelter. Keep it out of residential areas. Crime rates are soaring in the
residential areas we do not need to decimate our neighborhoods further
Looking at this criteria as a stand alone factor it is acceptable, however, there is a bigger issue
and which is not taken into consideration and that is the absolute chaos that these 100 sheltered
people have on the businesses in the area. It is a hurricane of destruction each and every night.
More crime on a continual basis - B & E; Property defacing & damage; drug paraphernalia, feces
and garbage everywhere. Great not to be in a residential area but now in a commercial area
where it is easier to destroy people's livelihoods & property. When rezoning is considered in a
commercial area what is the City's criteria for "compatibility & impact to surrounding land uses"
? It appears that the City's mitigation is to force the commercial property owners to spend
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endless $$ on hopefully securing their properties. Regardless, due to the nightly activities
property values decrease and tenants get fewer & farther between which in essence kills the
area.
Disagree. The parkland across riverside drive and into 3 mile bend will be impacted and there
are lots of people in Red Deer who enjoy these lands every day.
this should not be put anywhere near residential or schools period
This is not classified as "temporary" so how can you consider certain zoning for a PERMANENT
shelter facility? Sounds contradictory.
"The Pines Proposal is on an unserviced lot, too costly to service.
The land is on a Flood Plain . . . Not the only site left for consideration.
Too far from homeless amenities.
I have been a Pines resident since 1977, and we have put up with homeless people who have
lived in the bushes, in the Pines, just off of the trails, for Many, Many years, and we still do. We
Do Not need an entire Shelter built there, and for reasons previously stated.
We have beautiful trails in back of us, and a lot of us have not felt safe, for many many years,
walking on them alone. I personally know what it was like to be able to go for a beautiful walk,
whenever, on the trails, Alone. That has been taken away from us for years. And . . . There are
still a lot of homeless living there."
We need to work with surrounding businesses and land owners to understand how they can
help and how to accept people for who they are
"Contract out our shelter to the county of Red Deer, operate a bus at 7 pm each evening to the
shelter and again at 8AM returning from the shelter.
Zoning problem solved and maybe just maybe the residents of this once great city could take
our downtown back"
The wording of temporary care facility is used, shouldn’t it be permanent ?
Agree but also wonder about the value of close proximity to residential to make it feel more
home like.
The proposed area below the Pines is designated P1 , not the 3 zones mentioned . The park
system in Red Deer is a gem and should not be cut away from our neighbourhood . The
residents of the Pines use the trails daily and all year round.
As a home owner would definitely not want anywhere near residential community. Should be
put in area first all of its own. Then people can buy property at real city discounts. No business
or home owner wants the trail of destruction left behind.
I don’t feel it should be near or to close to residential areas. A concern would be property
values and tax implications for those residents.
The impact on surrounding neighbours was NEVER taken into account for the current location.
Change the zoning to accomodate a location which will have the LEAST negative impact on what
should be very few neighbours
Again please put the people paying the taxes first and be extremely aware how this location will
affect their property values and livelihoods without your tax base a shelter would not be
possible.
Most cities in North America are experiencing a crisis with drug use and crime associated with
their homeless population. This is because the authorities, such as the City of Red Deer, are
treating an addiction crisis as if it is a homeless crisis. This is an addictions crisis first and a
homeless crisis second. You really should be creating a small homeless shelter separate from a
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larger addictions / homeless shelter. The addictions / homeless shelter should be in the
immediate vicinity of the new recovery centre on the north edge of the city. You have our
taxpayer blessing on taking some space and resources to beautify the immediate area with
landscaping that is appropriate for anyone wishing to spend time outside. Taking the expense to
build a rather large park would be far preferable to continuing to ask / expect citizens to feel
unsafe in the beautiful park system and in the areas of downtown where you wish to actually
grow traffic and residents and business. Just use your common sense. People can deal with
homeless people who aren't extremely drunk or stoned. They DO NOT wish to live, recreate
or do business where they can expect to interact with people they do not feel safe around. Not
only is it a much wiser idea to move organizations such as Safe Harbour, the Mustard Seed and
soup kitchens, etc to the north end location to create a campus there.. it is the ONLY solution
to kick starting a renewal in the heart of the city you are leading. You are only kidding yourself,
wasting time, and wasting taxpayer dollars if you do anything other than create a campus on the
outskirts on the north edge of the city. Go ahead and spend money and make it a beautiful
campus, but put a stop to the process which is clearly not working anywhere. Undoubtedly
there is a part of us which says this is simply a snobby approach by people who wish to
segregate themselves from the less fortunate. That is bullshit. This is about running a city, and
creating a real solution for people with addictions. Again, just use your common sense. If you
were starting a city from scratch along a river on a beautiful piece of land like they did over 100
years ago, and you had to include all the aspects of cities which we know exist today.. would
you really mix the addictions area with the commercial, social, residential hub of your
community.. and expect people to want to move there? Take the opportunity to do the right
thing. These are desperate people who need recovery as quickly as possible so they can rejoin
society if at all possible. No city in it's right mind would continue to showcase the most
desperate element of society right in the heart of what they want to 'pretend' is the hub of their
community. It's not safe. It's not smart. It sure as hell isn't helping reduce the number of
people with addictions. If you don't move this population you will spend millions of dollars
ensuring that the situation will only get worse in the future.
Residential areas should not be included for evaluation. This shelter will have devastating
impacts to property values nearby. The same issue is true for commerical property but hopefully
the correct location will minimize private owner impacts.
Again, this narrow criteria completely exempts the south hill from consideration
As long as the people directly impacted by the location agree
Agree as long as the neighbours are petitioned for input regarding the effects
Is the best description of a shelter a temporary care facility? How long do shelter residents
typically use the shelter? For some residents, it may require longer term services. Have the
shelter assist people with what challenges them. Think about reframing the way you have been
looking at the situation.
It shouldn’t be around any residential or community recreational facilities.
I feel that re-zoning shouldn't take place just for the sake and convenience of a shelter location
Pls remember many neighborhoods are still close to industrial etc and should nit have their
children and families subjected to such a site
This is too vague. I support the need for a permanent shelter, but this criterion could be made
clearer. “Potential mitigation measures” and reference to rezoning not compatible with “most”
neighbourhoods implies that rezoning a residential neighbourhood is a real possibility. If that is
true, the criteria should stipulate that mitigation is assured.
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according to your own footprint maps, the issue is downtown. the shelter should be located in
proximity to the need. Considering the michener and timberlands areas are not downtown and
presently have low issues relating to homelessness here it does not make sense to put a shelter
on top of the hill, many kms out of the core downtown area
Opposed to being in residential areas. Homeless behavior can be unpredictable and families
should not be subjected to that. Also not in favor of rezoning when folks have established
themselves in a neighborhood based on not having that environment
If rezoning is required, public input must be solicited and addressed prior to any zoning changes.
Keep it out of residential areas. Keep it out of business areas. Put it out by the new rehab
center on 2A. There are too many issues in Riverside Meadows, Riverside Industrial Business
area, downtown, Highland Green etc
Is destroying community neighborhoods really in the cities best interest? We are already
struggling with so much crime - please don’t add more.
If they are indeed considered...migration issues were not considered properly when making little
gaetz a travel corridor between services...it effectively took away all that was spent to revitalize
downtown.
I do not agree with re-zoning. Red Deer does this a lot and it makes operating a business
difficult when you locate within the proper zoning and then it suddenly changes to
accommodate someone else. Not okay. It is zoned or it is not.
Along with the potential side, the number of business and residents affected needs to be
considered. For it to go in a core area, it greatly increases the people affected. If we want local
businesses to succeed, we have to give them a fighting chance.
For any rezoning, a public vote should be undertaken. During planning, a 'street address' may be
viewed as a potential site, but planning sometimes overlooks the risks or incompatibilities that
exist without consultation for neighbourhood residents, schools, and business owners. There
are also important environmental considerations that can be accidentally overlooked or
undervalued. Habitat connectivity is crucial (we suffer from very fragmented habitat that also
affects our watershed and water quality and wildlife). Public input opportunities and consultation
are greatly appreciated but voting should be considered.
This doesn’t go far enough. There needs to be established buffer zones from schools parks and
residences
There should be no “rezoning”
This should not impact any home owner or business owner. Look what the downtown has
become, zombie land. We do not go anywhere downtown as a family, its so unfortunate. A
shelter may be needed, but we all know what it will actually become and what it will look like,
and will probably end up shutting down more businesses and make the area unsafe. Working
citizens, who contribute to red deer, and our economy are beyond frustrated with what has
happened to our city.
No idea what this is actually saying ... baffle gab ... to me
I do not support rezoning parks and green spaces, but do support rezoning existing developed
areas, commercial or residential. I cannot see how any site in or nearby can’t have, by design an
impact to existing buildings/ areas, the criteria should be the lowest impact and then determine
how to mitigate that impact, again by design. This may be at a cost borne by the program,
province and even our city.
It is vital that the city recognize the reality that placing a shelter near businesses will harm those
businesses. Therefore a plan must be in place to either purchase surrounding properties.
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do not agree with putting a shelter into residential areas.
"Does Public Service include Park space? I'm thinking it does.
It worries me to think that the City of Red Deer may chose to remove part of a forested area
and or other treed areas, which are already threatened by so many things. I hope that there is
careful and deliberate decision making around not disturbing, killing or harming trees when
building the shelter. I know there are many factors to consider but please consider the smallest
negative impact on our delicate forest spaces too."
Second paragraph on residential areas is poorly worded, unclear what this paragraph is stating,
taken to mean residential areas are not compatible options for this type of development
If sites will be evaluated of the impact to surrounding neighbors, then this statement is
redundant because it WILL affect any residential neighborhood in a negative way. Put it in an
Industrial business area like Edgar business park
I do believe that the shelter should not be in a residential area as a rule
This should in Norway be considered in a residential area. The citizens have put up with
enough
Trick question.... No. Residential areas are NOT compatible areas for any building such as this,
by your own definition. Granted, everyone needs a home and occasionally a hand up. Saying
that. Would you let your kids play in a playground that is constantly finding needles in the sand,
having homeless/drug addict approaching your children in your neighbourhood? If no, then why
force this upon someone else neighbourhood? 5his is without a doubt better suited to
commercial/light commercial regions of the city.
There needs to be a buffer zone surrounding the shelter site so that there is not an unavoidable
impact on surrounding communities by individuals who choose not to be sober.
Consideration doesn’t mean stopping poor decisions that impact communities negitively
Only if publicly advertised and info advertised broadly
Need an idea of zoning when you purchase, city can’t change zoning when they need to.
Zoning should be considered
Also consider around the site that is selected, not around/adjacent parks, green spaces,
residential areas. Look at the surrounding uses. There are uses, then zoning.
Non starter- parks, residential, green space
Impossible implementation of cpten in public space
Have to solve problems, not displace it
Concern how the clients will get to and from sites on the extremely of the map
Not in the park system
Not on a food plan
Not on main thoroughfare
Should be more downtown, not adjacent to a park
Not on north end
Not outside city
Not near a school
Not near apartment buildings
Not in capstone
Protecting parks system
Police presence may be alleviate some issues in the trail system
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Railroads would be suitable but police presence needed to to ensure surrounding areas remain
safe
Surveillance/patrol of parks system
Clients can use pathway/parks
Surrounding land use is make/break. Important what is around it
Don’t want in pines - Fire hazard, trails
Need for natural surroundings barriers, or how to integrate them.
Ex- Impacts other areas
Feelings of safety- trails, wooden areas
Residential proximity- high priority (Not near)
Line of sight, doesn’t determine
Ensure safety for nearby/resident, trail system
Surrounding land use- isn’t always obvious. Beyond what is visible
Impacts to others in the area is a very important consideration. (If it’s near trails, campgrounds,
residents, these people are at risk.)
City should be focused on “peaceful enjoyment” for residents - (rezoning to allow someone's
home to be within an industrial area isn’t appropriate.)
Shelter should be in an area that is zoned to support agencies/services to be in close proximity.
Other zoning would allow attributes that are more risky (fire, crime) - must be compatible with
neighborhood that’s chosen (not near school, church, trails, downtown)
Got my attention
Limited access to certain area
What would happen if the area with zoning and rezoning
Change the residential area
What's going on next to the shelter :
~Migration pattern
Compare solutions to surrounding area
Untended areas need to be left out
Need a plan for united facility
Not simple and written here
Put in a hub area, you want people at
Are you putting a barrier up
City onsite or park contract
Using park spaces
Should you change land use
Eventually they get on the north
Consider it, but it shouldn’t be a definitive factor. Don’t pass up on a good site necessarily
Moving to an area that is not currently a residential area, may make them feel dehumanized, ie:
Industrial area
Wouldn’t put a hotel in a residential area
It impacts business and residential
How do you deal with NIMBY?
Needs to be a significant buffer between this facility and the community (less important)
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It will have a negative impact on the surrounding community. Feels this is the most important
criteria*
Reduces land value to surrounding communities
It’s a prerequisite *The most important criteria*
Schools, parks, trails, and residential (Not Near)
Feels homelessness downtown is connected to it’s zoning
Enough of an area- community- to allow appropriate use of space
City can change land use to suit them
Need buffer zones
If zoned keep it off the list
~ Residential
~ Schools
Everyone believes affected by this
There is no guaranteed, suitable land use
8:00-5:00 businesses don’t usually get hard hit
Do they have to be integrated in a community setting
Opportunities for movement- buses, scooters
North is the place to do this- seems to be more sites in the north
If goes in north, should go in industrial area
Important but if you are downtown the problems stay downtown
Amalgamation of services to one site and proper space for those services
Foot traffic - Residential - Where it already exists
Zoning - Rezoning how/who decides - Rezoning of michener
I want council to consider for neighborhoods
Expand from the average loom
Survey a bigger area for consideration
Could make a specified social service area
Long term resolutions
Unclear criteria for readers
Concerned about what’s in the surrounding area
Surrounding land is important for 4601 50th ave
Stay away from highly residential areas
What are residents/inhabitants of the area already doing
Considered a temporary care facility
~ Zoning application
~ Considered a special exception?
If your not looking at the surrounding area you’re not considering the area/community
Eg) pines escarpment - unique to area (Nature and wildlife) * Big Consideration*
Wildlife is important
Rezoning just the site!
How can it not have an effect of the area surrounding
The word temporary - Funny use of wording as the facility is permanent - it’s the residents
that’s temporary
Must be in greater context or other criteria
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Consider a flood plan- is risky
Very surprised many blue dots on the maps given
Area near lows not utilized just wondering
(Obviously) - Why did we put zones in the first place? It works
Newer space minimizes the ability for business to be in uncertain
This should be the main criteria
Shelter in new areas allows for businesses/services to choose whether they want to build their
business/ livelihood there
Neighborhood and services
Site must be well fit
Consider other city development in the process
Canary row is a consideration because it’s existing
Challenges occur when you move it
Avoid business, residential, wildlife
Park/fire consideration (Specific to the pines)
Location is important. Not in residential, near kids/school/rec facility
Capstone is mixed use, already mixed residential/commercial
More so than res areas (Parkade)
Good- Removed from residential
Taylor drive provides separation
Cannery area (Rail yards) is a prime far redevelopment
Need to consider long term use
Lots of traffic, people don’t feel comfortable
Not the right location (may not be an ideal location)
More institutional area (Proximity to hospital)
How to reduce traffic of the homeless population
Proximity to other institutional services - emergency response, socials services
Look at land use but the shelter
Itself needs a criteria specific zoning for shelter
Surrounding people need to be more considered
Homeless shelters just don’t work providing real housing opportunities than shelter
Collaboration municipality 2 municipality what is working well and what is not
Agree with current zonging regulations
Concern with rezoning between residential and commercial
Commercial zoning area you don’t have to reconcile the two zones
Commercial/ industrial area makes no sense-not riverside, edge of zone vs centre
Go where least businesses impact
Make it easy as possible
Bare land vs building site
Proximity to other zones or uses-distance to other businesses
Proximity to school (not close)
Dont put it on park land or near public parks/rec areas
Protect green space-connectivity not fragmented
Safety
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Considering fragmentation of habitat (animal/wildlife) impact
Environmental impact assessment
Contamination , landfill
Impact sones of environment-pollution, keeping river clean, fives from treed areas
Zoning is tricky and important
Yes as long as an area supports the dignity of the person, while also keeping safety of all
Not in public service zone
What is the success rate of a successful shelter (ref. initial development of Michener Hill?)
What would research tell us about what a successful shelter looks like-what “zone” might it
occupy)
Should be commercial access to potential employment
Least amount of impact to surrounding uses
Vision should guide land use
Land value
Impact to business profits
Look at Calgary model
Aligns with downtown vision
Mitigation of impacts
Revitalize downtown for who?
Zoning seems irrelevant
The zoning will change for use
Things got rezoned for not intended use
If Chiles is used, the surrounding zoning is not residential/ not commercial
Impacts to surrounding business
Zoned industrial -need sidewalks and transit
Increased crime
People under influence
Maybe two locations-housing needs, drug and mental health needs
Different considerations
Agree with ex LUB
Respecting time to complete
Rezoning land will slow process
Look at land that is reasonably suitable first off
Not opposed to site that maybe a better fit but need rezoning.
Current zoning is about use not necessarily about who is going to use it
Lots of barriers but inconsistent consultation
Need flexibility, consultation, more conversation and consideration, less zoning barriers
Current zoning doesn’t work – used as a preventative for building
Important zones in place to create safety (kids walking to school)
Zoning important but be flexible and taken into consideration for surrounding area (downtown)
Does moving a shelter solve the underlying issues (theft, vandalism)
Need to include security accountability of users
Adapt to surrounding areas
Mitigation measures
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Good neighbourhood
Implementation of process
NIMBY
Vocal minority they have the power
Council decision
Cant eliminate
Surrounding land use
Not defined enough
Specific zone acceptable for this particular use
Using direct control distinct to define the use
Temporary care use should include daytime uses
Need for community
Concern the use can change in the future

Criteria 5. Unique Factors
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No. This is an undesirable building. It should NOT be placed in land that is desirable for
residential like along the river (near trails and parks) or near woodlands where garbage is not
easy to clean. It would be a disaster to put at the Michener centre site because that area will be
highly desirable as a park for walking trails and wildlife and will ruin the walking community
developing there.
I agree with criteria BUT ALSO consider impact on environmentally protected areas, such as
Kerrywood, and safe access for children to play in forested areas.
Again, a proactive approach is what is needed. Building on flood fringe or flood ways, helps no
one and takes valuable resources, to an already known problem (example flood way) and strains
our system and resources. Trying to fix one problem by creating other problems is no way to
build trust and good governance with the residents and businesses in your City. The City you
have been trusted to care for in good faith and in accordance with those you serve, which has
to at some point, include the law abiding citizens.
I am not sure what I am agreeing or disagreeing to. Yes, you should check to make sure the land
is safe to accommodate the shelter and its operations. yes, I think you should evaluate the site
1st.
Pick the best site and overcome constraints
Costs associated with these factors are really at the discretion of the service provider, and do
not need to be a criteria.
Not sure how asking obviously leading questions is helping the city gain actual perspective.
"Consider purchasing the old Woodys Location in gasoline alley"
With reservations. I think industrial areas are more suited than residential and commercial
areas.
I think it’s unfortunate that we are so rushed
What does "typically" mean? Is this a legal requirement? If so, then yes I do agree. However, if it
is not a legal requirement, the site should be subject to whatever any residential land
development project is required to do in order to obtain authorization to build a residential
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development. The site should not be subject to any more stringent requirements than a housing
development for single family dwellings.
Ideally it should need no servicing, or contamination clean up.
Yes these factors should be considered. Taking a long-term outlook is as important as getting
the shelter built quickly. If a more suitable location may require clean up pre-construction than a
site that is less suitable but can be built on immediately, perhaps a longer outlook and choosing
the more suitable site is better. Timelines and suitability are equally important. Also, cleaning up
a contaminated area may allow for multiple opportunities to both address homelessness and
environmental issues simultaneously.
These questions are too generic to the root issue.
Every site should be evaluated for contamination, but industrial and commercial sites should not
be ruled out just because they have not been evaluated for contamination. The merits of the
site should be given priority over whether it has been evaluated for contamination.
WE the tax payers are already being saddled with the expense of dealing with this issue. Time to
stop putting the burden on us.
I trust you are not ruling out Industrial land? There are certainly areas which will not have the
contamination component.
Some constraints are relatively easy to deal with, particularly in the case of a single owner like
the city. Constrained sites should not be dismissed too quickly.
Commercial land would be best option.
We allow corporations to pollute indiscriminately. Keep the location central. Help people who
need help.
If a suitable site is a commercial area, the cost and timeline to work with potential contaminants
is worth it. I would prefer the extra cost in this situation versus compromising the safety or
extra burden on businesses of having a shelter in close proximity.
If you can build a neighborhood over a landfill eventually, I'm sure you could build a shelter
there... if it's deemed safe for normal occupancy it should be safe for a shelter as well...
Again all of this is like discussing whether a company or new organization should move it.
None of those questions are really dealing with the fact that wherever this shelter is built the
surrounding neighbourhood is going to have more crime, and danger.
Yup….extensive flooding on Riverside Drive has happened at least 3 times in my 30 years in Red
Deer!
Smaller scale site remediation should be considered as a way to return land to productive use.
Digging of foundations and basements provide an opportunity to remediate a site cost
effectively. Turning a liability into an asset.
Do not put a shelter in flood zones, landfills, etc. That is degrading.
If that's what needs to be done to keep this site away from residential neighbourhoods, then in
my opinion the money should be paid (to do so) to help our vulnerable community.
The chosen site should be easy to keep clean and have little to no impact of the natural areas
surrounding the site.
"Sorry the people in the shelters contaminant or parks streets and residential areas
We have to have the shelter away from residential and school and business.
The people of the shelters need to be out of these areas !!!!!! Safely bus running to places they
need to attend Hosp. Addiction meets. Soon"
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Only “development constraints” are discussed here rather than the affect the shelter would
impose
I agree but as long as the requirement for land to be cleaned up is not used as a factor in
deciding to locate the shelter.
Disagree. There is a neighbourhood directly above the proposed homeless shelter in the Pines,
which should never happen in a residential area. This area is surrounded by forest and will be
used by the homeless in the summer months. This will impact safety when walking the trails and
also concerning with fire pits and cigarette butts causing fires. There is no access for fire trucks
or other equipment to get into the area to put any fires out.
If it was decided to have to delay the project for clean-up purposes, then be that as that may to
keep this facility away from residential areas.
"The site is on a Flood Plain, very close to the river.
And for reasons previously mentioned."
"Keep it away from the dump for goodness sake, can you imagine the carnage if all of them not
just a few go in their scavenging each night,
They deserve better and we deserve better"
Non issue this problem is long term so once in place it can ve permanent
im not sure what this is saying. But if in order to make this happen away from existing homes
and businesses, then the additional time and cost should be part of the budget considerations.
The proposed site is part of the Pines escarpment and could possibly be on a flood plain - that
is two strikes against this choice for a permanent shelter .
Contamination and clean up!!!! How about coming to all our houses and businesses and do
assessments and clean ups. Ugh!!
This is common on just about every land use today
Yes I agree with the criteria, but the site South of Olymel is ideal because it is City owned and
nothing has been built there so the contamination should be nile. Adding infrastructure should
be fairly readily done as a tie in to what Olymel uses should be within working proximity. Traffic
is a minimum down there. Simple sidewalk of ash fault can be added on the West side of the
road and tied into the existing sidewalk at the bridge. Parking lot for employees can be simple
ash fault one. As far as a potential floddway concern being somewhat handy to the river, what
about using old Atco buildings and repurposing them with paint job and slight upgrades for bunk
houses and washrooms etc and put them on piles to allow for a potential flood scenario? Surely
7 million form the Province can buy quite a few unused or older Atco buildings for this use. And
a proper building for the employees and services can be built on piles as well for the same
reason.
Spend the money and do this correctly. Better to spend 100 dollars on the right solution
instead of 25 dollars over and over and over again and never fix your problem. Red Deer has a
golden opportunity with a huge parcel of land to create something very special downtown. We
all know the potential of this area. We also know you are not going to attract investment and
people to an area where they must interact with those who are under the influence of meth and
other drugs which make them completely unsafe to deal with. DO THE RIGHT THING EVEN
IF IT COSTS MORE. It's time to remove the zombies from your most important community. I
took my wife and my son to the Ross Street patio for lunch recently and between our parking
spot and the restaurant we were greeted by a zombie screaming and intimidating everyone. I
am not a small person and if this person was drunk I would have little problem interacting with
him and probably could have calmed him down (though that's not why I am downtown at this
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point). However this person was completely unable to interact safely with anyone! Within a
day I was driving through the downtown with our younger son with our windows down to
enjoy the warm air. At a red light in the heart of our commercial district were were greeted by
a woman screaming seemingly at the building beside us. People walking close by stopped and
moved around the situation. Do you think it will occur to my son to come downtown to spend
time and money in the future? DO THE RIGHT THING for your community and for these
desperate people who need TREATMENT!
Sites like the old black knight inn location, the unused west side of RDP (arts and education),
and unused hotel space need to be considered
The city has cleaned up numerous large scale camps. Perhaps the new residents of the shelter
can pitch in somewhere and help
Of course you need to evaluate the site and ensure that it is safe. Do not let these commonly
accepted guidelines preclude you from selecting a good site.
Don't waste anymore money on supplying more drugs to junkies. The war on drugs has failed
for over 50 years. It's 2022 not 1922.
of course toxic soil and flood risk should be assessed, the shelter should be located in an area
where current heat maps reflect for foot traffic for homelessness currently exisits.
How much contamination is caused by dirty used needle, human feeces, shared needles, and
garbage?
I feel like this is a cop out statement that lumps all industrial in the same space. No matter
where you build this you will need to do clean up as it will be constant once drug users move in.
It needs to be where there is minimal impact to the general population as having children walk
into businesses where drug use is happening in the vestibules (because they haven't been noticed
and kicked out yet) is not only not safe it is also not good for children to see...if they step on
fentanyl on the way in and then wear there shoes in their home what happens to them then...
I do agree with this but the cleanup and contamination needs to be considered for the chosen
site as well. If it's a maintained area right now, there needs to be protocols in place to ensure
the area remains as uncontaminated as it was. It's current location has changed greatly, due to
increased litter, dangerous substances, and lewd comments.
I agree with this statement. However, some sites are now also green spaces, parks, and reforested areas that now serve critical functions for our ecosystem, water and air purification
services, and for wildlife. Red Deer is a very special city with our trails and wildlife - connectivity
has been provided in part from the re-wilding of contaminated sites or lands that had prior
industrial uses. This includes areas that now function as parts of our trails systems and
surroundings. Costs for clean-up can sometimes rise unexpectedly depending on potential
findings (contaminants, etc.) and so the costs can greatly spiral and be passed on too to
taxpayers that may already be struggling with the recent economic challenges.
"Again, an item that is a cost that influences the cost.
Price is the criteria, not this"
All depends on location.
No . more BS
While this debate seems to have gone on for years, getting it correct warrants the time as an
investment with the goal to provide the right support in the right area. I am assuming land
contaminated are not near the current “traffic pattern” so this criteria may not be relevant.
Having said that, these same lands don’t sell to private businesses due to these costs (old petro
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can station at ross and 40th), why not utilize this land because of government funding? It decontaminates the property and provides a plot in developed areas, close to the traffic pattern.
Drugs, crime and belligerent behaviour should be met with Russian-Putin-like responses, there is
NO excuse for violence against people out for walks.
We should not be driven by constraints. We have to find a site that suits the needs of the
users and the community at large. To reject an area because of potential restraints does not
make sense if that area is the most suited for the project.
I think all lands should have evaluation of contamination. I have seen that as a common step in
residential developments, too.
not sure if i agree, industrial land can be cleaned in a timely manner
Agree with timely evaluation and resulting concern for impacts relative to this endeavour.
I'd rather have money spent cleaning up an area for use, than leaving the land empty and no one
can use. If the land cannot be safely suitable for living, like a landfill obviously choose a different
location
This criteria is not clear. Obviously if Provincial rules prevent the development (such as
floodway lands or in a landfill setback) it can’t be used for a shelter - so how is this a selection
criteria. Is this a sneaky way of excluding industrial lands? This just isn’t clear
If there are additional costs or timeline associated with the shelter being planned in an industrial
or commercial land it should be fine, as in the long run, this will be a better option
Within reason I agree. However the rough campers are already occupying a number of those
spaces. Within reason industrial areas or currently city owned would be most appropriate.
Yes, and it needs to be absolutely clear that development on a flood plain is not a responsible
use of tax payer dollars.
It looks like the city doesn’t have its finger on the pulse of homelessness. This questionnaire is
missing causation problem solving.
Seems common sense
Start from clean land -better from budget perspective, never been developed on, no retrofitting
of building
Do not consider a site with contamination
Environmental reasons- contaminated land for health reasons
Blend into an existing environment-building matches look/feel of neighbourhood, architectural
controls
Indigenous perspectives-Historical uses/value
Could increase costs
One of several criteria
Access to infrastructure/ servicing
Aesthetics
Proximity to residential
Looking at wildlife connectivity
Easy yes-cleaning up industrial lands take too long to make usable
Respect for dignity of people served
Safety and dignity for people who live their perspective-would it be built for a neighbourhood
Negative connotations (“you live in a dump”)
Industrial areas are away from services, surrounded by other industrial places
Transitional style shelter also needs to be accessible to daily needs (ie: grocery stores)
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Keeping a longer term in mind-have shelter close to where their person -community is (social
connection) so access to future housing
Site clean up
Tree escarpments and tent communities already an issue
Access to supports
Don’t discount site due to restrictions
Needs to be considered and weighed against cost and time
Wording discouraging use in those areas
Concerns that proximity to parks environmental areas need to also be considered a factor,
same as contaminated lands
Ensure with what council has committed to
Don’t rule the unique sites because they are not as easy solution
Consider timelines in developing, don’t rule out what seems to be too hard
How to plan address risks (flood plans)
Plan for 20 years out (will this solution still be a good idea long term for both environment and
community)
Shelter-why are we moving it now and what will change?
Time to resolve constraints
Constraints reflecting the price
North location -transportation constraints
Ease of use
Exploring the community safety feel
Connections to the legal system
Community safety for all
Education of safety to all what it means
In favor of principle
Concern of proximity to green space
Urban occupants that could result/impact parks
Ease of development
Obviously can not be built on landfill
Consider long term vision for capstone or downtown-already spent hundreds/millions
24/7 shelter cannot be in place where we are revitalizing
Zoning should be the same as residential use
24/7 secure use at all hours, until recovery is done
Large campus size not bumping up against industry- not having that

Criteria 6. Operations and Logistical Efficiencies
•
•
•

So find a site near existing amenities. It means providing policing and tax breaks to businesses
nearby. Do not place near schools or parks because they are already city owned land.
Sounds like proximity to services should be the number 1 criteria.
Shelter services are NOT just a provincial problem! there needs to be municipal buy-in and
funding to address the needs of the city's most vulnerable.
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Taking on this huge responsibility that affects so many people with no financial guarantee is bad
business and governance. It does not practice good faith and does not build on trust.
What am I agreeing to??? Yes, I don't think I should pick up extra expenses.
Without a guarantee of financial support from the province it would be too much of a financial
risk for the City of Red Deer to assume.
Again, these costs are the provers issue. However, it makes no sense to relocate multiple
services that are centrally located and serve both homeless and housed populations. The most
rational location is near existing services in order to contain costs which the province may not
cover.
Not sure what this means
I'm not sure whether "yes" or "no" expresses what I want to express. I agree that the prov.
govt. and the operator should cover these operational costs.
I do not believe it is possible to co-locate enough services and any plan to bus homeless people
to services is unrealistic. People must be able to access services in a spontaneous manner.
I do not agree with the costs spent on homelessness and providing so many free services. Why
not have them work for their services, such as pick up litter, sort through recycling, landscaping,
etc. ? Instead of hiring it out have the homeless do their own laundry and make their meals
themselves. The washer and dryers and kitchen can be provided but they need to do the work
themselves not have everything 'provided ' for them and more and more tax dollars going
towards this.
I am not sure, based on the explanation, what the criteria is? Is it that the city would not be
required to pay for additional services with a guarantee from the province and/or the operator
to undertake them? Please be specific. If this is the criteria, then I agree.
Should be municipal provincial and federally funded. Everyone should have a stake
If government will not bear the additional costs, we should not plan as if they would eventually
be available.
Surely the conservative types on council can get more money from UCP. But then the UCP
likes big insurance and oil. Do you have a question- is Red Deer pro- people or UCP friends
and the selfish mid-generation types ( ie middle aged types around 40 to 55)
This is not really a criteria to be agreed with or not as what the province will pay for is not up
to the city of Red Deer. If the City has a budget to choose a better site and more integrated
services than what the province will pay for, Red Deer should find these funds in order to
provide the best services and location possible.
"It makes financial sense to consider existing assets for a potential site, but likely any potential
site there will be pros and cons. The pros and cons have to be weighed. The choice of size of
facility and types of services offered will be dictated by the current funding model and the
primary goal of the shelter. If the primary goal is to have a ""permanent shelter"" then that
should remain the primary goal, and the support services offered will be a secondary
consideration. Alternatively, if the goal of the facility is to help homeless people find permanent
shelter, then the site must have in-house or on-site support services to ensure that the
individual has the best chance possible to remain in permanent housing."
Quit making excuses for getting this going. Borrow the money if necessary, it will be worth it to
your citizens.
There is Crown land outside the city that could be used
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Why are items such as meal delivery and laundry service being considered? In a previous
question, kitchen and laundry are noted as being part of the 10 000 sp ft space requirement,
Probably not, however, there are churches, clubs, other agencies who would come to the aide
of the other non government paid services. One just has to check out how other agencies have
assisted the homeless, they have been very aware of the needs and have fulfilled them. All is not
lost with the extra assistance needed. Red Deer Citizens are very generous.
This is an important criteria. A look at costs more globally is also required with respect to
impact on surrounding land owners and uses.
Facilities like these should be encouraging it’s users to gain experience and become part of the
solution. Stop giving them everything and help them break the cycle. Laundry, meal prep,
community clean-up, snow shoveling and yard maintenance could all be provided by people who
are using these services, and the taxpayers wouldn’t be responsible.
Why not leave it were it is.
I do not agree with the province's possible lack of financial support, as this is not solely a Red
Deer issue. However, it appears this is something the City cannot control, but perhaps
challenge should the need arise.
I don't understand the criteria being described.
This provinces gives billions to foreign corporations and yet turns off the taps when it comes to
investing in our most vulnerable Albertans. Stop making this harder than it should be.
It sounds like a prison or containment camp is being built.
I think it is important that the City of Red Deer dedicates a downtown location for a permanent
shelter. and that the government, at both a federal and provincial level, commits to provide
additional supports for this essential shelter. The shelter must remain within the downtown
sector, as the integral services are all based in this area. Supporting those experiencing
homelessness, and concurrent issues, such as addictions and mental health struggles, in the area
where these services and resources are available, is the only way. You cannot push the
"problem" to the outskirts of the city, and expect to have a positive impact.
Ensure the government puts out extra money as needed. There is a huge problem with
homelessness and drugs in our city that has exploded 10 fold since COVID 19 started. The city,
social services and the government need to step up now to ensure it doesn't explode even
more
You are asking to agree to a criteria which implies the province will provide no funding? There
seems to be a lot of discussion about where money will come from and services for he
homeless. Currently are the homeless getting money from the government and if not - having a
social services employee at the homeless shelter full time should be mandatory. You have a
shelter for the needle use - and a social worker there should be able to coordinate the people
using the safe drug use site and also ensuring social money should go to the person and the
shelter as rent. If we ask for no responsibility from the homeless - and provide no income for
the homeless - there is no solution. Use of drug facility requires mandatory social services
money - and the homeless should also pay something for the use. If no one tracks the people
using and yet tracks where they go - then nothing is being done have extra money to help offset
facility cost.
Even in the CSC prisoners are responsible rent,care etc
Council has already selected a set of sites that meets the majority of these criteria. I know there
was a list of sites that were good/maybe and no. All the maybe and no sites should not even be
included in this selection process.
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I don’t understand this so cannot say if I agree or not
Funding most likely needs to be a collaboration of provincial and municipal governments as well
as fund raising and volunteering. 1 source of funding is too unreliable
Again i find this confusing. So if these services are given the expense comes out of taxpayers
pocket. Where is send what services are really going to help change this situation. So we have
a new building but that isnt going to really help people change.
Unsure
Build it and they will come adding more and more homeless services will just add more and
more homeless arriving in Red Deer thru referrals. Victoria and GP had out brochures about
the great homeless services in Red Deer!
make sure all costs can be paid in the original 7 million dollars budgeted.
If my property is located next to the proposed shelter and the impact of the shelter affects my
property in a negative way will the city be able to reimburse me for my losses ?
Again the lost revenue to the city by hurting businesses in downtown is a huge cost to the city
and residents. This should be weighed against any potential costs of re-locating and providing
services. Businesses bring in tax dollars that can be used to help with shelter costs.
Uncertain funds will be thrust about city residents.
I’m
I’m not sure why there would be meal and laundry considerations if it is a new or retrofitted
building. These should be included in the design. Accept for the transportation piece (covered
previously), these should be covered in the design, in consideration of what is available or could
potentially be developed/relocated to near the selected site.
If other expenses are needed, ie. Site clean up, the City should assist with these costs to
expedite the process and in the interest of long-term suitability.
Meals, laundry, etc. should be onsite services.
I believe that it is time that the City spent some money on services for the homeless instead of
saying we can't have something because the other levels of government won't pay for it.
Good grief. Other than busing, all other needs you have stated should, and must, be done by the
residents. Please bring back some dignity and responsibility, including partitions, at least, around
sleeping arrangements.
The province has to understand and agree that the responsibility of sites such as a permanent
shelter in any Alberta community is a provincial matter. The Ministry of Community and Social
Services, Seniors and Housing, Municipal Affairs, and Infrastructure should be at the table to
discuss options with the City of Red Deer. They can bring a wealth of knowledge from other
communities as this is a common issue for any community around the world. It's a start but the
City of Red Deer should not have to battle this on their own especially against their own
citizens.
I agree that it would be preferable to leverage provincial or operator's funds rather than
increase our municipal taxes, if that's what you're getting at.
If there is no guarantee by the province for additional costs . It is paramount that the site
location would not require additional expenses such as busing, services. Keep the site close to
support services.
"Calgary is getting to move its shelter.
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Are they any better than us no!! Times are hard for everyone ,businesses so times hard on
people that don’t pay taxes and endanger working people ,child .please let’s talk about how our
city has went down hill in the last 10-12 yrs. Out on 2A is the best"
"I’m am not in agreement with taxpayer funds being further used to support shelter, meal
delivery, laundry services, etc when a large majority of shelter users are addicts.
Providing these services at taxpayers expense does NOTHING to combat the real issue in our
community which is the problem of dealing with addicts taking over our city. If you build a
beautiful shelter with all these services available for them, more will come to take advantage."
Who is expected to pay if it isn't the government. Once again as tax payers, are we expected
to fund the homeless?
So, in other words we make life pretty comfortable for the people requiring shelter services they have it all - in comparison to some of our low income population who do not ask for
assistance. Is that fair? As a society we are creating another social class that has no
responsibility/accountability or rules that they have to follow. When the RCMP cannot enter
some of the service providers in order to talk to/arrest a person inside that facility we need to
take another look at what is being created and the justice system. By ensuring that all their
basic needs are met without strict criteria why would they choose to change their life? Busing
services? Why? Everyone of these people are capable of either walking or riding their bikes all
over the City every day. We need to separate the people that really need shelter on a
temporary basis to the ones who are addicts and have no desire to get clean or sober. We can
discuss this topic all day, but until very firm measures are taken and enabling stops this social
class is just going to grow. Funds need to utilized in the most cost efficient manner & not all
people deserve to be supported unconditionally.
The City of Red Deer, in partnership with the Provincial government needs to meet the needs
of the homeless population. This is not a responsibility of individual organizations who are trying
to assist the clients.
Province should pay...not us working hard non stealing people
Disagree. The location of shelter if put in the Pines area is nowhere near the existing
homeless/addiction services that the homeless want and need.
the tax payable of Red Deer should not have to pay more on the taxes for this, we are already
paying more then enough and getting less service then we had or worse service
I wish I had someone pay for my meals, laundry and drive me around. I work, don’t do drugs
and it takes all my paycheque to live. I agree that they need help getting started but I don’t want
my hard earned money goes to support drug addicts. They get everything for free it seems like
the final site should already have city services (power, water, and sewer) and should not be built
on a flood plain or in the flood zone
"This is an unserviced lot, which would incur huge additional expenses
and away from amenities needed and required by the homeless."
This is exactly why all levels of government need to work together. Expecting others to provide
but not providing yourself is not okay. No one will ever get ahead and this will cost more in the
end if everyone expects someone else to do it
Additional costs should be covered by the City of Red Deer.
These individuals should not be issued any additional monies from government while in Care so
no AISH or income support payments so that money should pay for laundry services
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Not enough information to give answer,, such as :: will this be a place someone can stay till and
is receiving help to get their own place.? if they are able to receive govt funding as they now
have a temporary address, then they should pay some as well ! If the province won’t pay then
city picks up rest ? What a about a kitchen were they can learn to cook own meals ? Why is a
meal delivery needed etc ! Have some there who can teach and help prepare instead? This may
even be a good volunteer opportunity !
I'm actually not sure what I am agreeing with here. Sounds just like this just states the fact that
the province may not provide fund needed to convert an existing space ?
The proposed site below the Pines has no operational components to build on for a shelter .
"Busing services, clean up!! Again no way my tax dollars should be used gor this purpose!
How about cleaning up there tents and garbage dumps on a regular basis instead! All your going
here is enabling this situation to get further out of hand!! You’ve all been to Portland or Seattle
tight??? We do not want this here!!"
Again the question is leading to a pre-determined conclusion. Obviously the survey authors
want the shelter located close to where it is already. Other cities have managed these issues
Locating a shelter at a distance from the majority of services, which are located near the
downtown core, should be a deal breaker. Calgary Mustard Seed currently spends
$15,000/month on bussing, which precludes use by intoxicated persons.
This question literally makes no sense. No idea what criteria I would be agreeing or disagreeing
with!
"what about saving or repurposing an older city bus or Handi van for any potential shuttling???
Maybe set up a deal with Olymel for a certain amount of hotdogs per month they can donate
and have a fire pit(s) that can be utilized in a court yard to cook them on and dry clothing on,
keep warm etc. A portion of City supplied wood can be used - not chipped etc
Have a dumpster(s) available as to contain mess. That would come out of the Shelters annual
budget."
Work with what's already available and be accountable to the public.
Why not have a soup kitchen and laundry machines attached to the shelter?
Don't ask the community for suggestions and then not do the right thing because you don't have
provincial backing. Do the right thing and your citizens will be happy to pay more. And / or
let's form a group of citizens who will lobby the province to help do this right and pay the
municipality back for it's rightful share in creating a solution that can be exported to other cities.
I'm sure I could find people to help in that regard.
City will need to put in considerable money.
If we really want to address this issue, we will make sure that we have transitional housing and
treatment services in place as well.
I would not spend one dollar of my tax dollars towards this if I was given a choice. There needs
to be some rehabilitation incentives such as mandatory counseling, drug, testing, prof of trying
to get a job. Then I may support the idea. I have no interest in helping those who refuse to help
themselves with all the resources available.
Does the City really want to change things? Is it committed to integrated services? The City just
backstopped the Westerner for $20M. Avoid passing the buck to other levels of government.
What can the City do to serve its citizens? All of them.
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I'm not sure how I feel about this particular criteria. It could be a burden to the possible
operator to cover the additional costs if there are any. If the location is not keep up to a higher
standard it might fall into disrepair and become an area of concern for that neighbourhood.
Most of us taxpayers would prefer taxes go to this instead of lowering our property values with
a site to close by
Province is responsible for health care. Funding should be part of their mandate just like the long
awaited hospital. Looks like the hospital is ways away and appears with shipping patients to
outlying areas we may not be able to use our own hospital for which we have paid taxes over
the 50 years I have live in Red Deer.
I’m not sure. If the province doesn’t step in to cover costs, does that mean no shelter?
Province/people should not be responsible for funding. Should be privately funded/fundraising.
People are getting exhausted with having to pay pay pay with nothing in return from all levels of
Government. System is broken
The city should cover additional costs if required.
from your provided maps existing homelessness services are located in the downtown core
area, the shelter should work with its neighbors and remain in the downtown core
It must be ensured that additional operating expenses are not downloaded onto the City. Any
agreements, contracts, etc., with the service provider, must be written to ensure this.
Make existing services help pay for it as they get public funding and grants
Laundry and meal prep should not be funded by the taxpayers. Homeless people are not
helpless, and this is something they should be doing for themselves. These are basic life skills
that even children are taught, and there is no reason homeless can’t do it too.
This is great and necessary and costs need to be a part of this...having migratory traffic of drug
users is not good on any level.
For heaven's sake.... when people are accessing shelter services they currently manage to cover
several kms to get there and there are no "additional" considerations given to get them from
whatever area they come from - literally covering the entire city. I see them walking from the
south end and from the north. The only reason this is being considered now is so anything
outside of downtown will not be considered because they will add on costs like busing.
A shelter of this size does need its own services as much as possible and a proper budget must
be available, or to receive the services needed from external contracted parties to be provided
in-house, but because of its scale, proximity to other services in the surrounding community
should not be the leading reason a particular site is selected due to the potential risks and
concerns expressed in the questions above. If two or more smaller shelters (for 20-30 users)
for specific types of users were to be considered, some of these concerns would be lessened
and proximity to suitable services could be part of these important criteria (especially for shortterm shelter users experiencing temporary homelessness).
As a tax payer and a business owner I completely disagree with this.
I think both federal and provincial must be part of supporting the homeless needs. The chronic
use of healthcare by this population has been a financial concern but if this shelter is available
with wrap around services it will reduce the costs of healthcare.
"This is a cost factor not a criteria.
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I’ve talked to ‘the province’. They want this done right. They want all this danger away from
the public. They want these consolidated. Don’t assume they won’t pay for a model
solution."
Unsure
Capstone or the old city yards across from capstone are close to downtown services. The city
should not fund the operation of the facility, health is funded by the province.
As a city, we are currently expending significant dollars on this issue-it is appropriate that we
continue to support the homeless in a manner that will provide them the services they require.
it is a matter of budgetary priorities. Do not let this decision be driven by economics alone.
Keep costs to a minimum , use of existing buildings , services and close to current resources.
The facility is definitely needed but how will it be funded? Has the City been "saving" for this
expense? Do you know what budget is needed to have the appropriate services? If certain
services were available in the facility would that in turn secure the Government funding then?
We have to do whatever is needed to make this a successful undertaking.
If there are additional costs, the province (within reason) should be the one to cover them.
Again - what does this criteria mean? That the operator has to say they can afford it? That gives
too much leverage to an operator. The City of Edmonton today (June 9) has pushed back on the
Province and demanded they adequately fund these uses since health and mental health are in
their area of responsibility. Red Deer should be echoing Edmonton’s message. Cheap to operate
which is how I interpret this criteria is not something that serves the greater good of our City.
What does this mean? Someone has to pay ....it shouldn't be the tax payer or the home owner
This should be decided upon and fully enforced before any ink hits the paper. Our taxes in Red
Deer keep escalating. Many elderly, disabled, and other minorities already have difficulties
keeping up with the cost of living, out of control inflation, and taxes.
Operations model-what is in house
Look for additional funding
What services are to be provided
Food security
Yes for operations
Transportation cost
Neighbourhood cleanup
Needing pick-up
Maintenance of facilities
Education
Monitoring and evaluation
Assessment services
Meet them where they are at
Demo graphic assessment to help inform effective supports
Continuous evaluations
Prov will cover base
Province should fund full services to support an integrated service model
City taxes should not fund shelter
Site to be capable to supported integrated services with province
Leverage city transit to support with existing tax dollars
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No additional costs
Local support
Operational costs will be higher at a campus but it’s the right thing so should be done
Use child advocacy model
Fundraising
Potentially tax supported forward looking basis
If it goes downtown, you will lose businesses which will decrease taxes
Advocate to federal government for additional funding 25% of users are indigenous is that a
funding opportunity
If it is the right location, tax revenues will increase elsewhere in the city.
Keep structure costs at a minimum
Keep building costs low and functional
More money to people needing services
Hard time picturing how people will move from shelter to services
How people move between them all -transportation
Solution- have all services under one roof
Define integrated in a red deer perspective
Bussing option may be beneficial financially
Specified bus route
Remove populations from downtown.
All services may not be integrated, additional costs may occur
Value for cost
Will fund be adequate to support needs?
Business community losing faith in downtown
Needs to be restored
Want to see results
Value for $
Can’t build a Cadillac on a Volkswagen budget
Unknown future provincial funding
Some taxpayers may be ok with additional costs
Integrated services-what is the budget for doing this?
Creative funding-human capital, open fundraising
Find a way for service-users to be helpful & involved and contributing
Good example Boyle Street who help with moving, gardening etc.
Funding for guest employment program
Use video for we are red deer happy stories
Increased funding to pay living wage or buy supplies
Engaging success stories to elevate fundraising
Can’t be a copout
Get location right
Services around shelter
Reference to need to weigh different elements of the criteria
Pines size-un serviced, time frame, tree removal
Still needs to proceed- other levels of government paying, needed regardless of funding
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Engage with other providers to see where they are willing to provide-lots of services, acting on
their own not collaborating/ integrating
Include providers-soup kitchen, medical clinics, needs to be in this conversation- perhaps a
service would be willing to move, if asked
Consider integrating existing services to eliminate overlap
Finding/ business models (where/how to invest for longer benefit)
Do you believe these should be site criteria?
What sites will the province fund? Find out
Do not put $ towards tree removal. Use the money on the facility
Criteria will then not be limited to site
Do not sacrifice right/wrong site because there may be an opportunity for existing asset
Consideration for added expense-Calgary pays $15k/mo for busing)
Considering costs who will foot the bill?
Impact taxpayers
If services are there consider reducing
If save costs on land /servicing can put saved money towards the people/support
Existing facilities that could be used existing barriers
Creating a facility as a home has what people need
Consider proximity to other activity
Right location to control minimizes costs
Urgency to move to operations cannot rush a process we need unrushed decisions
Important access to harm reduction, ability to work with case workers to gain ability to meet
their goals
Medical services
Ongoing collab with city and province and organizations that serve the population
What happens if operator is unable to continue operating
Financial sustainability
Transitional housing on some site
Locating the programs for support
No, too much unknown
No, would taxes go up?
What is the cost of other effects of homelessness?
Cleanup of camps
Would this money be moved to shelter services if these issues are alleviated?
Yes, because shelter is ongoing
Yes, but advocate to province for supports don’t build it and then walk away.
Difficult to choose a site
Don’t have enough information to make a decision
Don’t know design of services
Cost around law enforcement/police
Funding
Leveraging assets-don’t sit on capital- use them
Service Canada should be a part of this to fill in gaps and pay costs
Having integrated workers together to come together
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Find creative solutions
We don’t know what project is to know what cons we may incur
Add costs for operations always a struggle
Meals can be an integrated system
Limit your operational costs
Include services into building, health, food
Servicing of lot that does not have services
Efficiencies of dollars an ongoing maintenance
$ of this much today $ of this much tomorrow
New siter might not fit
Taxpayers should not pay any additional tax
No tax increase should be a priority
Opportunity to put more input on sire selection
Use existing facility or new build will these be a budget put out before site selection and can we
have input on selection before decision is made?
Combining services
Scalability
Ill pay more to have it out of my backyard
Haven’t done due diligence to know the cost
Criteria questions are a statement not a question and I want direct question
Close to hospital /ems services
Why would you not consider additional costs?
Too remote is un accessible for clients, expensive to operate
Locations where those services are available to minimize costs
Will they relocate the services closer to the shelter to eliminate future cost
Believe we should have shelter closer to services to eliminate costs
Using services where they are currently
If private entity the can move if they wish (taking about services)
Consideration of costs
How often do people access services? Can we have these services on site
Education is crucial
What is cost of extra services?
Consideration of future use -ensure not cost prohibitive
Can offer opportunities for residents
Questions is very broad many contributing factors
Opportunity for skills development-have people do their own laundry
This is only part of the solution how do we connect to the rest?
Existing site must have infrastructure needed by the population -water/sewage
We need to do something different to address this on-going issue.
Separation from population that could pose as a problem
The city needs to work together with parties providing services
Cost is important factor
People don’t want taxes skyrocketing
Accomplish goal to minimize cost
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All agree cost is important
Getting it right is the most important
Would pay an extra levy on taxes for 1 year if the right site is found
Don’t want to spend the money for the wrong site
Small group of people who will be greatly impacted (pines)
Get it right first time
Don’t want to waste money
Yes, but be responsible
Consider 7million-new, redevelop, or…does money get spent on redevelopment of a new site?
Yes, there will be operation expenses
How can we be cost effective from the get-go?
Satellite office would work for efficiency
Food/health most important
Not being close to services
Is adding complications to a already complicated situation
Passion wont =funding

Criteria 7. Amenities Required
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Don’t put the shelter near higher property and land value locations if you want to retain tax
revenue. Put an emergency location near support services and where homeless congregate (buy
a hotel). Focus on smaller transition housing where 10 people with similar needs can live
without negatively affecting neighborhood safety and property values. More like assisted care or
group homes than a 100 person shelter.
They should work towards all services being permanent fixtures in the shelter.
Keep the shelter housing focus other programs need to be off site so when the guests get
housing they can continue to use those extra services without needing to come back to the
shelter
Again, feeling like a record, what am I agreeing to? Yes, I think that some of the service (which
ones we don't know) should be fixtures in the shelter and other (which ones we also do not
know) should be temporary or satellite offices.
Referring to my answer, it makes no sense to concentrate services that will greatly impact one
area, when existing services are working well.
It may be providing a service or it would be possibly encouraging the homeless to stay that way
due to all cares of food or shelter taken care of for them. A lot of people would like this
advantage.
Permanent everything is needed at this stage of the crisis.
A condition needs to be in place that anyone suffering with an addiction needs to get enrolled in
a rehab program
Sounds like some services will be integrated but others will not leaving gaps.
I agree that services need to be available and either permanent or satellite but still that the
homeless people need to help with these services, not just 'show up' for free meals, free
laundry, free everything. They need to provide the actual service for themselves (with
appropriate handicaps in place).
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Once again, this is a muddy "criteria". If by this question, you mean that the facility MUST be of a
size where these services COULD be added should there be funding available, then my answer
is YES. However, if it means that the property MUST be able to house these services
immediately, my answer is NO.
If the shelter is to move out of the downtown, people will still be travelling there to receive
services. Also, more than just the homeless access support agencies. So their current locations
are ideal.
"Sounds good but does not work.
The facility is subject to capture by various groups-- the rule/ regimented group ( puritan rules
and controls- hurtles to meet or compliance demanded such as abstinence or capitulation to
religion ) vs. the places like the Buffalo that were drug filled ( as Kenney would nastily say-inmates running he asylum.)
Surely there is a middle group."
Integrating as many services as possible is the preferred approach as it will ensure access to
services and potentially avoids issues in multiple locations across the city.
I’m uncomfortable with the addiction services being relocated to this shelter. Is that necessary.
Why can’t it stay where it is.
"Again, the city needs to decide what the primary goal of the shelter is, as discussed in my
previous answer.
If the goal is to help homeless people secure permanent housing then all of the support services,
including addiction and mental health support must be located within the site. In terms of
funding constraints...there are opportunities for accessing joint funding if all support services are
located on site. Also there may be monetary efficiencies that are realized by the minimization of
duplicate services."
We can only help people who wish to help them selves. Don't waste time and resources on the
others.
This is the ONLY way this can be successful...having the services within the facility. We,
Canadians have lagged behind with this holistic approach. I viewed such a facility in the U.S. and
everything was under the same roof. Do not do anything other than having the services in the
building along sleeping arrangement, laundry, access to food, mental services........
I agree assuming that the last sentence implies that support services located elsewhere (like
those included on the map provided earlier) could potentially use common office space in the
facility on an as needed basis. My point is that the shelter does not necessarily need to be
located close to these services. There is no reason that the services could not come to the
shelter as needed, provided that space is available for them to use as needed. My wife is a
speech therapist based in Red Deer and services schools throughout Central Alberta. She goes
to them as needed, not the other way around.
I believe we need to help those who are trying to help themselves, and start holding those who
are just too lazy to work, or prefer a life of crime accountable. How many of Red Deer’s repeat
offenders are using these services. Why are they allowed to have chop shops for stolen bikes
set up all time at the Mustard Seed, etc.? Why are our shelters filled with men strung out
instead of women with children struggling to live?
It is absolutely necessary for them to have quick and easy access to mental health services. They
cannot be successful without it. Once they're able to move out and be on their own, chances
are those serves will need to continue.
Yes. Why is this even a question?
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Concerned about the mental health aspect and addiction aspect. I believe that they should be
mandatory in this facility
Despite what the social support industry will have you believe. (And yes it is an industry and
money making business). It is not everyone’s priority in life to own a home or assume the
responsibly and stresses that go along with maintaining a place to live.
The integrated model is a good one. The more supports available on site, or in close proximity,
the better.
We all know the "safe" injection site is going to be included in this building. Keep it away from
our communities and parks.
The services mentioned are offered in various offices highlighted on the map. All service
requirements are in the downtown area, moving to another location will only causes issues in
any new location. The damage has been done already to area choosen by previous council
decisions.
Again, This sounds as if there isnt even a clear treatment plan. Just housing and laundry and
food. And possibly mental health services. This sounds like an expensive unplanned
uncoordinated bandaid. Which has been tried before and isnt changing anything just the area of
the problem.
Placing this shelter near the Mustard Seed would solve much of this issue
Do not see anything about mention about Security Guards! Police or Social Disorder people on
the site 24 hours a day!
Money needs to be spent on getting the homeless jobs and changing the situation not making it
MORE comfortable and delivering meals, shelter at no cost? Monetary or otherwise.
Rehabilitate please
I’m
With consideration of my previous comments. This seems to be a repeat of other criteria
discussed.
Shouldn’t we consider that our future needs will likely be residents other than addicts and
mental health problems. I look at the States and Australia as what we can expect.
Mostly agree. I also think that they should be given basic jobs to help improve our community,
like garbage cleanup.
I completely agree with helping them to rehabilitation but again very little detail is given above.
So with proper rules, regulations and guidelines, I believe it would be a great asset to the site,
but if they are free to come and go, not committing to improving their situation then that is
where the city needs parameters as to how to operate it.
"Mobile services. We do it for appointments in the general public .
They travel to the sites now!! Mobile service to 2A.We need to have people in our city
positions to make it happen that’s what we voted for. Everyone talk big till they get pressure
from government or city. That’s y your voted in get the help u need from government. Mobile
units !!!!Go to the sites"
"Yes, but some of the population that uses shelters should stop being enabled by these services.
They need to be more strict on the criteria for some of these social service programs. I’m
actually really sick of paying for social services for people who take advantage of them but are
not willing to help themselves and expect more for nothing while they continue to do less."
"No, there has to be some form of criteria implemented for these
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Homeless people. We cannot just have them come & go freely. They have to be made aware
that there are rules & regulations for them there as well if they are to welcomed back to daily
living expectations."
I agree with all that is written, however, that is not how it is played out in reality as there is no
mandate for any of the vulnerable to have to do anything other than look at their immediate
need vs long term rehabilitation.
The people using the shelter should have to be screened to ensure they are not abusing the
provisions given to them.
Disagree. This criteria has noting to do with the site selection, only how the building is
constructed, regardless of the location.
Yes - but not in such a large scale in one place. The impact around this one facility will be
permanent and it is questionable in whether there will just be a use as wanted or not use at all
resulting in a continuing street homeless population. There must be better options of a
temporary shelter that is not a concentrated permanent place in an already overloaded city
core.
I support this project as long as any satellite, temporary or permanent fixtures are away from
residential areas
I disagree long term isn’t there AISH to help people pay for shelter and food?
I have no opinion on this
For reasons, previously stated.
Family preservation, parenting help, trauma focused services, empathy and integrity are all
needed.
"Ageee wholeheartedly but please keep the safe injection and associated zombies away from the
shelter.
It’s just a cycle of rince and repeat continuously.
Let’s try our best to get them some real help, not the constant it’s OK, we are here to help
crap.
We are here to help yes, but stop abusing the residents in the process."
Services exist fir all once the individual is detox successful they should be treated like others
with same predicament
It says may include addiction support at the facility, I think that is a must add the majority of our
problems are coming from drug use
Don’t you think at this point someone should have some idea of what “integrated service”
actually means? How can agree to a criteria that clearly avoids the criteria. This feels like a
joke?
The proposed site below the Pines is not close to any services BUT it is close to residential and
commercial buildings ( both to the South West and the North) and it is located ON parkland
and across the road from parkland amenities such as the off leash dog park.
"No no no
Could we have some data on how many of these “vulnerable population” actually return to
“normal” life please???
Enabling that’s what’s happening here
"
The majority of services need to be on site
If services are already available, it makes more sense to locate the shelter near existing services
rather than duplicating services in house.
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What would the satellite offices consist of and why would some services be temporary. Very
broad and vague question.
"the whole point of integrated is to make this as easy as possible for the patrons to obtain the
help needed. Having to spread out with remote facilities etc is counter productive and not what
the Public is looking for. Its already spread out hence the loitering and travel and ""wake of
destruction"" getting from point A to B.
Build a 2 story office and have the ATCo shacks for shelter, food and laundry . Do it once and
get it right. Just has to be a basic square box with offices and required amenities and security ,
again nothing state of the art or over the top for trim, decoration etc. Simple and industrial
looking."
I think the services need to be as close to the shelter as possible if they are not in the building
itself.
Must include psychologists
You really need to stop talking like if only these people had shelter this problem would go away.
The question posed shows how municipalities and governments have so far refused to prioritize
this situation correctly. FIRST you need to emphasize recovery and mental health support. If
our issues were alcohol and mild drugs, perhaps housing first would be relatively successful.
Within the last number of years our cities have been infiltrated with much more dangerous
drugs and we need to separate people addicted to these drugs from the general population and
get them help before they completely destroy their brains and their chances for a healthy life
going forward. We should not be looking at setting up a PERMANENT facility which ensures the
status quo. There should be a permanent addictions shelter right next door to the permanent
recovery centre and the people there should be more or less contained that area until they are
in their right minds again. In the meantime we should be enforcing laws and making new bylaws
if we must, to ensure our park system and downtown core are places where families and all
people can feel completely safe. SPEND THE MONEY TO DO THIS RIGHT PLEASE
Why are these services not offered to our seniors and veterans who are struggling more and
more every day?
Mental health and addictions - these services have to be available at the new shelter. Ensure the
shelter is a place that can change peoples lives.
I agree with this criteria more or less, however I feel that mental health and addiction services
should be on site or at least on call to be able to come to the site as needed
Most service requirements will need to be permanent rather than temporary as this problem is
not going away. Once rehabilitation has occurred there will be additional replacements in the
Community who will need our help.
These people want to die. They completely understood that using hard drugs and doing crime
was a bad and dangerous choice. A CHOICE!!! Their inability to deal with reality is not my
priority. The overwhelming majority of Red Deerians don't want anything to do with a
permanent shelter or the junkies that belong to them . A permanent shelter is like a CANCER,
it destroys and degrades everything it comes into contact with. What a joke, you're not going
to ho to heaven faster by saving more junkies. Let's save veterans, or sick children, or seniors.
Should be all in one location away from public areas. Our property values have plummeted and
businesses have suffered due to shelter locations. As a property and business owner in close
proximity to the temp shelter, we are frustrated and tired of not having any support from the
city. Consideration of moving businesses out of Red Deer is very real as we get no support
from the city, just taxed harder.
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If this is the vision for a permanent shelter, put everything required under one roof . There are
enough problems and issues with services provided by "satellite " locations
services exist downtown and around the railway bridge, lets look for shelter options down here
Is it possible to have the majority of services in this location (sharing overhead costs) rather
than paying facility costs at many others locations
How can the City decide on a suitable site location when it does not know all the services that
are to be provided at the facility? Is the City going to include redundant services if the facility is
located an uncomfortable distance from where these services are currently located? Will the
shelter include a safe injection site? Will the shelter include an opioid dependency treatment
service? What would be the additional cost of this approach?
Yes but the closer everything is the better...also what if they are given clean up tasks in the area
to help give them self worth and a reason to do something during the day in exchange for this
Priority to mental health support & addictions is a must. Anything less is not acceptable. All
other support should be secondary.
Diagnosis of Mental health and addiction should be number one priority. Without this I don’t
know how anything works
If the buffer zones were established yes. Move safe injection. Work with the province to
include prescribed injection to get the business away from the dealers. Do the right things,
But don’t put our families in harms way to do it. Crate and respect the buffers. Weird that I
even need to say that.
"Didn't Red Deer just set up a lot of services downtown.
Red Deer makes is so easy to live a vulnerable lifestyle, now we will make it even easier for
these individuals."
"Take the complete system and support out of the city to the fringe ... get all out of
out of the downtown area where possibly 1000 are messing up 100,000 thousand ,, not fair to
the 100 K and our city"
Bring back psychiatric hospitals, that is where this problem started, when they were disbanded...
I think there is a great need for secure and safe storage of stuff for people experiencing
homelessness. Overnight, multi-day, and possibly multi-month storage options so that people
who have lost almost everything don't have to choose between a safe shelter and losing what
little they have left.
I think Red Deer needs a facility where ALL of those services are met as Mental wellbeing is just
as important as food and shelter and clean clothes.
Is this criteria or a definition? Is this saying a shelter site must have these things now? Or in the
future? Must have all or just some? If so fine but as a site criteria this is confusing.
Yes, I agree. But I could also see this as a revenue generator. Perhaps, the pop-up services or
other non-profits could be paying rent as they would be in another space.
Yes. And Not in a residential neighborhood
Yes, but it needs to be defined early on what will be integrated into the shelter facility.

Open Discussion Comments
•
•
•

Timeliness
Accessible to services
Want to make changes as much as we do.
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Crossing river is dangerous. Easier to cross than to walk around.
Location by Taylor Bridge is not a good idea (last site that was proposed).
Ideal location would be parking lot across from Servus Arena/Pidherney Centre.
Olymel location is way too far.
Want downtown.
Central location if possible (without climbing either hill).
Let us know how to connect with those that have lived experience.
No more surveys.
Needs to be accessible for ability purposes (for those with disabilities).
Away from schools where homeless will wander by. For example, if at Michener site many
homeless will gather in forest areas, dump garbage, and walk by an elementary school to hang
out in nice new businesses nearby. This community has many young families with children that
won’t be able to safely walk to stores and on trails. There must be a site near facilities
downtown (hospital, RCMP, etc.) that would be away from schools and quiet communities.
Leave sites like Michener for wildlife and walking trails.
Don’t put the shelter near higher property and land value locations if you want to retain tax
revenue. Put an emergency location near support services and where homeless congregate (buy
a hotel). Focus on smaller transition housing where 10 people with similar needs can live
without negatively affecting neighborhood safety and property values. More like assisted care or
group homes than a 100 person shelter.
I believe residential areas should be off the table. There is great impact to families with children,
as well as vulnerable seniors . Feel bad for all the residents of Riverside Meadows.
Consideration should be taken when it comes to potential options/services in the downtown
core. There is a lot of talks about revitalizing and making improvements to the downtown core
but if we (continue to) integrate the two there will be no point as people will continue to avoid
the area. I personally commute by foot to work at the Red Deer provincial building and often
see a lot of activity and loitering between the Mustard Seed, the CPR bridge, across throughout
the parking lots near the safe injection site and in and around my office building as the soup
kitchen is across the street. Extra money should be found and spent trying to provide as many
services as possible at one location like they have in Calgary.
The problem is not the shelter itself, but the way the homeless are dealt with. No
neighbourhood wants to deal with the filthy and dangerous transients around their home. A
higher police involvement and workers ensuring the residents are not bothering the people and
businesses near the shelter. This should be a hand up not a hand out. If you choose not to do
your part the let the legal system deal with them.
I would like to hear from the people that actually use the shelter and what services they think
would be best for them. Our most vulnerable deserve a voice and their stories deserve to be
told.
Speed. This process has been delayed multiple times and these delays serve to hurt everyone
that the shelter is intended to help and serve.
Once a site is narrowed down, have specific discussions with area residents who will be most
impacted. This does not necessarily mean the location will be changed, but I do believe the
extra discussion and listening to area residents’ concerns is a courtesy they deserve.
Will the new location be close to a location to transitional housing? Will there be transitional
housing for the people using the shelter?
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are you engaging with/ seeking input from the users /potential users of this shelter?seems to me
their input should be given a significant amount of weight
No
It’s proximity to residential areas is my biggest concern. I have lived in Red Deer for over 40
years. The crime has escalated, theft is through the roof. People are brazen in their crimes. Just
yesterday a man was walking through our neighborhood with a pair bolt cutters, going in and
out of peoples yards. Last night, people were checking car doors. Within the last week I know
of three neighbours who were robbed. In the last month, I know of two people who were
mugged. IN MY NEIGHBORHOOD. Please, I beg of you, stop putting these services near
peoples homes. Yes, businesses are effected, but they don’t have to worry about their children
playing with needles tossed into their backyard. We do. My one neighbour discovered over 20
needles thrown into a bush in her yard. All of this is in one neighborhood, the Pines. We are
next to one proposed site and the thought makes us all want to leave Red Deer. We are so
done with it all.
Housing focused shelter. Less focus on programs that take away from housing first
The downtown area has paid their dues to accommodate the homeless. It is some other area’s
turn to deal with all the unacceptable side effects from this segment of society. They manage to
get all over the City now, so if they want to use the shelter, they will manage to get there, no
matter where it is.
Why should my suggestions and voice be heard? Because I voted and trusted the local leaders,
Council and Mayor, to hear my concerns over my Community. Everyone has a right to be
heard, good, bad, or otherwise. I am concerned - no matter the location - the impacts of the
shelter location some impacts which the City is out right talked about - financial, trust, no good
location as it will affect someone. So why can't our concerns be heard and listed and taking
under consideration. From impacts on our Emergency Services / Fire and Ambulance - increase
fire risk, increased structure fires (due to rough sleeper camps in trees/tall grass and the City
putting the shelter near a neighborhood that has all of this) calls for medical, calls for rescue
services. There is no amount of CPTED that will help the rough sleeper camp issue. Emergency
Services / Policing: Criminal activity increasing (like surpassing calls for service now - wow)
RCMP, Peace Officers are already at their limit with the addition of no Parks Enforcement (NO
PO's on gator and mountain bikes) how are we being proactive on the trails and within the
trees? Then the new downtown Officer unit - where will that go? Will it go away quietly like
Parks Enforcement? Who is being proactive? Who can businesses and residents call for
assistance? There are so many issues that go above the obvious ones - lower property values,
decreased safety in our Communities including children and pets, garbage, criminal activity, fire
activity, overall a lower enjoyment of life because of the affects / decisions made by the leaders.
I believe this would be more effective if we knew more about the entire operation and
plan. With words like "many happen" or "to be determined" with a project like this it is
impossible to say whether you agree or disagree. If I knew that all the services they need, plus
some security and extra patrol by law enforcement and parks were going to happen then some
of the criteria may or may not be as important or I may agree or disagree with it. I appreciate
that this is to gain more public input and seem more transparent but there is a lot more to go
with this complex issue and solution and without sharing the plan or vision who knows if I agree
or not.
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I think land south of or on red deer polytechnic would be perfect. The social services and
nursing programs could be involved in helping people. Great training for students. It is not close
to residential areas making it an excellent site
It would have been good to see exactly what the Province is proposing as an operating model
for the site and what site development would actually look like.
Residential areas must be avoided because of the potential for increasing criminal activities as
witnessed in areas such as Riverside Meadows etc.
Advocacy needs to be part of the services provided in site, as well as social meeting areas to
encourage community within the site.
The City has a trust bond with stablished residents and businesses. While this is a difficult issue,
the decision of where to live and work locally is formed by what is already existing. Simply
moving the shelter out of downtown, because of the issues it causes there, simply moves the
issues elsewhere, and onto people who do not have a business association to speak for them.
Most people near me do not even know this is happening and feel the process to get involved is
inadequate. I also have concerns that the north end of town, due to its comparative lower
economic position and demographic composition, may not have the agency to get involved. The
north end of the city already has substantial struggles with crime and poverty, we do not want
to add to that stereotype. So I feel another criteria should include a fair distribution of services.
Homelessness is not only a north end problem, and should not automatically mean a north end
solution.
How does this initiative compare with the, much touted “Housing First” approach? Is there any
synergy between this proposal and Housing First. This seems to be the model of choice in the
reduction of homelessness.
The criteria all make sense. It is the weighting that will be critical. What is the most important
factor ? What if there is one site that scores high on one factor and low on another. The
survey does not ask what factor the respondent thinks is most important.
Make it inconvenient to incentivize homeless people to leave the city.
The permanent shelter should be near the existing services for the vulnerable.
I’d like to see evidence that putting all services in one space is effective vs creating a system in
which all said services simply know of and have access to each client and their history so
services can work together despite proximity to one another. Also unfortunate that this will
likely result in a centre in the downtown, which given what’s happening to our downtown and
even Edmonton’s currently, is unfortunate.
The shelter cannot negatively impact any existing residential properties. Ideally, it will be located
at a distance from any residential neighbourhoods, relying on busing/shuttles to transport
residents to needed services (which, according to the maps, are all downtown or close to
downtown).
"Near police station
Away from forested areas
Far away from residential communities
It needs to be downtown or gasoline alley"
Concerned about crime this will bring. I suppose if you locate it away from a desirable location
they may not use it. So have facilities within the centre. At the end of the day you keep
enabling them and not looking at the root cause. I would be happier if a place like this helps
them get back to a paid job and contributing to society.
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Current vacant buildings throughout the city that are neglected, and could be re-zoned for use
as a permanent integrated shelter should be sought out first.
No additional criteria. Just an additional thought, rather than building a permanent shelter why
does the city not consider supporting low income housing projects with these integrated
supports. There is much more dignity for the most vulnerable if they are able to have a place to
call home with mental health and other supports that is not a shelter. Everyone deserves to live
in a home!
Needs to be far away from residential areas. Also I find it absolutely absurd that the city wants
to make the downtown an entertainment hub with small privately owned shops and eateries but
insist on putting injection sites, soup kitchens, treatment centres etc. In the downtown. Boggles
my mind
The temporary site should be made the permanent site. Is there any reason why it doesn't meet
this criteria?
As a downtown condo owner who's property has dropped in value by about 30% in recent
years, I would suggest keeping the shelter as far away as possbile from Capstone if there's any
hope of its vision ever coming to fruition. I've been in the construction/development business
for 30 years and should point out that with so many hotels likely going out of business sooner
than later, the city should purchase once for the shelter which would be much cheaper overall.
A great lost opportuniy was had with the old hotel torn down on the south hill, but it may not
be too late for the hotel between tim hortons and safeway downtown, or even the soon to be
old downtown casino location if common sense prevails in that move. Council should stop
complicating the process so we can have a program in place within a year or so instead of
another 3-5 years of property value destruction and cynisism about downtonw with the current
hodge podge we have going on
Longevity - I would love for there to be consideration to how this facility location will stand the
test of time. While many local businesses do not want this essential service in close proximity,
the long term effects of having an integrated shelter in an unoptimized space are likely to outlive
some of the businesses that are opposed to having such a service centralized.
Wherever the shelter goes, it needs to have bus services. I don't think we necessarily need to
keep it all downtown, as long as transportation is available. Ideally those 19 agencies that you
have listed could be moved into the new shelter site.
It is the benefit for not only the client but for the community if the shelter works closely with
the clients to provide support to get out of their situation, like counselling, detox, treatment and
day programs for rehabilitation. Support services to help individuals overcome their unique
traumas is so important. Rather than just a place to manage transient people, make it a shelter
where they can find support, love, growth and change. Hire good-hearted, passionate people
dedicated to the cause, not just dedicated to a paycheck. This makes a HUGE difference in the
clients and their lives.
Consider permanent security around the facility to avoid people 'spilling out' into
neighborhoods.
The shelter must be away from residential areas. But must not impact businesses trying to make
a go of it downtown.
The site must have access to the downtown core where the services are. The issues can not be
managed by moving a homeless shelter to a site that is "invisible" to public.
Proximity to the parks system and trails must be avoided since shelter users will naturally
migrate into the park and trail system where there is an opportunity to spend time near the
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shelter but in relative privacy. This will set up potential conflict with other users and create a
sense that the trails, our cherished community asset, aren’t safe. In addition, it will significantly
increase the prevalence of informal camps with attendant garbage, drug paraphernalia etc., and
create a high risk of fire in our already “at risk” and exceedingly dry urban forest. Finally, it will
result in virtually impossible access for emergency response services, including fire trucks, police
vehicles, ambulances and crisis response teams which are critical to the support system needed
by the homeless population. These issues are already present in our park and trail system as
residents in neighbouring communities such as the Pines can attest. They are also is well
documented in research exploring the chronic and intractable issues associated with homeless
populations in urban park systems. (For example, refer to the 2019 research paper published by
the National Recreation and Parks Association in the USA documenting the universal
conflicts/issues created by the presence of homeless populations in urban park systems. This
one of many such publications.)
You have been dealing with this for years. Take a look at gasoline alley and why is it
booming. Any ideas why. I had a business downtown. Would never considerate it now So
sick of delay after delay. I know people who won’t go downtown at dark. Can you guess why
No homeless shelter should be built or facilitated within 2 kms of an existing public park.
The objective should be to provide safe permanent housing, with the basic necessities of life.
The project becomes untenable when many "nice to have's" are added such as fully integrated
services, trying to find a location close to existing "services", of which many in fact would be
redundant to those in a permanent shelter which provides meals, access to medical support and
laundry. The city should concentrate on the basic necessities with flexibility to provide additional
supports in-house if/when funding becomes available.
a site that is open 24/7 for them to access. They need a safe place during the day, which would
cut down on their congregating in places of business and residential areas. A community
gathering spot for them i.e. a community garden spot, a place to read, play cards, a place to feel
at home.
On of the main reasons for the location of the PERMINENT SHELTER is to change the traffic
patterns described above. It appears that the creators of the criteria have a destination in mind.
I don't think this type of facility is a good mix in a residential area.
We're would be security at drug overdose what ate the emergency services
Ideally I would like to see the shelter downtown close to services or alternately on the old
Michener grounds.
Shelters should not be placed in residential neighborhoods. Our Pines neighborhood needs
more police presence for the crime already. I feel having a shelter nearby would make it even
worse.
In a facility like this it should be mandated to stay for a lengthy period of time as a large portion
of them are addicts or people who commit crime in our neighborhoods repeatedly. Their foot
traffic throughout the city should be limited. There should be rules that are mandated and not
following them would result in a jail term. The problems with these places are we continue to
supply them and then there is no follow through or accountability on the part of the
provider. It ends up being the same old problem and nothing more than a money grab by the
people supplying the services and the people don't really get the services they need. There still
needs to be 2 separate places...one for truly homeless people that need and want housing and
the addicts and criminals that only want a place, with no rules, to hang out. There will continue
to be rough camps for these people and they will continue to be a problem as long as we
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continue to allow it and ignore the fact that it is a huge problem costing us millions in tax
dollars! I don't agree with another 'project' unless there is accountability. What we have isn't
working and we dump millions into it. Why can't we fix what we have and see if this is even
necessary? Throwing more money at this issue isn't necessarily going to help anything! We need
our failing court system, policing and treatment options to work in order to get a handle on
these issues. Why are good, law abiding citizens having to continue to pay for this?
The 2015 report referenced to foot traffic routes / areas. Currently living within those areas
and based on day to day observations, previously reported primary foot traffic routes continues.
This vulnerable population group needs to be understood, recognized and valued as worthy
members of our city. The facility along with the supports planned / other agencies providing
supports needs to be easily accessed by this population group. Ensure that site location will not
be a barrier for use but will help facilitate the "homeless" make a choice for facility usage and
access to available supports.
Use of large buildings downtown in close proximity to services offered is ideal. If a space that
could be large enough to house space for those experiencing homelessness as well as the
additional services could be accommodated that would be best. Using a building similar to the
existing remand centre, large enough in space, central enough in location and in close proximity
to services would seem ideal. This site is still some distance from residential neighborhoods and
hopefully the integration of all the required services, even if by accommodating satellite office
space for the necessary services would limit traffic concerns between locations, a one-stop shop
approach. A setup like a ground level “commercial” floor that integrates service access and then
subsequent accommodation in floors above would put everything in a centralized location. As an
added amenity absent from the information a downtown detachment of the RCMP or similar
services could also be housed among the ground floor services. The presence of the RCMP
could help to mitigate concerns of surrounding business and property owners and provide a
secure environment to those accessing services. If the shelter stays for these people is intended
as short term then integrating services and making it a safe environment would help facilitate
that journey. With all the focus on the shelter component of this project there doesn’t seem to
be as much focus on what the process for those exiting the shelter will be. What is the planned
average stay from entry to being homed for these individuals? How is this transition funded? If
the housing solutions are to be publicly funded does this capacity exist within the timeline
planned to accommodate all of the people requiring these services with the solutions as planned.
Have we removed bottlenecks in these systems to actually provide a path out of homelessness
and reduce re-occurrences of homelessness via the services. These subsequent options seem to
me just as important to consider. I understand homelessness will exist as long as there is social
inequity, substance abuse issues, domestic violence etc. but the core ethic behind this planning is
returning people to contributing to society for their dignity and societies benefit. The shelter
needs to be a hub that individual will transit through to the desired outcome not frequent and
rely on to sustain them or the project will have failed.
Integrate the look and feel of the building and grounds to suit the surrounding neighbourhood
/ enough land to allow for outdoor use by residents- do not make it too institutional or jail like
- fences etc that are more suited to incarceration not needed - as the future residents are
citizens and not inmates.
"I am not sure why we need the integrated services other than ease as you suggest. Those
services have accessible locations downtown. Isn’t that duplication?
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Location is a key. I see this as a business and those vulnerable clients will enjoy joining a
residential neighbourhood once they have received the help. Most neighbourhoods, including
ours(Pines), are dealing with many issues of some of our vulnerable society and that is why
location is key to me if addiction is part of this facility."
"Re-purpose a school. Re-purpose Michener.
Buildings and land.
Or,
A mind set change... we do it with ""group"" homes (assisted living , up to three or so individuals
in a house) . Go small. Locate throughout the city. Question- Is not much of the perceived
problem- density? Or the creation of an institution?"
Red Deer is a small city with residential locations mixed within its commercial and downtown
areas. I live near the river between downtown and Heritage Ranch. I have family that lives in a
house downtown by the river and an elderly Grandma in a townhouse in Parkvale. Each of us
has had incidents with people experiencing homelessness in these areas - these incidents seem
to occur more frequently in the last few years. The majority of these incidents have occurred on
the river trails and pathways and in the green areas of the city as well as multiple house break
ins for my family member downtown. I would like to see these types of issues considered when
selecting a location. Location of a shelter away from the river, river valley and public green area,
trails and paths may help with community safety in these areas as well as reduce the number of
incidents. It is unfortunate that as the population experiencing homeless grows in our city, the
residents of the city lose both peace of mind regarding safety in using the river valley and parks
and trails and in some cases are less safe in these areas. For decades groups of concerned
residents worked to save green space in our city and it is disappointing to see it become unsafe
and unwelcoming for residents of the city as is the case in Edmonton and Calgary (I have lived
by the river in both of those cities). I hope that the city can find a suitable place for a large,
integrated shelter that also helps to restore the city's river valley and green spaces to places
where families and women who are walking or biking alone can go with peace of mind as to
their safety (including verbal harassment). The problem is complex and law enforcement
capabilities and patrolling should be considered in placement of the facility. I would also oppose
placement of a shelter, especially a large 10,000 square foot, in or near a residential area. I have
had to walk by shelters in Edmonton to get to work at the court house in years past and have
experienced many incidents that threatened my safety in these areas. I felt very unsafe as I do in
many areas of Red Deer especially along the river valley trails. Thank you for considering my
opinions.
I love the idea of a full service facility with wrap around supports, walkable or on subsidized
public transit, with ways to transition from sleep to daytime (e.g. not getting completely kicked
out and on their own until supper time), and near to or integrated with agencies providing
services. It would be nice if it could develop in a way that makes people feel they are part of a
hopeful community. E.g. accommodations for couples, for people with pets, safe storage for
precious things, e.g. i.d., personal items, etc.
The shelter MUST be downtown with access to services not available at The proposed new
shelter. As a 3rd generation Red Deerian, I am appalled at the city’s inability to advance anything
forward, with support from council, to improve the lives of our most vulnerable human beings
in DECADES. The DBA is directly responsible for the NIMBYism that has trapped Red Deer in
a cycle of promises and disappointments. NOTHING is sacred in this city, not people nor
Buildings. (MIchener Centre, Black Knight Inn) and th city will CERTAINLY fail spectacularly by
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giving in to the Chamber of Commerce and DBA and will surely ruin those sites with more
nonsense. I do not care if businesses are uncomfortable with reality, feelings dont matter in life
and death situations. BUSINESS &gt; HUMAN LIVES IN RD. I cant wait to get my family far, far
away from this disgusting city.
Should not be in close proximity to schools and playgrounds
The permanent shelter should stay in the downtown core where most services are
located. Unfortunately The Mustard Seed is located across the river which increases the foot
traffic. The current site of Safe Harbour, in my opinion is the best location.
Build it like a remand centre then no damage to building from user/ junkie damage.
"Policing. Exposure to general popultion mitigation. Crack down of nuisance thefts. Shoplifting/
bicycle. Site should be minimum 2 miles from any business which has foot flow of customers, or
in person services.
Is this planned to be above and beyond the facility being built on 2a between Red Deer and
Blackfalds."
"Please use an existing building. There are many large, vacant buildings in the north industrial
area. The cost of a new building would be too high.
If transportation is a concern, designate a city bus."
It is obvious with the time spent on this that the city can not handle homeless here, there is no
place within the city that will accommodate a permanent shelter, ALL of downtown is
completely contaminated by drugs, homelessness to our once beautiful city. Edmonton, Calgary
can accommodate , we cannot , I think relocating is the answer
In answeing each question, i have submitted the additional criteria and considerations I believe
are important. In terms of funding, there are possibilities to be creative across support agencies,
and also between the municipalities and the city.
Location adjacent to or close to the Urban Park system with its vast trail system used by both
pedestrians and bicycle riders will spur on a population of people with issues of drug/alcohol
addiction and a desire to live in the vast forest especially in the nicer weather. This will
exacerbate the current problems. This unpatrolled park system was developed for safe
enjoyment of use for both children and adults and not for use by others who already currently
use the park for illegal, unsafe and dangerous purposes. Even though the use of fire is not
permitted within the park, lit "fire pits" and camp fires have occurred and such practices
continue. Entire downed trees have been lit and burned. Evidence exists. There exists a neverending fear of potential for fires in this forest with devastating consequences to those (including
children) using the park and to the subdivision of houses in the Pines and possibly Northland
Industrial businesses in proximity to the forest. The Fire Department could not contain a fire
that would occur there as there is no access by such vehicles into the forest. The fire would
spread very quickly and burn houses, especially those near to the trees. There currently exists
drug use and drug drop-offs and pickups in this urban forest. Also, encampments which includes
tents and/or sleeping bags and related paraphernalia, continue to occur. There is evidence of
stolen goods (examples only: lounge chairs, car seats, filing cabinets, telephones, cds, clothing,
coolers, bicycles, shopping carts, car parts, car flat tire sealant containers, office supplies, baby
strollers, head sets). Cigarette smoking with dropped cigarette butts and prohibited “fire pits”
and camp fires occur. This is known to residents, R.C.M.P, Fire Department (and the City) with
reports from residents and personal attendances to the park. Many houses physically border
the forest. City Parks Fire Prevention do inspect the forest perhaps annually and as best as
possible fell the dead trees and remove some of deadfall for fear of the fire hazard they
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create. The storm of a few years ago created further damage to the trees. Fire and illegal drug
drop offs and pick ups and use and encampment is a constant source of fear and concern to
residents of the Pines and others who use this beautiful park system. Development of a shelter
nearby to a beautiful urban park will naturally encourage its occupants, who are unfortunately
homeless people, to enter the forest and increase the odds of further similar problems. The
further possibility of support system providers including those for drug and addiction
components being housed within the same development building or nearby will mean many
more persons using the facilities will be naturally attracted to this urban park area which raises
serious safety concerns for not only themselves but other users of the urban parks.
"Cannot be near a residential area nor an area used considerably by the public. Ensure the safety
of the public. Location will significantly effect surrounding property values.
The homeless loiter , cause garbage, discarded needles,etc, theft , vandalism , physical attacks on
individuals. Get a job. Huge amount amount of workplace vacancies."
Too many restrictions. Get this done NOW. I check my camera in the mornings and bicycle
traffic in each early am is consistent. I wonder what they're doing! Move Mustard seed first and
then build the shelter. Lets start with the biggest problem.
I think less consideration should be given to wealthy property developers, like those pushing
Capstone. They are only worried about themselves and their money. The last proposed site
was perfect. The spot the shelter is in now would also be excellent if upgrades were
made. The shelter needs to be close to the other resources available, otherwise it will not be
used.
Red Deer is too small for this, it is overtaking the entire city. Families no longer feel safe here
for good reason.
It is important that the citizens of and visitors to Red Deer feel and are safe physically and
mentally while using and enjoying the areas affected by the shelter location. As well their
property should be safe. The Downtown Patrol unit and the integrated unit are a good start.
The ability to effectively use targeted security and city park maintenance guided by the high
crime and incident area data must be a criteria.
As I understood, the shelter location was proposed to be across the street from Capstone,
which I think is absurd if the city is trying to attract investors. If Red Deer wants a vibrant
downtown community they need businesses to want to be there. For businesses to want to be
downtown, they need to FEEL like they, their property and their patrons are safe. It is irrelevant
if people are safe, what really matters is what they FEEL. The stories I have heard from business
owners and people in the community reverberate and not everything shows up in a census or
statistical model. If people do not FEEL safe downtown, they will not go downtown. I am a male
in my 30's and even I am checking over my shoulder in the evening when walking back to my car
from Taco Loft. It is the job of the city to decide whether they care more about creating a
vibrant downtown community or if they are more concerned with housing the homeless. Based
on this criteria provided by your team, the logical conclusion is to locate the homeless shelter
downtown, but if you are wanting to revitalize Red Deer this decision would be a grave mistake.
Choose wisely.
I believe the shelter needs to be open at all times for the clients to have a space to be as long as
they are following guidelines that might include being sober, etc. We all have a place to go
during the day whether it is our home or work, the homeless don't so they are left to wonder
the streets, sleep under trees etc. Also believe the shelter needs to be attractive, inviting
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something that they can take pride in. Possibly have garden boxes so they can grow some food
etc. A place with multiple purpose other than sleeping.
If you look at the Lethbridge handling of the situation you will see the impact of not dealing with
this situation properly. (ie all the trees in the downtown have been removed so the street
people can't hide under them.) This is not what Red Deer wants.
I believe you need to consider the affect on the surrounding population to the Site. I believe to
date the focus has been solely on the homeless population to the exclusion of how it has
affected everyone else in the downtown core. The large exodus of businesses has not helped
the existing businesses. As well as the fear (perceived or actual) of individuals walking in the
downtown core has not gotten any better. As a business owner, i have not noticed our
downtown patrol in the last few months and wonder if they do not exist any longer? I feel
uncomfortable walking on some of the streets and have had some of my client's yelled at by
those sitting on benches outside of my business. Considering they were single and in their 80's
they felt extremely vulnerable. I have colleagues that feel Sorenson's is dangerous in the
morning when they need to park and walk to their office.
Siting this in a way that focuses on rehabilitation of people as referred to in the last question is
critical. We are needing to ensure that we are not facilitating a lifestyle of homelessness but
rather are focused on a more permanent solution for people as much as possible. It might be
wise to site the shelter away from the conveniences of life (for example, commercial areas,
residential areas) in order not to be facilitating chronic homelessness developing for those who
may well be able to re-establish themselves in the community with permanent housing. The site
must have services included in, or positioned adjacent to, the shelter itself to remove the very
obvious stress on the urban and natural environment being caused by some (certainly not all) of
the homeless population. Have sites in Riverside Industrial park not been considered (down the
hill from 77th Street, for example)?
"I do not need to implore you any more than what you've already heard....do not put it in the
Downtown. We have had enough....as callous as that sounds, the DT has had it.
We have too many agencies in the DT vying for the same client and the same money from the
government. Something has to be done to combine like agencies; there are too many of the
'mini kingdoms.' I believe the agencies will have to be combined within the facility, which is a
good thing. Also, check out the cities and towns around Alberta who encourage people to come
to RD. There was/is a poster at the Mustard Seed in Calgary telling people to come to RD. If I
was one of them I'd prefer to maneuver around RD than Calgary or Edmonton. Also, the
smaller towns need to be reminded they should look after their own as they did in the old days
and not brush them off to larger urban areas. Thanks for this opportunity and I do hope you are
careful not to manipulate your in person attendees to go the direction The City wants to go and
then proclaim it was a public decision. ...tread carefully!!"
Although not part of the main criteria, a site that could well serve would be the Jackpot Casino
site when they and the Granada inn
I believe that there should be more than one, possibly 5, facilities for this purpose that is based
upon the needs of the clients. This also mitigates the impact on any particular neighborhood
I notice that on this map there is not a southeast end option. Well, I don't want this in my
backyard either. It affects my childrens safety and I don't want my neighborhood turning into
lower fairview. It also affects my property value. I am already uncomfortable going down town. I
don't want to be uncomfortable in my own neighborhood. The northwest is already looked
down on. leave it in the center so its everyones problem. Where ever it ends up, I would expect
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the city to cover the difference in property values when a house is sold in that area. Extra police
for that area and the province to pick up the tab. I agree that people need help, and they
deserve help. But this does not come without problems. These problems test my compassion.
Businesses already complain about the increased crime, you put this less then a block from a
residential area, there will be major incidents. I am sure its a difficult choice. Everyone wants to
help, but compassion is limited when people are stealing from you.
I believe that the location should stay downtown close to the amenities required by the
individuals such as transportation and mental health care.
I don’t want homeless, drug addicts with mental health issues being around where my kids play
unsupervised.
This is an important decision for our community. The needs of the homeless have to be
balanced against the citizens who are impacted most directly. A criteria related to minimizing
impact on other citizens should be included. The users will need to be accountable for their
behaviour.
Please, leave the shelter downtown.
Keep the homeless drug addicts with mental health issues downtown and away from residential
areas
Yes, we are experiencing enough crimes. Do not consider a neighbourhood. Look at what the
current area.
It would be beneficial to open up services to others on the verge of homelessness, so as to
prevent increased need for shelter. There are many individuals and families for whom a smaller
amount of support would foster their success, yet they are not eligible for any programs as they
manage to survive; these families need help breaking out of the poverty cycle as one missed
paycheck means they are on the street. Mental health support is of particular need.
Proximity to schools and where children play such as skateparks, playgrounds and soccer fields.
A shelter cannot be placed near those locations.
Public safety considerations - I don't consider myself a "NIMBY" kind of person, but this
development, in the context of the debates that have been raging about it for years, should not
be allowed to proceed without consideration of the impacts of the development on public safety
(including traffic safety and criminal activity) and aesthetic considerations. I don't suggest ruling
out a location based on those considerations, but I do suggest that a risk assessment and careful
mitigation planning should be undertaken. Relatively simple things like regular police patrols and
thoughtful building and streetscape designs could minimize any problems. On the other hand, if
there's a proposed location adjacent to an elementary school, or on the same block as a
cannabis store, a liquor store, a payday lender, a jewellery store, and three pawn shops, those
may not be the best choices.
Understanding the criteria outlined in all these points does not change the fact that the chosen
location becomes an undesirable place to go and will negatively impact any business around it. I
no longer shop for fabric in red deer as I do not feel safe going there.
Keep it downtown
There's plenty of churches in this town, perhaps include them in helping the vulnerable. I mean,
isn't that their purpose? Maybe Jesus would've done that?
Crime areas. Attempt to keep majority of traffic away from high crime areas. Also, relocation of
current services locations to areas adjacent to housing selection.
The impact on the downtown businesses must be a huge consideration. While people with
additions are important to provide services to, businesses also need services, they need people
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to be safe to come and shop and work. Please consider this important element, everyone needs
to be considered.
Buy up the "Woody's" property on the the south hill and have all agencies work out of there. As
a taxpayer maybe we should be putting the homeless on a bus leaving Red Deer as all they seem
to do is cost us money!
My area is so crime riddled even now. Nothing like this should be brought forward. There are
already misused services and facilities. E.G., (CAWES) How about auditing currently used
facilities or re-purpose already existing buildings downtown. RedDeer cannot afford more
homeless coming Into our City. We don't provide adequate care and safety for citizens at this
point. More will ruin Reddeer. Sorry but no.
I am largely concerned with the impact a shelter can have on the surrounding businesses and
close by residents. I saw buildings sell and businesses forced to move due to increased
intimidation and crime in the areas close by to the temporary shelter. For example the music
classes adjacent to Cannery Row. Businesses and residents also have a right to feel safe and their
clientele to feel safe without the burden of extra cleanup due to vandalism and drug
paraphernalia. I would love to see a shelter within a reasonable proximity to law enforcement
headquarters.
Not in or around my neighborhood please.
Has there been any consideration given to development of a “tiny home” community for the
homeless with on-site facilities for other services (rehab counselling, etc)? Such a community
may be more likely to assist in integrating people back into the community at large by allowing
them some autonomy, rather than having them in a hostel like environment.
The homeless shelter should be as far away as possible from residential and businesses. Busing
or shuttles could be provided to transport people to services that are required. Clearly the
existing temporary shelter is not ideal and only contributes to the crime and loss of businesses
in the area.
I feel it is important to look at the value of the homes and the property tax of the homes in the
areas close to where you are considering building the shelter. The reason why property taxes in
areas such as garden heights are so high, is because it is a quiet, peaceful, and desirable area to
live. The City should consider the fact that there will be pushback, and upset residents who
could potentially be facing a large decline in the value of their property if a homeless shelter is
built in close proximity. We’d like the city to consider building the shelter in areas where the
homeless population is already dense, such as closer to central downtown areas near the
cannery etc. It is also better for that population to have a permanent shelter in close proximity
to where a lot of this community is already gathering or finding shelter. This is also in closer
proximity to additional resources such as Street Ties and the Mental Health organization. You
may not see as great a use of the permanent shelter if it is placed at the top of 67 street hill.
While I fully support having a permanent shelter in Red Deer, and also understand that there is
no perfect spot to put one, I can't stress enough that this shelter has no place in residential
communities. I grew up in Riverside Meadows/Lower Fairview and saw first hand what even a
small shelter does to a community, and I still have family living in that area and see the troubles
they deal with daily. Not only do I worry about the safety of my family in this area, it is also
completely unfair to them that their property values are being affected by something like this
being moved into their neighborhood. Personally I have since moved to Garden Heights, and I
was very surprised to see locations being suggested anywhere in the North East side of Red
Deer. This area is full of young families and has a great trail system, and not to mention several
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schools. I fear that putting this shelter anywhere in this area at all (Especially near the previous
Michener site) will have a drastic negative effect on all aspects of life for those already living in
this area. I would consider this corner of Red Deer one of the most livable areas in the city
with the perfect mix of housing, schooling, parks and trails, and commercial areas. I would hope
that the city also understands this and does not further consider a shelter in this area.
"I feel that placing a homeless shelter close to any residential areas is a huge mistake. It will devalue property in the area, and as a parent I would be extremely worried to have people with
drug addictions and mental illness close to where my child plays. This doesn’t mean I don’t
believe in helping these people, but I believe in pushing them towards a better life and future
through education and a safe place to access mental help.
I firmly believe the safe injection site has caused nothing but grievances for our community. No
one wants their children or even myself to have to encounter someone high and unstable
because if it. The general consensus among all my friends is that they don’t like going to the
superstore area or downtown red deer due to the injection site and feeling unsafe.
By allowing individuals a safe place to get high (which is using illegal drugs) you put everyone else
in the community at risk."
It needs to be downtown.
I would like to keep these service and access route away from residential areas, parks. And
school.
I think it would be important that it is central and downtown making services really accessible to
all. Also, I think having mental health and addictions support on-site along with career and
employment training and placement is critical to the long term success of the shelter.
The downtown core in red deer has become a wasteland, catering to the homeless. Theft is
rampant, people feel unsafe, washrooms need to be locked, and businesses close because they
can’t afford the theft and loss of business with people not willing to go downtown in the
evenings. It is a vicious cycle with more businesses closing and less people going downtown. I
have worked in the social support industry and have witnesses first hand the wasted resources
in these programs. Contributing taxpayers and business owners are getting tired of supporting,
with very little impact occurring.
If someone experiencing homelessness wants to access the shelter, they should have classes and
life skill workshops available to them day AND night, and there should be no open/close time.
People don’t become homeless only during regular business hours. There should be laundry
services and a food bank within the facility, and specialists for finding housing and employment.
Permanent housing is the ultimate goal here people! Many empty parking lots downtown that
could be used as such facilities, locate them close to existing supports that these people trust (
mental health services, etc;). We need to solve this issue in order for our city to thrive! There is
absolutely a stigma between people experiencing homelessness, and drug use/crime. Increase
access to these supports as well! Do not litter the streets with needle deposit boxes, litter them
with homes with support workers who can guide people to live a better life! In the mean time,
add heaters and glass to bus shelters for these people to utilize overnight in emergency
situations, no one else is using them at 3am.
This needs to be far away from any residential neighborhoods there are children everywhere in
this city and the reality of the situation is that this population leaves dirty needles all over the
place it's dangerous not to mention the certain increase in crime in the area that this gets built.
And what about property values I just purchased my first home a year ago and something like
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this in my community world certainly drive the value of my home down and make it difficult to
sell in the future this effects everybody.
The proposed site near the Kentwood neighborhood is not near most of the support services
as shown on the map.
My main concern is proximity to neighbourhoods. Our children should feel free to run around
and play outside and enjoy our parks without fear of of drug paraphernalia or worse.
Keep these services out of residential areas as the Riverside Meadows area has been affected so
much due to the Mustard Seed outgrowing their building that is run down with structural issues.
If you need evidence, stay in our area for a couple of months and see it for yourself. As well,
keep it out of downtown as right now you are running this area into the ground. Businesses are
leaving the area and going into the outer city limits.
There are a lot of social supports in the Downtown Core so I do think it makes sense for the
permanent shelter to be somewhere Downtown where people have easy access (walking, or
bus) to other services. I'm not sure what else the City has planned for Downtown (I know there
have been some meetings about reviving Red Deer's Downtown but I don't know what resulted
from that) - might be good to look at these two plans side by side and make sure one decision
supports the other.
How many homeless people have been talked to? What do they want and it is even possible to
have them follow criteria and currently is anyone from social services at the shelter to help
them in person? It is one thing to allow safe drug use trailer/sites - but why do the homeless
have free run of downtown after the use. There is no solution if there is not a step to stop the
wandering and movement - because the thefts and safety of the homeless men and women are
really not being addressed - just a band aid to throw a name on a building and let them wander
and provide free drugs which only increases the problems.
"I live in the pines on the escarpment adjacent to one of the sites being considered(riverside
drive/67street). Over the last two years we have had 2 house breakins, and 4 incidences of theft
from back yard. The security video shows people of a similar appearance to what we see on the
streets, and the items stolen are definitely of the type used by rough sleepers(shovels, axe,
propane tanks,etc). I realize the goal is to give them ""a second chance"", but I am CERTAIN as
some of them go back to old habits, our crime issue here will skyrocket. A better location
would be the strip of land between Lowes and the Red Deer college. It has good access, is near
the college for nursing and psyche teaching students. The adjacent landowners are primarily
businesses ,whom would be far better equipped to deal with the expected crime issues, rather
than imposing it on residential areas that are ill equipped to deal with these issues. I previously
lived along 30th avenue north and am all too aware of the ""crime wave"" these people inflict on
the neighborhoods adjacent (Evergreen and Garden Heights). (3 rough sleeper camps cleaned
up by the city over a 3 year period and the type and quantity of stolen stuff in their camps.) If
even a small percentage of the homeless clientele revert back to being on the street, the damage
to the neighboring community will be enormous. I wrote to council a couple years back that
they seem to be embarking on a ""build it and they will come"" agenda.
Please do not place this facility anywhere near a residential area.
Larry Larratt"
Lets get the City to get Shopping Carts, Bikes ( License ) Where is they Mandate to look after
the Tax Payers
Site selection should be approved by the agencies serving the homeless as well as the tax payers
of the City of Red Deer and the County of Red Deer in order to avoid a duplication of services
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and multiple unauthorized sites. I would also asked the homeless clients if in fact they would use
it or what they would like to see, perhaps engage them somehow. How did we come up with
the 100 bed capacity?
I think the site needs to be in the downtown area where most of the homeless population
currently is. If it is somewhere away from the downtown core I do not think it will be used as
much and will therefore not be as affective.
Proximity to garden heights. As a resident of this beautiful area, we are absolutely opposed to
this facility being anywhere near our area. The paths will be unsafe and our property taxes are
so high in this area. We should not be subjected to any unsafe persons roaming our area.
The rights of the good, hard working public to live in peace and without fear should not be
subjugated by the needs of the addicted and homeless. This shelter should be located away from
any subdivision, school, park or downtown. I'm sure the county has a perfect spot close to all
the services on Gasoline Alley where the living population is low that could accommodate this.
I would like to see something along the lines of the “gathering place” (clubhouse type area)
integrated into the space. It seems to me the loitering around the current facility is of the
greatest concern to both it’s neighbours and the general public. If somehow we can get the
users of the facility inside or in designated areas more and loitering outside less. I would also
love to see an outdoor space that is fenced and accessible only from inside the facility and the
other outside areas made to be a less appealing gathering place either by design or location.
As a resident of garden heights, we are OPPOSED to any location near our area. Our property
taxes are already high in this area. We utilize the paths and they will be unsafe for our family if
there are transient people around. This is not acceptable for our family, and we will be forced to
move, courtesy of city of red deer. NO HOMELESS SHELTERS!
I would like to recommend that we consider where the homeless have and continue to reside in
the past and present. Prior to the redevelopment of Highway 2 the homeless area was located
between the north and south lanes providing access of a major artery. They often build ie.
Riverbend and now the Water Treatment Plant away from the downtown and close to major
arteries. They need their own area that they can build and call home. Services should go to
them with transportation provided to enable them to access services that can not go to
them. The Addiction Centre will be built on Hwy 11a adjacent to Gaetz. The new acquired
industrial area northwest of Red Deer adjacent to Hwy 2 would be a good location.
"- A potential shelter would ideally be located away from the downtown area, I agree that a
shelter should have close access to supports (that are all located in the downtown area), but
there is a strong idea that a shelter in the downtown area will worsen the downtown area
(homelessness/drugs/crime/etc.) rather than help it.
o I would like to see some of these supports move to a shelter location that is out of the
downtown area, I like the idea of having busing/transportation available to get people
that need these supports out of the downtown area and to transport them to the
services they need."
Please stop bringing services like this to our city .. It encourages homeless from other areas to
relocate here instead of actually getting help for their problems .. These programs are
encouraging people with addictions to stay homeless and addicted and make the city dangerous
for everyone else ..
We cannot abandon unhoused people to the literal and figurative fringes of our community. The
fact that the City is willing and able to contribute a suitable parcel of land that meets these
requirements is admirable, and highly fortunate.
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The site should be large enough to provide buffers from surrounding buildings and to
accommodate security etc. I'd rather see money spent on mitigation and maintenance than
bussing. This has to be seen as an ongoing expense.
Put it somewhere that the train bridge isn’t the most direct link so other can enjoy it. Why not
use capstone since development there has not happened and the industrial businesses there are
less likely to be robbed for materials as they don’t have ‘yards’ ? City transit is not very
accommodating to city residents please don’t make a plan relying on them to get people
to/from.
Actually housekeeping staff hired 24/7 so they aren't living in filth like they are at the current
locations specific staff need to be hired for this
"There are other criteria which I believe ought to be considered. According to the reading I
have done, these shelters ought not to be located near residential areas nor trail systems. The
shelter should not be removed from other services which this clientele accesses. Another
criterion which I believe ought to be considered is the ease of policing the area (so not near trail
systems, nor remote areas of the city). Children and citizens should not be subjected to drug
paraphernalia nor human waste from transients using the outdoors as a toilet (so again not near
the trail system). It should not be located near to any schools. There is a risk of fires from
the encampments of transients, who would want access to the services offered, but who do not
want to stay in the shelter and would be drawn to the area because of those services. This
shelter should not be located near any forested areas due to the fire risk. Again, these areas
would be hard to police and hard for the firefighters to access. As this building would be
expensive to construct and to maintain, it should not be built on the flood plain. I am including a
link from research that shows the flood plain in Red Deer. Climate scientists state that flood
risk is growing and becoming more dangerous and therefore city councils should NOT give
permits for building in these areas. https://floodmapviewer.com/maps
Our trail system in Red Deer is a jewel, not only for human residents but also wildlife. The area
proposed north of 67th St. is a place for much wildlife. Moose, deer, gophers, rabbits, many
varieties birds, various insects, myriads of plants and flowers, and coyotes frequent this
area. The construction of the building on this site would damage this 'wild' and 'natural'
area. The garbage left by transient encampments would pose a risk to the wildlife, as well as to
people when animals, such as coyotes, become habituated to these sources of food. The
proposed site north of 67th St. should not be considered.
Garbage left behind by the transient encampments pose a risk to the river system, so it should
not be located near to the river.
This clientele needs harm reduction, however, increasing harm to other citizens in the
community and to the city's environment is unacceptable."
It is my personal belief that mental health and addiction supports should be onsite and
permanent. This is required for long term solutions in meeting the needs of this vulnerable
group
This project needs to be a hand up not a hand out and there needs to be some expectation and
responsibilities of the participants.
Serious impact on residential areas, proximity to schools, etc.
Pines in Red deer is one of the highest crime rates in the city due to homeless people in our
bushes and the bottle depot sand food bank here too. If you put a shelter on riverside the
pines will only get worse. Keep it downtown where everything else is and not do more in the
north side of red deer.
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The downtown businesses have suffered enough or too much. If a more remote site is
appropriate, transportation by means of a shuttle could be considered or incorporate enough
space that services can provide satellite services. The province needs to be an active partner in
funding. Currently regular citizens are not comfortable downtown and that is wrong, it’s
everyone’s city.
The location to a well established community. Our property values will decrease
dramatically, the crime and drug use will be in my back yard. No thank you. This shelter should
be no where close to a community where people have worked all there lives to create a nice
safe home.
I think it’s all a bunch of B.S., the amount of money spent on a bunch of individuals that don’t
want help.
I appreciate the difficulty in balancing business sustainability, community safety and the need to
help those most vulnerable in the community however, giving the best support with the greatest
ease to the vulnerable balanced with community safety should be our number one priorities as
we grow into a larger city.
All stakeholders should be engaged [not just the downtown business community]. The site
selection and ongoing operations will have broad based community impacts on community
dynamics and property values - to mention a few. However, it is a critical need and service
which must addressed.
Please don't build near residential neighborhoods.
Please dont put it near the pines our neighborhood is full of kids and the traffic we have is bad
enough with out this added in to our area.
Perhaps it is time to look into the habits of the homeless and take these into account. There are
many homeless that live on the streets because they don’t meet the requirements to stay in the
shelter or choose not to stay within the shelter but rather choose to live in alleys and door
ways near by. Placing the homeless shelter next to an environmental reserve will become the
new camp out for the homeless. How are you planning on protecting the environmental reserve
at the riverside location from being a camp out? There are already many signs of homeless camp
ours in the environmental reserve and bringing the shelter closer is going to increase the
problem. What are you doing to protect the environmental reserve and the people who enjoy
the environmental reserve for its natural beauty?
Thèse are criteria but they just speak to where do we move these people. To give them food
an a roof and laundry. I am horrified by the naivety and wherever this is going to be placed the
damage to the communities surrounding. This does not mean that i think that somepleople will
use it and get on their feet but this doesn’t address any issues really.
"I believe I integration of the support services at the shelter is very important. When I see all
the different agencies duplicating some services I think there is room for increased efficiency.
Red Deer needs public washrooms downtown that can be used by all members of the public and
homeless population. They need to be clean and well maintained."
How about not building it in a residential area in your city. We have a bottle depot in The
Pines, creating more foot and bike traffic as they getting the money they need. We are
constantly having to struggle to make sure that everything is safe in our neiborhood. I have had
bikes stolen from my yard and multiple attempt to break in to our vehicles. They have come to
out area to clear out the winter camps that have been made in the wooded area by our
house. Having a shelter in the area will contribute to more problems in the area, and with the
lack of a police presence (sorry the peace officers are not enough) and with no support systems
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already in place like in the city centre area, it will be a nightmare for the community. There is
no easy answer to this question, but not in The Pines.
Consider 2 smaller locations to reduce impact of 100 folks. this would reduce liter, vandalism,
theft, needles, fear for locals and increase safety. Costs may or may not be more but may be
well worth it. Need security 24/7, curfew, rules &amp; evictions, clean up crew and
entertainment options. Need folks to want to live there anytime not just 30 below zero. Just
moving the shelter does nothing to solve the current issues, only move them.
Keep it away from residential neighborhoods. As a pines resident we already have an issue with
theft and homeless causing problems. We dont want anymore issues and putting the shelter in
riverside would cause more harm to the tax paying citizens in said neighborhood
The pines has a problem with the homeless in the destruction of our wooded areas by making
homes, cutting down trees to make fires so I think this would cause more trouble if they are
turned away from this home
Please consider how the lives of people that live in the proposed area will be affected. The
wealthy in red deer are quick to yell Nimby but they are never affected by these choices. While
the rest of Alberta and Canada has been seeing record high housing prices those of us that live
in marginalized areas have continued to see the value of our homes drop. If my home value
continues to drop based on location I will not be able to move even if I don't feel safe and would
like to sell my home, who will buy my house with a shelter a block away? Is the city willing to
buy my home so that I can feel safe walking in my neighbourhood?
How about what taxpayers want? People who pay for taxes dont want it in their
community. This survey is also a joke. My wife and I have sold our home, moving her business
and are leaving Red Deer because of initiatives like these that dont consider the effect on tax
paying citizens. Good job city if Red Deer, driving taxpayers away in droves.
Expanding the services at the Mustard Seed would provide easy access and not impact current
neighborhoods to a large degree
The location close to the pines is TOO CLOSE TO THE PINES. We’ve have numerous camps in
our backyard trees for years. This makes it easy for individuals to walk up the hill into our yard s
on the way to the bottle depot and food outlets
I strongly feel that the shelter should remain downtown and in the centre of the support
services already in place. I strongly disagree with the proposal to move the shelter location to
the Riverside drive location as I feel it will disrupt wildlife, put all residents and business at risk
in area due to the adjacent treed location that will be used for camps, drug use etc. This is not
a judgement made against the homeless population it is a fact. Likely a “ highway” will develop
between the shelter, up the green space to the bottle depot putting those homes near the
forest area at risk of increased crime, fire etc. I do not feel this will “ solve” any issues for
downtown business owners as the other homeless services are still downtown. All it will do is
spread the population along secluded trails and add other businesses and additional
homeowners to the list of those affected. I have lived in Red Deer for 37 years. I understand
the need for harm reduction. Please do not harm more tax paying hard working Red Deer
residents while trying to help the vulnerable population. Keep homeless services and facilities
contained downtown.
"STOP THE ENABLING!!
Security Guards
Mental Health worker 24/7
Social Disorder personnel 24/7"
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Needs definite space and solid commitment for relevant agencies to work on site. Accessible
facility for transport and funding for bussing etc as needed. On site food services. On site street
clinic for medical needs
A huge consideration is the safety of the citizens of Red Deer, the impacts this facility would
have on businesses if this facility is STILL located in the downtown core etc. Downtown is dying
because businesses are moving out and citizens do not feel safe entering downtown at night.
Do not put these people in any residental areas. Keep them well away from downtown if we
ever want to rebuild downtown. If not, do not see any reason why they cant stay where they
are. Move the businesses that these people are affecting. Use part of the 7 million to move
these businesses and to set up a enforcement group to control these people.
To begin with I believe the shelter should be within a walking distance to services like
healthcare/social services/meals/outreach services/other support services. to shelter in an area
beyond reach is not appropriate regardless of proposals like transportation/bus services. It
would be appropriate to choose a location that is in Semi industrial commercial, little impact to
local residents and outside of the downtown area . My suggestion is to Consider the old Atco
gas building and property which is located in an ideal setting away from both the downtown and
residential. Please learn from the mistakes made and providing low cost housing in the
downtown area, like PNS investments that are proven to be a poor idea that we have to live
with.
Crime to nearby neighborhoods should be considered. I live in the Pines and crime is at a all
time high. I've had my garage broken into twice, broken windshield and stolen tools in the
1000s of dollars. If a homeless shelter is near a neighborhood community, increased crime
prevention is a most!
"I think it should be considered to move the OPS site away from detox and potentially add it as
a resource for the permanent shelter.
The bus system and access are a huge concern for travel for clients and so minimizing distance
to essential services is vital."
"Our downtown is terribly vulnerable and cannot afford any further hits. It needs to be
protected, supported and rebuilt.
Also the relocation of some of the social service agencies out of the downtown would also be a
positive thing.
I believe consideration is being given to the area near the north end of Riverside Drive (near the
Peavymart warehouse and City yards?) if this is correct I would like to see this pursued. It
sounds ideal."
"Safety of people / neighbourhoods surrounding proposes properties.
Financial reimbursement if said shelters negatively impact surrounding properties."
It needs to be taken in to consideration the surrounding businesses and how they and their staff
may be affected. What will it look like from a "safety and security" standpoint. Currently one
does not feel safe downtown when it's dark which is a big factor during winter hours. Same
from a residential standpoint in terms of safety and security. What will be put in place to make
people feel safe.
We should not be putting a shelter in the area located on riverside drive that has direct access
through the forest to the business on in the areas of 49ave , 49ave cres, 76st, 77th street etc.
We already have a scrap yard up here and are constantly having to ask people to leave our
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garbage bin. We also have had numerous gas tanks drilled and vehicles broken into in our
secured lots. The idea of putting a shelter in an industrial area with no real access to the
resources they need in the downtown core makes no sense. In the summer it seems like
walking to access would not be an issue however we need to consider these individuals in the
winter time. How are they going to access the resources with out freezing while attempting to
get there? When we look at placing these individuals in a treed area that leads directly to a
number of business that have scrap metal, mechanic shops etc, we are now looking at a
significant loss. Some of the small businesses in this area might not be able to take on the extra
cost for security etc. In our business we have had numerous things happen and I know that the
staff here are skeptical about leaving their vehicles in our compound when they need to work
late. Also this comes down to safety as a female who often is alone at the often or stays late I
am always worried about who is around the corner or digging through our garbage or perhaps
once again drilling my gas tank when I go to leave the premises. I think everyone involved needs
to stop and re-evaluate. We have had a struggle with the shelter issue for so long that we need
to really look at what are the true issues, the core factors and quite honestly ask the people
themselves. If businesses in the downtown core are concerned with the things that we are all
also skeptical about in the north end of the city then maybe we need to look at relocating all of
the resources that they would access as well which in turn is not cost effective. It also might not
be safe for some of our homeless to be travelling by foot, bike etc that far away either as they
have the same opportunities if not more to have something happen to them on the way to or
from the shelter. Another thing that I would like to mention is that we now have the potential
to have fires started. Using a city park space for a shelter also eliminates more park space for
the public to enjoy. Another problem that comes to mind is the volunteers at the SPCA often
walk all around that area with the animals, also families may do the same while looking for their
new pet. This may pose more of a safety hazard physical and in regards to paraphernalia and
debris. There are so many reasons why an industrial area is not a great option for a shelter and
why this particular area long riverside drive is not acceptable. We also have to look at the fact
that we are fortunate enough to have a beautiful river full of water activities for families,
individuals etc. There will start to be people who can access the shelter but walk their friends or
family over and then will camp out in the trees along the river. This is going to once again pose a
safety issue. Please due further research while in the midst of looking for a great place to build a
shelter. Red Deer needs this for our homeless population but we need to do this giving the best
access to resources to our people.
We have a beautiful park and trail system that the city spends a lot of time and energy to
maintain which we love. However, there are many areas that I do not feel safe being because
they are close to where the shelter is. A vibrant downtown is a safe downtown. This is not the
case for Red Deer. Please consider moving the shelter away from downtown and the river
valley. I think the question to residents in Red Deer is whether they would be willing to allocate
tax dollars to helping relocate the shelter and services.
Although I have lots of empathy for the homeless and drug addicts I feel the city does not take
into consideration of law biding citizens. Our rights should be put before those who break the
law. If the city chooses a downtown location you may as well fence up the downtown as it will
not be viable.
"Not near the river valley, Pines already has halfway houses &amp; alternative schools. Pines
area is too wooded, forested, the risk is too high of fire, theft. I used to walk thru the beautiful
city trails in the Pines but since the south overpass and migration of homeless to river valley, I’ve
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put out potential fires, picked up extensive garbage &amp; been to wary to walk alone. If
someone was deceased they would not be found in a timely fashion.
The Pines residents have fewer fences also due to forestry."
The timing is too soon. We have just finished with COVID. There needs to be a fresh start in
making this decision. For the last two plus years we have worried about survival. There needs to
be a fresh approach to brining the public's knowledge about this initiate.
Hi
We already have things stolen from our shops, homeless people walk our street all the time
with the food bank and Cosmos Bottle Depot. I think this place would make it more unsafe to
be a business owner in this neighborhood. Keep north-end strong businesses alone! We have to
be safe to come out of our business at night and not fear our neighbourhood.
When I returned to Red Deer 2 1/2 years ago, I was dismayed to see the current state of a
once vital downtown core. I took a walk at lunch on my first day and haven’t done it since. The
few business owners that remain seemed on edge and just scraping by. Such a shame as I used
to love walking and hanging out downtown. There is some great architectural features and a
wonderful city garden, beyond that, it’s a shadow of it’s former self.
"I would suggest that the site should not be in or adjacent to any of our beautiful parks and
trails. The homeless have already taken over many of these areas and are creating fire hazards
and disturbances to users of these areas. To place a site there would only magnify the problem.
As well the magnitude of the site would impact the habitat of much of the wildlife nearby.
I don’t wish to be harsh as I don’t have a knowledge of the situation, but it seems to me that
another requirement should be that the social agencies take some responsibility for the actions
of the people they are caring for. To say that we are sorry is not a good enough answer for the
businesses and residents who are impacted by the actions of those in their care."
I believe that support services that must be available should include Indigenous Cultural
Supports as such a large percentage of the homeless are Indigenous and culture has been shown
to be an important factor in healing homelessness. Also there should not be any mandatory
requirement for clients to participate in any religious activity or denomination to receive
services. An advisory committee including non-profit service providers and cultural resources
should be instituted to oversee the management of the shelter. This endeavor should not be a
for-profit enterprise. It should be run by a non-profit board at arms length from the City like
Riverbend Golf Course or by an existing non-profit like Safe Harbour that has lots of experience
with helping the homeless. The site criterion should include proximity to a site designated for a
non-profit residential treatment centre.
Perhaps an lndustrial kitchen so that various organizations can volunteer their services and / or
food..ie..potters hands..so they ate able to get out of the business district of downtown..
I think it’s important not have businesses affected .. the location should not be next to retail
business .
Our of city limits, we need to clean up our city not continue to enable these individuals
A shelter for persons with addictions and mental health problems, should be away from walk in
traffic areas. Responsibility to maintain their health and environment should be on them, with
supervision. Numerous studies have shown that people need work, purpose and dignity in
order to recover from addictions. The City and businesses need safety and security from these
people while in recovery.
I don’t believe that it should be in or close to residential areas! We have enough crime in our
area and don’t need more. We already have to put locks on our gates to keep them out of our
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yards and looking to steal everything. Crime is absolutely horrid in Kentwood already! I don’t
want it anywhere near us. I won’t go downtown anymore as I have felt threatened down
there….it’s horrible!! Our city needs to be cleaned up. It should be out of the city away from
residential areas.
"Services could be bussed to shelter. How many services are actually needed on a
weekly/monthly basis?
Not all homeless want a home, this involves some rules.
Shelter could be located near the treatment centre
Shelter not adjacent to businesses , these are the vulnerable individuals in our city
It is important to help, but not enable the behaviour of some homeless.
Homeless individuals to have some responsibilities and consequences for inappropriate
behaviour
Do we have statistics as to how many homeless have come to RD from other communities?"
Impact to the community on the area of the shelter.
Red Deer used to be a beautiful city to live in. Very family friendly. Now people are getting
robbed in the broad daylight. Providing a safe place for people to do illegal drugs is outrageous
and causing my business hundreds of thousands of dollars per year.
The downtown core is overwhelmed with social services and I feel that to revitalize the
downtown core we need to place the shelter on the outskirts of the downtown.
"Population density in area.
o Important to understand so the facility does not add to an already highly congested
area."
"- Future planning to support the area where the selected site is (how can the City support and
grow the area to ensure of it's success long-term rather than hope it naturally happens like the
current situation in the Railyards),
o Think of the selection through the eye of a homeless resident, low-income resident,
high-income resident, business owner, tourist/visitor and potential investor . Each will
bring a completely different perspective however like a Venn Diagram, there will
different points of intersection.
I appreciate all the hard work completed by the City of Red Deer Administration and hopefully
we can find a solution that will work for the majority of Red Deerians especially those who will
use the shelter."
As a business owner this proposed plan is detrimental to the safety of staff, the integrity of the
building structure and crucial to welcoming customers well being.
The location should not be prime real estate. The River is red deer's biggest asset and its
border property should be used for tax paying citizens and businesses.
I work downtown where most of the shelter and services are located at this time. The
downtown has suffered greatly because of this with many businesses moving away. I am forever
coming across individuals in my building doing drugs and/or making a big mess because they have
nowhere to go during the day so they hang out in buildings. No one wants to come downtown
anymore to shop or work.
"- I don't think it would be wise to select a spot near Capstone.
o Is this proposed site different from sites before it? How is it different? Why didn't it
work last time? Why will it be a success? Understand failures and make changes."
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Let all residents of the City understand that homelessness and the need for the need for a
shelter and support services is a systematic issue, requiring a systematic solution.
The Calgary Drop In Centre is located adjacent to Chinatown and their new East Village
redevelopment - similar to our recreation storage site adjacent to Taylor Drive and Red Deer
River. If shelter contains support and spots for clients and not vacate every morning there
should be less loitering or roaming around during the daytime hours.
I hope that this is not put downtown or in any neighbourhoods. It needs to be focused on
treatment and helping them get mental health support. No more injection site. Only recovery.
Use of an existing city building/ site that has existing services within walking distance to other
services the homeless may require. Site that will not endanger natural areas of the city.
DFGDGF
Must not be near parkland, playgrounds,schools or forested areas. Concern for fire, conflict
between clients and citizens using the park, safety of both clients and citizens.
"1. Site exclusions should also be criteria in the selection process. This will narrow the site
criteria scope. One significant exclusion should be: Any site or location situated in or in
unreasonable proximity to ""downtown Red Deer"", including proximity i. e. 2 km to any
downtown business or residence, is excluded as a potential site for a shelter.
The logic is that the placement of a shelter in the downtown core or in unreasonable proximity
to it, is simply incompatible with a vibrant, safe, and successful downtown.

•

The shelter should be located a number of kilometers away from the downtown in a nonresidential area. Safe, easy and convenient transportation to the shelter should be offered to
those the shelter serves. The shelter is needed but an appropriate outside the downtown core
is critical.

•

The services the shelter requires can be housed internally at the shelter and/or made available
by organizations traveling to the shelter or through remote means. Rehousing must be the
ultimate goal.

•

2. Client or others' physical accessibility to services supporting the shelter should be removed as
a criteria from the site selection. Accessibility can be reasonably, properly and fairly achieved in
many other easy ways.

•

3. The shelter location or locations, if smaller sites/buildings are ultimately pursued, should be in
well outside of downtown and not in a residential neighborhood all of which should be excluded
from the selection criteria.

•

4. A public vote should be taken on the future location which should exclude downtown or
proximity to downtown and residential neighborhoods from the criteria."
It would be prudent to talk to the people who will be affected by this initiative. Why not take a
task force led by city council to canvass them at various parts of the city. If they are not willing
to relocate because they prefer to stay where they are, city residents will complain that money

•
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wasn’t spent responsibly. I don’t see a problem with the original location on city owned land.
And yes it’s okay in my neighborhood. I live in Capstone. I’d rather have a shelter than
obnoxious eScooter riders.
"I own property at 4646Riverside Drive and run a business there. I am strongly apposed to this
shelter site. I feel it would be extremely detrimental to my property value and the operation of
my business. I have already had enough trouble with criminals breaking in. This would only get
worse if the shelter was placed there! There are no amenities anywhere near this site for these
people. It does not make any sense
to put it there."
I don't believe we should be building a BRAND NEW FACILITY. There are plenty of existing
buildings that should be put to good use, example Kinex building that currently is vacant. These
people need support and help absolutely buy a brand new building, NO! who would be funding
the new building should that be the way it goes? Let's get real and utilize what we have. I would
love to know why the current facilities are not satisfactory, Mustard seed and Safe Habor...? I
haven't heard those reasons other than they are private? Could we not work together to be
bigger and better together?
Don’t put it in a residential area
"We all have heard how to consider the homeless consider the drug addicts
Well we have and the government has it isn’t working for our city !!! The shelter need to be out
of residential,school area. Shopping areas.
They are human treat as such out in more open spaces. They don’t want to be around other if
they do it’s to panhandle rob .Get them the treatment they need Mobil units and on 2A .we’re
are these social worker social services ? Put them Mobil we’re the people will be !!!!
I along with others have considered moving as many have. Out of RedDeer"
"The city needs to think long and hard about catering to the homeless and drug addicted
population and do more to stop encouraging the epidemic of addiction and homelessness to
continue to take over our city.
It’s a no-brainer to think that centralizing services will benefit the homeless population, but the
homeless addicts have taken over every corner of our city and have completely monopolized
the downtown core for years! Nobody wants any of it in their backyard, but it’s in all of ours!
Creating a shiny new shelter will only encourage others from different towns/cities to come
here. (Learn from the SIS…which was a terrible idea BTW)
The addict population appeared to multiply exponentially seemingly overnight with the SIS, and
these people have now become Red Deers additional problem children. WE now have to be
concerned how to house them, feed them , clothe them?? Never mind the additional crime
against tax paying , law abiding citizens that comes with that population….
The city should be looking at how to deal with our EXISTING homeless population and crime,
both of which are largely related to addictions. Making a new shelter, and planning to create a
residential treatment facility in our downtown is great for this population, of course there are a
small number of outspoken advocates for this rehab facility, but it forces the hardworking,
taxpaying , law abiding citizens of this city out of some really beautiful areas of our city that we
should be able to enjoy and feel safe at the same time. The taxpayers are the ones who will be
the paying customers to keep these downtown businesses and all city businesses afloat. I never
visit downtown anymore and haven’t for years because I don’t feel safe and don’t want to or
have to have my kids looking at any more tweakers or back alley prostitutes or getting
relentlessly harassed by panhandlers!! The splash pool by downtown McDonalds cannot be
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filled with water for the kids because of the addicts and hookers openly bathing and urinating in
it. Gross!! So do something instead of taking it away from those who should be able to use it.
Same thing is happening at the Blue Grass spray park!! Why is it that taxpayers are having city
services snd ammeneties taken away while the ones that are the catalyst for that are having
additional services provided for them?? Do you see anything wrong with that City of Red Deer?
The homeless, drug addicted population that this city is continually catering to is doing nothing
to revitalize the downtown or any part of this city and is in fact doing the exact opposite. They
do not care. You provide more, they expect more.
The Riverlands project will eventually end up becoming low income housing in a beautiful area
that is prime realestate but I guarantee that selling residences/condos or finding business to set
up in that area will be challenging. As with anything in the downtown area, the riverlands will
become trashy in no time flat if the City keeps catering to the population that contributes the
least to society.
I don’t disagree that the homeless need a shelter, but the city has to do more to stop making it
so easy for addicts to steal, set up camps, panhandle, openly deal and use drugs, defacate and
urinate in public spaces and prostitute themselves with no shame or concern for any other
citizen.
I’ve lived in Red Deer my whole life and I’m really disappointed by certain populations doing
what they want and continually being provided with services because they’re homeless or
they’re addicts. I was a single teen mom who graduated high school , then put myself through
college to do better for myself and my child . I utilized available social services when necessary
but only to help me create a better life for myself.
If you don’t give people a reason to do better, they won’t. If you keep giving them handouts
they’ll keep taking and then it’s an expectation. Social services are meant to help people to do
better and be better. They are not supposed to be a free ride for those who choose to nothing
to better their own lives. People should not be able to utilize these services without having
some sort of plan and assistance to help them help themselves but there needs to be
limits. Social services need to stop being an eternal revolving door.
It should not be politically motivated. If you want to help people like this, then help them help
themselves. Figure that out Red Deer, and make this city better, because handouts for the
homeless and drug addicts of this city will never make this city better."
"This is so important. We need to help these people but WE DO NOT REQUIRE A NEW
BUILDING &amp; NEW SERVICES TO BE BUILT. As I have said before, there are many
vacant, appropriate units available in RD, some owned by the city already that absolutely
suitable without incurring so many more expenses. A roof over their head with appropriate
sleeping &amp; washing facilities is what is required for them, not five star hotels.
Services should be offered there when possible &amp; with money saved not building new
accommodations, the money could be used for extra services to help them get back on their
feet. Isn't this the whole point."
Aesthetics - creating a shelter that is nice looking. They never are - they are in downtowns
hidden away (Lethbridge). People who are struggling deserve better - treat them human and
they will thrive. There could be a community garden there that could both help with food
insecurity and teach life skills of gardening. Ensure there are facilities for them to cook, learn
how to pay bills, learn about healthy relationships. Sometimes homeless people get homes only
to feel lonely and not do not understand basic adult tasks. It’s important to address this isolated
feeling and help with skills that will keep them from returning. It would be nicer if this was built
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on a sense of “community” and support for people when they are at their lowest. This means
not bussing people out of town to make them feel like RD is getting rid of the problem child. As
Council more than anyone you should understand community building.
The impact to surrounding residences and businesses should be a primary concern. Although
the people requiring this shelter should have help, which is being funded by the said residences
and businesses, their needs should NOT be placed ahead of others. There are approximately
3000 people living in the Downtown and numerous businesses. They have suffered enough.
“The needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few.”
This population of the community has no appreciation of their surroundings and destroys such
structures. Point in case- the beautiful front covered porch at Turning Point. Less than 3 years
after constitutional this population has completely destroyed this. It is an eye sore for the
community now. In theory a space for this population is a good idea to try to keep them from
the rest of the city, however it will become a waste land and a money pit for the tax paying
members of the community. I pay enough in taxes each year and dont want to see them wasted.
Career Counselling Services, Life Skills Coaching, Communication Skills,
"No, there aren't others that should bee included. People should be directed to any others
needed.
Are you willing to take input on where to build this shelter? I thought that is what this survey
was about. However I didn't see that anywhere"
"I think that given the size of space required our location should be in industrial or commercial
space. I am not in favour of a downtown or riverside location.
There are lots of buildings on the north end either side of Gaetz that will work. Then our
ongoing problem will be safe consistent transportation to and from, and increased
policing/supervision."
Move the homeless outside of downtown core to outskirts of the city. They have made
downtown Red Deer unsafe and unsightly. It is disgusting to see the garbage, human waste, and
needles they leave behind as well as seeing homeless everywhere downtown. I am tired of
paying taxes and not feeling safe in my own neighborhood or being able to use the trail systems
for the same reason. The city needs to provide services away from neighborhood s and
businesses the public frequent so move everything to the industrial areas. Also put in place
bylaws so the homeless cannot congregate or even sit around alone...make them keep moving. I
have lived here for over 15 years and it has never been as bad as it is currently with the safe
injection site and the temporary shelter. The rights of the homeless should not trump the rights
of law abiding, tax paying citizens!!!!!!
"I live near this location and i dont think it should be build in area where is populated by familes.
I already see that cops everyday around my area which is good but its on going
I am already afraid to walk the trails because of so much homelessness around
piles of garbage in my area its unbelieveable, the building I live in hires to come clean but there is
garbage again the next day
the building beside already makes me unsecure, sometimes man are whistling at me and its scary
to come home at night and bringing it to this site will not make life better for us residential in
the pines area."
We do not agree with the shelter being moved closer to Riverside Drive. Having a business
there already we are targeted by the homeless living in the trees. This new area will just spread
the crime further from downtown and make the Riverside Industrial area more of a target. I'm
not sure we would even be able to operate our business in the area anymore. We have already
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had to upgrade security as have many of the business owners. Most of the business owners have
already been targeted multiple times at our expense. We simply cannot handle anymore
expenses.
There were criteria and references related to the needs of the disadvantaged and the services
they require without reference to the needs of independent citizens and the impact of the
permanent site on everyone in the area.
Permanent shelter site should be in a central location close to supports and services vs. a
residential area with land available close by just because there’s land available. What would be
the point of having a shelter without any access to services? Please consider having the shelter
closer to downtown Red Deer
"Consideration should be given to 6910 Riverside Drive due to the following:
o Would be built to suit - minimum 10,000 sq ft building &amp; other buildings as
required.
o Services &amp; Amenities could be accommodated within this property.
Services/Amenities to be included removing the logistics problem.
o Zoning - owned by City; there would be some discontent due to the industrial area,
however, minimal compared to re-zoning a commercial or residential area elsewhere in
the City.
o Costs - servicing of the 16 acres - The City has serviced other areas for many millions
of dollars &amp; years which are still not fully utilized (ie) Timberlands &amp; Capstone
both these developments will take many more years to complete, whereas this
development would be in use within a (3) year period and will be a solution to one of
the City's biggest challenges since 2015. Three years might seem like a long time,
however, if there is an approved plan/site in place the public would be receptive.
Arguably it could be said that this site is too expensive but as above the City tax payers
continue to pay all the expenses for Timberlands &amp; Capstone. One could say there
are many City projects that have been a waste of money, but this would be one that is
beneficial to all stakeholders involved."
"That the most vulnerable stay within the core of the city.
Because this is where their families can easily get to and this is where the services they need are
located."
"I think that the shelter should be housed in the building office opposite to City hall on the
north side.
The site is located near to all amenities required and walking distance to city hall to assist the
residents if required."
You should put this in the industrial area. Not by families who have children. We don't need
more stuff stolen. I work downtown at a bank and sometimes at night and so do others in the
city and we don't feel like getting mugged. Thank-you!❤
Sites should have the potential to allow for future expansion of facilities in the future.
Supports in place for this population to help them become self sufficient and healthy.
The homeless always migrate towards the downtown area where they feel comfortable and
where they need to be close to a hospital, grocery store, bars/entertainment places, and a safe
harbour. They may wander off but always return to the downtown areas of a city. If the shelter
is located in the Pines they will use the trails and will make them unsafe for the residents and it
will be a good hour for them to walk to get to any of the services they are used to. There is a
danger with the dry tinder areas in the forest that they will use in summer/fall that are very
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close to houses, the fire pits could easily cause fires with no access at all for the emergency
equipment, fire trucks etc to put the fires out. Homeless shelters should never be put near a
residential area. The people live in their homes 24 hours a day vs a person working in a
business is only there for approx 8 hours a day then they leave to go home to their residential
area. People enjoy time in their yards with their pets and children and if the homeless are
wandering around intoxicated and drugged up this is not a safe environment to enjoy. The trails
are used by bikers, walkers, joggers and if homeless are occupying these trails the people will
not feel safe and will stop using them. Bikers travel at a good speed and wouldn’t have time to
react to a homeless person on drugs so there could be serious accidents. There have been
homeless camping out in the trails and they come up into the residential area with back packs
scouting around then later come back to steal things. They will go into the Kerry wood nature
centre area and that will become an undesirable place to go. Homeless shelters belong in the
downtown area of a city not in a residential area. We strongly oppose a shelter being located in
the Pines.
I would like to see consideration for proximity to transit services and integration into the
community (rather than having the site on the outskirts of the city surrounded by nothing).
just want to say that the people of Red Deer are already trying to make ends meet and paying
high tax rates and as I stated earlier the amount we are getting back from our taxes is getting to
be less and less every year. City doesnt seem to know where their workers are half the time or
what they are doing but yet no one will even think up the idea of having GPS 's put on their
vehicles to see where there workers are if they are just sitting in the trucks. Enough taxes
already and start to look after the tax payers.
Being able to link individuals to services like housing first models and the safe consumption site
will be very important
"The shelter's residents should not affect existing businesses.
o if it does all these businesses will leave Red Deer and will also force mass migration of
residences.
The shelter's residents should not be near existing residential communities
o we have seen how this has affected businesses, if residential neighborhoods get affected
as well then it will affect the safety of the residents and their children"
It says washrooms but will there be showers available in the facility?
The driving force is using future and evidence strategies for homelessness rather than a
prescribed solution based on a1 large facility option that the homeless population will not use or
have any lasting imps y on their lives. There must be some social / human connection as in the
past when temporary sheltering was provided by the faith community when needed. Other
services like Safe Harbour available for longer term services and programs. Smaller Flex space
located outside the core should be considered.
As stated previously, I fully support the facility as long as it does not impact the everyday life of
residents. Every site consideration needs to be evaluated for potential disturbances including
crimes such as theft or breaking and entering. Also it needs to be evaluated if the site would
have any potential negative effects on real estate markets. If it would have a negative impact on
ability to sell or home values, then I would withdraw my support on this project.
Distance from residential is important to me. I do not want a shelter close to my home - theft
and crime is already high in our city and I did not purchase my home in its current location
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(away from the downtown core) for those issues to migrate to my area. If the plan is to build or
find a permanent structure that is multidisciplinary - then significant consideration should be
taken to ensure there is minimal disruption to surrounding residents and businesses.
"The city must decide if it wants the site downtown
If it wants the site downtown then every business, homeowner will have to decide whether to
stay or leave."
If the chosen site is close to downtown, the Capstone development won't succeed. Location is
the most important issue. I work downtown. I always walked throughout downtown on
lunch/supper breaks and tried to shop downtown as much as possible. But now, after having
been accosted several times, I no longer feel safe. The location must be in an industrial area and
if that means busing people to services, I would be willing to pay for that through my taxes.
Personal safety is my biggest concern. While my heart goes out to many homeless folks, those
with mental illness or those genuinely out of work, there is also a large criminal element and a
large number of drug users whose behavior can be unpredictable.
I think they should be moved out of city limits. They ruin whatever area they invade, decrease
value of homes. If they are being bussed in it shouldn’t be a problem. I hate downtown and avoid
at all costs, you want to revitalize our downtown CLEAN IT UP get rid of the zombies. I am
scared to go for groceries if I go to Superstore No one wants a place in Capstone because of
these people they are ruining Red Deer as well I’m sure in every other city
I have liked how the focus of this survey has been on the needs of the shelter and its clientele finding a site that works best for them. I do think that the surrounding community and
businesses, wherever the site is located, will have more resources and flexibility to deal with
change than do homeless people. Perhaps the city can reach out to those in the near proximity
with education and supports so that there is a welcoming response rather than the negativity
portrayed in the media. Tap into the attitude of helping Red Deer's citizens
If this has anything to do with a safe injection site or drug use what so ever I do not want it
anywhere near my family.
I think putting a shelter near Johnstone is counter productive. The proposed location isn’t
centralized to the other needs (medical or jobs for example). These are better located closed to
the downtown core. I have no issue with the YMCA where it is as it serves those
neighbourhoods but a shelter doesn’t fit the location.
the site should be located downtown or near downtown to prevent unwanted migration of
homeless through residential areas
The permanent shelter site should be located close (within walking distance) to the necessary
services, including (but not limited to) medical care, mental health services, support centres for
job training, food access. It is not reasonable to consider the use of bussing between the site and
services, given the unlikeliness of this being used, potential safety concerns for a driver
(especially if they do not have mental health crisis training), and use of taxpayer money in an
already very tight economic picture. The site should not be located in a residential setting there are too many potential safety concerns when there are small children around. The site
should also not be near the trail system - a system this city is known for, that is maintained by
taxpayer dollars, and used by families.
"The Kinex downtown is an empty building which is Very accessible to all or most of their
needed amenities, and it can become a fenced area.
The Services are there, the building is large, and costs would be a lot less than the Pines
proposal.
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Thank You."
It has to be downtown. If you move it and expect people to bus to an industrial area or further
away, you're being unrealistic. This will just mean more people will be sleeping in our alleys and
doorways. Fact is, if we aren't providing intense early intervention, we will always have this
problem. Our street people are the bullied, marginalized kids we all can identify from our
childhoods. Stop your kids from teasing and segregating those less fortunate. Be kind. Reach out.
Help.
I am strongly opposing to the riverside drive location. The location is too far from the foot
traffic map shown earlier and the area is too close to a residential area that is already struggling
with increased crime. The area is also a flood risk by the Red Deer river.
I have heard that Medicine Hat has provided housing for their homeless population, which has
reduced their costs of policing and health care for the homeless by 50%.
Consideration to youth and seniors that can be targets to individuals that choose the violent
paths
Yes a large emphasis to teach those who will be renting how to be good tenants and how to
keep your rental. This includes budget, cleanliness, respect of property especially if they want
pets! Etc.
Effects on the neighborhood and businesses I don't see that as a criteria. Right now where it is
the crime, drugs, vandalism. Is horrendous, what about the people who are trying to live and
contribute to the city, and you have drugs running rampant in the same area. It has not been
good for the local residents, we need to minimize the effects on the surrounding areas and
businesses as they are what suffer when putting a placed like this in.
It only make sense to keep those experiencing homelessness close to the currently operating
support systems. Moving the shelter out of these areas will limit accessibility, will impact
agencies currently in place and potentially cause them to close due to lack of utilization. Keeping
the shelter close to these resources decreases the need for transportation of people to access
resources. How would that be managed? Increased cost to get people to and from resources
and back to the shelter.
"Fire?
Lack of Access to the fire in proposed areas?
Lack of Fire Hydrants in proposed areas?
Public walkway through the proposed shelter area already exists (safety concerns)?
Human excrement has been found on public walk way as well as used fire pit locations in the
past.
Garbage littered along the walk ways and more.
Loss of resale value of residential property.
Who is going to want to and buy a residence locate next to that or near that?
Unwanted homelessness traffic (walking )throughout the neighborhood at all hours.
Definetly an increase in criminal activity??
Drug traffic as well as drug paraphernalia discarded in neighborhood.
Not a safe environment to walk your kids or dog anymore.
How do you police these people
Maybe consider City Hall Park as an ideal location!!"
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I understand homelessness often stems from untreated mental illness or trauma as well as lack
of supportive community. I'd like to see a greater focus on supports in those areas as some
people may benefit more from a community support focus first rather than just housing first.
I would like to see the homeless right out of Red Deer. Sorry if I have offended you. Look for
sites in someone else's backyard.
Get it out of the downtown core bring life back yo the downtown.
"Please consider if the public is currently using the site eg. for recreation such as the trail system
.
Does this site interfere with wildlife trails - both moose and deer travel between Mackenzie
trails and the Pines community . Some Pines residents have not fenced their yard as they are on
the wildlife corridor and wish to let the animals use their historical pathways .
Please consider , would this site lead to MORE rough camping due to the proximity to treed
areas . How would you prevent all rough camping ?
Consider if a fire were to break out on the escarpment below the Pines how would the fire
be fought when there are homes right on the edge of the bush with no alleyways . Also the fire
escape route for the Pines residents is very limited . The main way out is through 4 way stop .
The other way out is through
a ""do not enter bus lane"" or a switch back road to Gaetz Avenue.
Consider if the proposed site is close to residential , city trail systems that are well used or
commercial , light industrial that may be subjected to break-ins and safety concerns .
Consider if the trails are used for children for recreation with bikes .
Consider do schools and daycare use the trails nearby for field trips .
Consider the route the homeless could take to get to their amenities
such as cutting through the Pines to get to the bottle depot across the road from the
apartments at the north edge of the Pines .
Consider what similar amenities for low-cost housing and addiction services are already in the
vicinity . The Quality Inn across Gaetz from the Pines is a good
choice for people needing low cost housing The new addiction Rehab services
to the North on the Chiles land is a good service for Residents of Red Deer and District . Two
such services are already in our corner of the city .
The 7 criteria you are using do not fit the Pines area and I do not know why
Riverside below the Pines is being considered . Adding the permanent shelter for the homeless
to the current build of the addictions Rehab on the Chiles site makes more sense ."
Have the Kinex Arena or Michener Center been considered? Both are within walking distance
of the downtown core and the services they require. The Riverside location near the Pines
should not be considered as it is next to a residential neighbourhood and this neighbourhood
already experiences the threat of fires and theft from the homeless surrounding this area. In
addition, this area to next to a beautiful wildlife corridor which would be threatened from the
increased activity of homeless going through the trees.
Need increased police presence. Stealing is high. Community deals with their litter. Deal with
mental health issues, screaming, yelling, unacceptable behavior, and addictions. Need facility like
Mitchener Centre where there needs are met and they are not out destroying our
communities.
I don’t agree with paying taxes to build shelters on our neighborhoods so those people living off
our money can steel from us.
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"Again this needs to stop! Stop using my and others tax dollars to enable a very very bad thing
that needs to be a community responsibility not the City!!
Ever since you, the city started to “help” the vulnerable you have ruined down town and many
parks around red deer! Stop the madness!!"
No more shelters downtown
While criteria on many fronts appears sound, proposed location is not the perfect fit against
criteria? What other locations have been considered and do they check more boxes. Without
thorough review of location vs criteria - will NOT address the problem.
Please do not prioritize the needs of the homeless ahead of overall public safety. Keeping such
facilities a safe distance away (400m?) from schools, parks, trails, and existing residential
neighbourhoods is paramount. The downtown zone is suffering in large part due to safety
concerns from these types of facilities and services. Providing bussing for transient populations
to an appropriate acceptable and remote location should be considered. Ancillary services
relocating to such a location should also be considered to restore our downtown to a safe and
vibrant place for business and entertainment.
Please keep the shelter away from residential areas.
One of the main contributors to homelessness is drug abuse. The safe injection site needs to be
shut down and eliminated from our city. This in itself will reduce homelessness in our city
considerably and alleviate some of the problems. Most of the people that use the temporary
shelter and safe injection site are not even from Red Deer but because the City keeps adding
social services, we attract the problem from all over.
This shelter should not be a permanent structure. Red Deer has facilitated a homeless shelter
for enough years to conclude that it is enabling this population to continue to be
homeless. There should be more focus on trnaistioning the population to more permanent
AFFORDABLE housing that is maintained by working /contributing to society rather than
enabling them to remain homeless. Spend the money and resources on something that offers
them more independence. This is NOT helping or else the numbers of homeless people would
be declining. The study showing where the homeless population is spending time, from 2015, is
no longer accurate. The shelter has changed locations and so have the places that serve them
(Potter's Hands). Update your studies before basing decisions on them. If there is a shelter that
is successful, why are there so many tents and lean-tos along the riverbank and trees areas in
every part of our city (that takes forever to be removed /cleaned up when reported). All the
City of Red Deer is doing, is promoting homelessness and using MILLIONS of tax payers dollars
in the process. Put these funds towards something that EFFECTIVELY REDUCES the amount of
homeless people, benefits the rest of society and fixes the problem, rather than enforcing and
enabling it to continue. Our city is GROSS in areas that families could be utilizing, such as the
train bridge bike trails, Bower ponds bridge, city hall, the trees area across from Burger Boy in
lower Fairview and all of downtown in general. The efforts to attract traffic downtown, is
contradictory with enabling homeless, drunk, drug addicted, people to be roaming around in the
same areas. Unfortunately, families aren't willing to expose their children to this. Businesses are
not willing to negotiate using their washrooms / allowing to sit at their tables with homeless
people roaming around downtown.
Please base the decision heavily on location and access to services. One of the proposed
locations is near the Pines neighborhood, with extremely limited access to any of the supports
needed my those experiencing homelessness. A location closer to the downtown core of the
city would be the most beneficial for individuals experiencing homelessness so that they can
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easier access what they need and have a better chance of overcoming the issues that led to their
situations and find permanent housing.
"Downtown Red Deer has been decimated. If it is ever to be rejuvenated the shelter and
consumption site must be moved.
Vancouver residents do not meet for lunch, shopping, entertainment in East Hastings. Red Deer
is too small to expect a vibrant downtown area to coexist with this type of facility"
Permanent shelter should be located downtown and not in a residential area.
Do not build it in red deer,needs to be outside red deer.
I feel the shelter should be outside the city centre. A good site would be near the addiction
centre being built by the provincial government. Provide as many services as possible at that
site. Instead of busing homeless to the services downtown, have those people come to meetings
at the shelter. What has been done is not helping, it is only putting a bandaid on the problem
and enabling homelessness to continue. Some homeless have no desire to change and since
their needs are met without them working they won’t change. We need treatment centres and
the indigenous should help their people by bringing them to healing lodges. It’s time the city
centre became a vibrant, safe place for all to enjoy and businesses to thrive.
Keep away from all residential.
It should Not be in any residential community. It should be all inclusive. All their needs. This way
they should not be wondering around the City at all! Also the Mustard seed needs to be out of
the Riverside community as well. The more you build the more people will come. When is it
enough? Plus who is responsible for cleaning up after these people?
In addition to considering zoning and land use around proposed sites, proximity to parks,
business/development proximity and potential for nearby areas to become areas for loitering
and criminal activity should be evaluated. I don't think these should necessarily be factors that
weigh heavily enough to decide the choice of any particular site but early acknowledgment of
the issues that must be ameliorated for neighbourhood acceptability increases the chances of
buy-in (or at least more limited outrage!).
I’d like you to consider the safety of the residents, school and business community members and
their property prior to choosing a permanent site. The downtown core has had major increases
in vandalism, theft and drug use in this area which has negatively impacted many residents, young
students and business owners and property owners.
"1. Not near residential areas: studies show a significant increase (56%) in property crime near
shelters or homeless encampments.
https://crim.sas.upenn.edu/sites/default/files/Ridgeway_Effect%20of%20Emergency%20Sheltersv5_1.2.2018.pdf
2. Not near parks or trails: increased use by homeless in other jurisdictions have made parks
and trails unsafe and unusable by nearby residents.
3. Not near forested areas: many homeless prefer camping in the warmer months, and the
proximity of shelters to forested areas encourages increased encampments, which create issues
with uncollected garbage, untreated human waste, exposure of other community members to
needles and other drug paraphernalia. In addition, campfires in forests near residential areas
pose a significant risk of uncontrolled fire to homes.
The site must be accessible to emergency services, and be easily policed. The proposed site
below the Pines escarpment is not accessible. It poses serious fire risk, and is not easily policed
given the many areas hidden from sight. This could pose a risk to residents of the shelter as well
as homeowners.
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Not near the river: untreated human excrement and garbage pose a risk to the water quality;
the proposed site below the Pines escarpment is on the 100 year flood plain, and so should not
be considered.
A shelter should not be located near wildlife habitat, where it would interfere with the free
movement of wildlife, and food waste and garbage could pose risks to animals. Again, the area
below the Pines escarpment should be excluded from consideration.
According to some addictions experts, moving shelters out of the downtown core removes
homeless people from required services, and will not prevent people from congregating
downtown anyway, so a solution for a site in the downtown core is preferred:
https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/calgary/road-ahead-red-deer-homeless-shelter-move-1.6007873
If the downtown site was dropped because of concern for impact of crime on local businesses,
and concerns for the safety of local business workers and owners, moving to a site that is much
more difficult to police and threatens the local trail and park users (such as below the Pines
escarpment) should be removed from consideration."
Local citizens only. We do not want to to create a magnet that draws people from all over
Canada.
As a resident of the pines and I also work close to the pines I am concerned with the proposed
Riverside location. It is quite literally in our back yard. It is a short walk up the hill and they will
be in our neighborhood. I would expect to see increased traffic through our area if it is by the
river as they will cut through to go to Cosmos or the food bank. My kids would not be allowed
to use the trails by themselves and that is the whole point of the paths, is to use them.
"It is critical that a new site should not be located adjacent to urban park and trail system with
all the issues and conflicts that occur due to this type of situation. This is of extreme
importance when close proximity of the site is potentially a ""go to area"" during unsupervised
time. The site being considered at the bottom of the Pines escarpment pinpoints this type of
situation as there are already a multitude of undesirable circumstances occurring. Situating a
shelter close by will only enhance, encourage and magnify what is already going on. The risks
include safety issues for other park users, uncontrolled garbage, drug paraphernalia, zero access
for emergency vehicles such as police, ambulance and fire trucks, increased fire hazard with
informal camps set up and fires started.
This criteria should be included as it is an integral component that is a problem now and will
only intensify. Site location must be chosen based on sound criteria and public safety"
"Having the least amount of impact to neighboring business and neighborhood makes the
Olymel site ideal. It is a clean slate so to speak with the only extra is to bring in utilities and a
sidewalk. No extensive dirt work prep or building demolition needs to happen. The traffic
concern is a minimum for safety.
Can "" camping spots"" be included in the Olymel site selection for people that don't want to
stay in the shelter but want to be close to peers or feel unsafe in doors?? Against the bush line
or just inside of it, have a certain amount of lean-to's built big enough for 2 people and a
designated fire pit for each stall?? Some seem to be familiar with this arrangement - either
forced because of no current room or other factors. The designated pits would hopefully
eliminate or lessen the wasteful resource of having the Fire Dept coming to put out campfires
behind businesses.
A shuttle service x2 a day to the potential of remote /satellite facilities. Give them some
responsibility of figuring this out and helping their cause.
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What does the OPS site program look like going forward? Is it staying in the current location or
is it part of the integrated services? I think the cost of the OPS needs to be disclosed at some
point - cost of generator rental, fuel , maintenance , employee wage cost - I feel this is likely a
big expense on its own when it could be part of the shelter. If its a separate entity and the need
to travel to and from , is defeating the purpose more or less.
Design has to be kept at a minimum - not over engineered or over done with unnecessary costs
such as dress ups to handles, lighting, trim etc
Using the most local trades and companies to have the building built and finished - want to push
the Shop Local call , then follow through and lead by example."
I believe that putting this shelter near a forested area will NOT work…there is so much
potential for fires and criminal activity is hidden. We have experienced so much of this in the
Pines, there is always evidence of nefarious activities in our back yard and into the forest…
The shelter should not be near residential areas or schools. We currently live in The Pines
which used to be a highly sought after community, it is now a constant crime location. Homeless
people and addicts are constantly setting up camps in our wooded areas and starting fires. This
is dangerous. The shelter downtown has ruined the area completely. People are afraid to go to
businesses down there. People are afraid to go to work because they get yelled at and attacked.
We should not have to put up with that near our homes. We pay a lot of money in taxes and
mortgage fees, we shouldn't have to deal with damages to our community and a feeling of being
unsafe as well.
Even if the permanent shelter also houses many of the services that individuals experiencing
homelessness require, it's important that the surrounding area is well suited to also support
these individuals with similar social services staffed by people who have training to confidently
support these individuals. My concern is that a permanent shelter would be located away from
the downtown area where many social services agencies currently exist, and that this would
impact areas of the city where organizations and businesses are not experienced in providing
adequate support to this population.
Choice of where this will be needs to be considerate of the residents and businesses in the area.
Must do alot to make the area safer.
The kinex building would be a good site because it is city owned, the utility services are already
there and the site is close to downtown where the majority of the people requiring shelter
services are located. In addition, it is close to many of the established homeless services as well.
"Stop enabling these people. Giving them so many free services
they don’t want to do anything for themselves.
They cost the city a crazy amount of money cleaning up after them all the time. This money
could be used for something better.
Downtown isn’t safe!!
I will not send my kids to Central school because of its location."
Policing the area is of great concern to me. I regularly see crime (active use of illegal drugs,
dismantling of stolen bikes/goods, etc) occuring publicly, out in the open, with little to no
response/consequence so the situation continues. This is NOT SAFE and completely
unacceptable so there needs to be a plan of how to counter such activities in the surrounding
area of wherever the site ends up.
I believe it will be very important for this to be central so that the most people use it. Is it
possible to plan additional outside support (security personnel, cleaning services, portable
washrooms etc) to the surrounding area to reduce vandalism/theft, personal security concerns,
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&amp; other major inconveniences? Or if the site has integrated services then can other sites be
relocated to the same location to reduce travel in-between locations?
This should not be near any residential locations to reduce crime associated with addictions.
Also, it is important to not attract homeless from other cities because we have better
resources. This is an unfair burden on business owners, residents, and the tax paying public in
general.
yes, keep it out of the downtown core. catering to the 1% popolution and excluding the other
99% makes no sense all the while destroying downtown. Folks feel threatened downtown, is this
what we want as a community? Put the new permanent shelter down by the new City yards.
Keep it away from downtown. Putting the facility downtown will only reduce the value of areas
such as Capstone. The Native facility is by the Lions campground and they seem to be able to
access services, the same could be said for anyone using the shelter. Get rid of the needle
houses as well. Clean this place up. Downtown is a disgrace. Ask the accounting firms that have
all moved to gasoline Alley. More of that to follow if the trend keeps going. Property values are
getting smoked downtown. Businesses are leaving downtown. Able bodied people using the
shelter should be up at 7:00 AM for breakfast and on the bus at 8:00 AM headed to Nordegg to
chop wood or clean up highways etc etc. 3 squares a day but you work for it. The dignity of a
job is being lost here. Even if the job is to pay for your 3 squares a day and a bed at
night. Clean up the downtown. Or the downtown will be lost forever.
"The fact of the matter is that from a social perspective, homeless populations reside primarily
in the downtown core and Red Deer will not be the first municipality in the world to fix this
problem by locating a homeless shelter outside of downtown. As much as many would like to
think the population can easy be moved from the downtown simply by moving the the location
of the homeless shelter out of the core, this is not the reality. I hear a lot of talk on social media
about moving the shelter to the recovery community (the point of the recovery community is
to help people who are already recovering from addiction, why would we place the population
of people who are not recovered right beside them!?) . If the shelter is located anywhere other
that the DT Core all we will be doing is creating more issues for the residential and nonresidential property owners and business owners that reside in the homeless transportation
path from the shelter to all of the community services downtown. The answer is to keep the
shelter close to the services that assist their clients, and implement mitigation strategies to
reduce the impact on the downtown.
On that note, why is the overdose prevention site not a permanat supervised consumption site?
OPS is a temporary measure to help people immediatly in need, they do not have to provide
services to help their clients in recovery and they are not accountable to the general population
of Red Deer. They should be forced to become a permanent Supervised Consumption site (if
anything) and be required to provide the supports their clients desperately need."
It appears that little consideration is being given to impacts on neighbors- residents or
businesses. This should be 1st and most important in this process.
needs to be located in high traffic areas such as across from police station in order to be
monitored and lower damage and destruction to nearby properties
Any encroachment on park areas and wildlife should be kept to a minimum. In addition concern
for fires with deadfall material that might easily ignite. Red Deer enjoys the reputation of a safe
and healthy green environment with protection for wild animals.
I think that neighbourhood density should be considered - the lower the density, the fewer local
landowners (residential, business, or industrial) would be affected by the activity which may
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result from the shelter being there. I also think close proximity to residential neighbourhoods
should be avoided (i.e. better score for sites that are further from residential areas).
"Onsite therapist or psychologist especially at night when overdose is at its highest levels.
Onsite work program to ensure clients are inputing effort and care into their living
accomodations as a small community"
Use city land. Build within the budget. It doesn’t need to be a mansion. It will likely be dealing
with fewer than 100 people per night. How many of these people will ever really be helped in
any way other than a roof over their heads. We want a tall fence surrounding so we don’t have
to see their mess like we do now, driving past or walking past the temporary one now. We have
had our turn downtown putting up with this for many years.
Ask yourself if you're running a social agency set up to ensure people addicted to meth and
other extremely harmful drugs will continue to abuse those drugs and their bodies or if you're
trying to establish a beautiful downtown full of social events, parks, cultural hubs, and businesses
where everyone wants to congregate and spend their time and money. Ask yourself if the
current model is actually saving lives or perhaps helping to make problems surrounding the
recovery of addicts and the development of your community hub even worse. We just need to
use common sense. It is not heartless to separate people who are contributing to our
community in various ways from the growing population of people struggling with addictions to
extremely dangerous drugs. It is common sense to build both a beautiful downtown core, and a
beautiful campus for addictions / homeless recovery.
The downtown and capstone areas have been absolutely impacted by the existing
shelters/support services. Tax paying residents of this city do not feel safe visiting historic and
developing parts of our own downtown community. Whatever site is selected there needs to be
an improved feeling of security or the downtown core will continue to suffer until it ultimately
becomes deserted. There is plenty of discussion about the needs of the homeless in this survey
but I don't see an emphasis on minimizing the impacts to other residents of this community.
Ignoring those needs will continue to push people into neighboring communities where they feel
safe and prioritized.
Thank you for your thorough attention to this important project. I moved to Red Deer 7 years
ago and am keenly aware that many community residents need this type of support. I live on the
outskirts of the city, in what is considered a desirable neighbourhood, and am very aware of my
privileges in society - and I assist others when I am able. Other people, I'm afraid, aren't
motivated by this type of compassion and gratitude. It would be advisable to work very closely
with surrounding residents, no matter where this important structure is built, to support its
continued success. I'm sure you are well aware of this need to keep the public peace:) Ongoing,
clear and authentic updates for the city and the impacted community - and the shelter users - is
a must. Best of luck with this important project!
Outdoor space utilization should be considered when weather permits. A place where they can
rest, gather with friends, has benches/picnic tables, garbage containers and water fountain. No
camping, no overnight. Perhaps some type of curfew and site to be casually monitored.
When we consider this issue, it seems that the wealthier areas of town are out of consideration
and the areas that currently experience the most issues stemming from these social issues are
prioritized.this sets up a poor side rich side of town situation that keeps vulnerable and less
affluent people and neighborhoods in poverty. Somehow, this issue needs to be addressed by
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and responsibility taken by the entire town. Now the weight of this is disproportionately falling
on the North and west side of town.
The city does not need this shelter.
I work very hard for my money. It’s time spent away from my family that I can never get back. I
might as well fly home it down the toilet instead of paying taxes if this is what they use the
money for. Our once safe and clean city is now destroyed by crime and drugs. The addicts can’t
even clean up their needles. Why is there no mention of a needle exchange? Certainly since
everywhere hands them out the new shelter is probably not an exception. These people need to
be held accountable to standards if this is going to part of our city. Why are we choosing the
welfare of people who don’t care about their own lives instead of the citizens who contribute to
society? It’s a sad realization that the people who make victims of and entire city are coming
first.
You can’t change zoning in a residential area to accommodate this. Residents deserve to have
their rights protected. There should be rules for this shelter (no breaking the law, no stolen
property, no drug use, no violent behavior). The business community and residents are tired of
the crime these individuals bring with them. What are you doing to deter these individuals from
breaking into our businesses and stealing from our yards? It’s ridiculous to pay for
busing. What are you doing to stop other communities from sending bus loads of homeless
here? Red Deer used to be so pretty, now it’s crawling with homeless drug addicts. Our trail
system used to be safe and beautiful. What are you doing to protect honest, hard working
citizens?
The facility needs to be close to the hospital or have 24 hour transportation
Providing only 100 beds is not enough at this time....must be expanded.
Doesn’t need to exist as the majority of clients moved here to access the existing services. In
other words we created this problem
The criteria is fine, it's the proposed site by Riverside Dr that's the issue, this area has already
inundated with crime &amp; pollution thanks to the food bank and Red Deer Metals. Both have
brought constant break-ins, theft, mostly to fuel their drug addictions. Are you aware that
people raid local houses and businesses, go to Red Deer Metals, cash in their stolen goods then
meet their dealers at the old Schlumberger yard and buy their drugs. Several times EMT has had
to come and revive some of these wonderful citizens as they OD under the giant pine
trees. Why not use the old Court House down town, it is already City owned and close to all
services required.
Primary concern should be the safety and well-being of regular citizens going to work and home
and paying their taxes responsibly. Next, giving these people a chance to get clean and sober
because we know many are not. Putting them in a place with easy access to drugs is like giving
them a gun. They are a danger to themselves and others. I don't feel safe walking to and from
my car to my office 4 times a day. I have been harassed and yelled at. I don't feel safe walking or
shopping where homeless people hang out. Why is their safety more important than mine?
When I worked in a social housing organization, I was assaulted by one homeless person and
never felt safe so I had to leave that job. While there tho, I had people beg me to help them find
housing away from drugs because they couldn't trust themselves to resist temptation. People
who are serious about staying sober, should not be surrounded by people who have no plans or
intention to get or stay sober. Separate these people.
I have seen first hand that a roof over a person's head makes the biggest difference in their lives.
Rather than looking for one location I support the use of any available housing or empty offices
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in any area in the city that helps to put a roof and safe environment in place for every individual
in need. Actual housing that promotes stability and pride, as opposed to a permanent shelter,
gets my vote especially if there is a caring supervisor / social worker in every facility to assist
individuals access the assistance they need.
As you can likely tell, I do not like the tone nor the direction this survey takes the respondent
down. Unless the City changes the assumptions it is working under, the future success of a new
shelter is dim.
Keep it away from Capstone. Too many neighborhood’s close to it that are already harassed by
the night stalkers!
The economic impact to the business community and the direct influence, positive and negative,
the shelter location will have on the city's long term ability to generate revenue and atteact
business to the area.
Homelessness does not mean home less. Homes have rules and that would not be ok with
these people. Why are we making drugs a normal way of life
"We are residents of the Pines and have a major concern with the shelter close to our
neighborhood, we are already dealing with camps in our wooded path area along Riverside Dr.
and know it will get worse if the shelter is built along the river. Our community FB group is
always sharing scary stories of encounters in the woods and many of the residents won’t even
go in the paths now out of fear. We are a neighborhood of young families and having the less
fortunate/addicted people of the city around our children isn’t safe and unfair to the residents.
We know we need to do something to help them but having all of their resources scattered
around the city is a problem that needs to be addressed first, the further they are spread out
the more of our citizens are affected and feel nervous/scared to be around them.
Other reasons the location along Riverside Dr. isn’t a suitable choice is our beloved dog park,
the BMX park and trail system that our community needs. Your survey also talks about zoning
etc and that area is a designated flood zone to the best of my knowledge.
Other city’s have built all in one facilities away from the city center and residential
neighborhoods to continue supporting these people and taking care of the other citizens at the
same time. I’ve been here for 16 years now and unfortunately the problem is getting worse and
the overall consensus of Red Deer is that it’s not the city to raise a young family like it used to
be. We should be looking at a facility outside the city, assist the other major resources to move
out there and bus them into the city when needed.
Trying to explain why people are living on the street, having encounters with them in the public
is no way for us to be raising our children, try explaining that to your child and it’s getting so
bad our community is now avoiding downtown which is hurting our city’s core.
I believe there is another resource going in the industrial area between Red Deer and Blackfalds,
this is where we should put all of their resources, have a daily bus (with driver protection and
security) and allow our city to enjoy everything it has to offer. Our downtown business
community will thrive and people will feel safe again….because right now they don’t and that’s
no surprise to anyone.
I hope the city can figure this out but having it close to any neighborhood/community outdoor
recreation area isn’t fair to the people who live here.
Thank you for listening and I know it’s not an easy task….but please think if you lived in the
community close by or used an outdoor area that would be hindered by the shelter that it’s not
a suitable place. The expense of a daily bus vs the business that would open up downtown is
definitely something to consider."
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it should be away from homes and downtown thats why business dont do well or people avoid
downtown.
I believe that people utilizing a shelter have responsibilities and expectations.
I worry about the shelter becoming a hub for drug activity, as it is in the downtown area by safe
harbour. There always seems to be little groups of people carrying on drinking and doing
drugs. I have seen all of this with my own eyes, even seen people pooping behind superstore. It
also doesn't make for a very safe environment in that area of Red Deer. I would hate to see this
happen in another location.
Facilities should be close to the area with these unfortunate folks reside. With an integrated
approach clients will need facilities close by so that they can walk to access the services.
Give them a bus ticket to BC. they will be more welcome there.
I would like to see more emphasis on a community safety or mitigation plan. So many of the
concerns of residents relate to safety and property values. Is there budget being set aside,
annually and over the life of the facility, to provide neighbourhood or community services in an
integrated way? I don’t just mean more police. Is there meaningful budget and a thoughtful plan
going to integrating the shelter within a community? Maybe this is already planned?
Some kind of supports to help teach people how to achieve stability and responsibility/priority
through routine/organization in being housed after being homeless. Some people have been
surviving on the streets/bush for many years, some for decades. It is a difficult transition for
some to be able to leave the survivalist mentality behind after obtaining a roof over their head.
Teaching them the importance of having a clean home and how to maintain it and most of all
respect their home. From personal experience of being homeless in red deer for more than 3
years, I've noticed that many people become pack rats or hoarders when they become housed.
Another issue is the amount of other homeless people that they have frequent (sometimes
move in) their new homes when some are still living with mental health issues and addictions,
which unfortunately leads to them being evicted and on the streets again and damaged
properties. Not to mention the amount of garbage and uncleanliness of such incidents. There
should be some kind of integrated program that helps people with this transition if they are
willing to address and get treatment for their mental health issues and addictions and make
substantial progress with maintaining a healthy sober life before they are even housed. In other
words making a positive commitment to improving their overall well-being and lifestyle. Or we
will just keep seeing places like the Amethyst house, the old Buffalo, some of the past and
present potters hands housing to name a few. It is so very important to learn how to be a part
of a community and a good neighbor, as it is to respect your home, than it is to quickly get
people housed wherever just to get them off the street, or it will continue to be a problem such
as it has been and not to mention puts other people/families in our communities at risk of more
crime and etc.
Sea cans. Conversation. Ask Michael dawe he knows what I’m talking about
Why are there so many religious people involved with building rehabs, injection sites and
permanent shelters ? Since when did the minority decide my quality of life ? Red Deer is starting
to like a run down Indian reserve. What a disaster, Red Deer is known as junkie central.
People from all over Canada come here to get free dope, free food, free medical care, free
clothes and now free shelter. IF YOU BUILD IT, THEY WILL COME. How are we ever going
to get rid of them ?
Most if the "vulnerable persons" don't want full help to be rehabilitated. A new strategy needs
to be developed and tried.
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Keep this location as far away from my neighborhood as possible. If you think that this
statement is harsh, go ask any counsellor or the mayor if they would like this location in their
neighborhood. If any say yes, then put it there. Maybe consider "Capstone" as it will eventually
become part of the migration route.
Safety for Red Deer citizens and the homeless. As cost of living goes up... Groceries, gas $$, the
number of homeless will also go up. What do other cities... Provinces handle the increased
homelessness?
Wherever you put it local businesses should be contacted to see if they would like to sell their
buildings to get out of the area and the city should have to buy them and use them as the areas
for additional services
Users of the shelter must not be under the influence of drugs or alcohol. I have to be fit for
work, so should users of the shelter.
Build it in Edmonton. Quit using tax dollars for these lazy bums.
"The two most reasonable options would be downtown, where many people experiencing
homelessness are located. The other option may be near the 75 bed new addiction centre in
Red Deer.
We need leaders to be courageous and select a spot, knowing that people are going to be angry
regardless of the location, as nobody wants a shelter build in ‘their’ neighbourhood."
This is a huge concern and we stand united as Pines residence that we are strongly opposed to
the building being put in our community. We have strong points to support all 7 criteria
mentions. This site is no where near accessible services; they sites on the map sprawl and take
up our downtown town core which was once thriving and now you want to put the band aid to
destroy this river system and community! The waste and filth is beyond measure and needs to
stop. The city need to be trained in programs such as when helping hurts to see the impact they
are having is clearly not helping. The vulnerable population is getting more support and services
then the hard working folks and citizens that give back with only to have our businesses and
homes constantly vandalized and items stolen which cost our family only Thousands! of dollars.
This is just one of the the points and will be submitting a letter and attending the meeting in
hopes the leaders hear our message and put a stop to this stigma our city is facing as I deal with
many new comers that hear the unsettling information of how the city is teeter tottering on an
steady incline the wrong way.
"Scale of community or business acceptance.
This criteria takes into the degree of acceptance the surrounding communities or businesses feel
towards the proposed site. It should be used to help gauge possible challenges to the proposed
site. In the end a site needs to be found and the community or business acceptance “scale” may
be not very high but it may be the only choice available."
The City needs to stop with the mentality that this is a needed service. Over the last 15 years
Red Deer has been a "build it and they will come" destination. The homeless population that
would use this site is not from Red Deer, rather sent here from other municipalities that do not
offer these services. Do not built a permanent shelter here and the homeless population will
vacate.
none
Move to the edge of city limits, with transportation options to travel to the interior.
"This CANNOT be downtown period.... You are killing downtown, it is a ghost town, with
property values dropping all becasue of the city's inability to deal with the homeless. Right now
the homeless run the downtown core.
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Business are leaving as fast as they can - all because of the homeless issue."
"Don't have it downtown because we have already learned the tremendous economic
downfall to businesses - most will move out of the present site if the shelter is located near
there. I refuse to go downtown now because I don't want to be accosted by the shelter
inhabitants."
If our mayor and city council want any chance of ever turning this city around and be considered
a great place to live and do business again, then this shelter will not be located within the Red
Deer city limits and be placed elsewhere. The homeless population here including the "safe"
consumption site and Potter's Hands have single handedly destroyed this city and its small
business appeal as well as the former reputation that Red Deer is a great place to live and do
business.
I feel the public lacks education about the homeless population - how they got there - how
difficult it is to get back on your feet. Many think they are lazy, partying caused their addiction
etc. Until you know someone experiencing this you can’t understand. Educate the public so they
can understand the challenges the city has to make this happen successfully.
"The Shelter shall not be located in close proximity to Red Deer's trail and park system. There
are a number of reasons for incorporating this criteria element, including:
o Individuals who are either not admitted to the homeless shelter or do not wish to stay
there for a variety of reasons will likely continue to establish rough camps within the
wooded areas of Red Deer's trail system and parks. These camps create a number of
hazards for local citizens. One hazard of greatest concern is the potential of fire. We
have seen first hand evidence of fires adjacent to the trails in our neighbourhood. The
loss of control of a camp fire would quickly endanger not only those using it, but the
residents in the surrounding forested area. For example: the Pines is a heavily forested
neighbourhood and the potential spread of fire to neighbouring homes is great. Locating
the shelter some distance from the trail system and parks significantly reduces the risks
posed by the presence of rough camps.
o The trail system is not routinely patrolled and there is no longer active surveillance of
the trail system and parks to determine the presence of homeless rough camps. The
location of a homeless shelter in close proximity to our trail system invites the potential
for rough camps in the immediate area.
o Placing the shelter in close proximity to residences and businesses also invites theft as
the Downtown Business Owners can attest to. Theft, by members of the homeless
population, has also been an issue for multiple homeowners along the Pines
escarpment."
Please keep it away from residential areas and schools. Keep it away from seniors nursing
homes etc. Must be away from downtown and transit terminal. They should have their own
community to live in until they want to transition back into society
defintely need to consider the impact that this facility has on the existing businesses around it.
My business is very close to the existing shelter. We continually have broken windows at our
building. Less desirables loitering around our building both front and back along needles and
other drug items. It has affected the value of our property when people are scared to be there.
We lost a 15 yr tenant due to the office staff having to keep the entrance door locked during
business hours and our female staff being afraid to stay after hours due to getting harassed. A
neighboring business employed a full time security guard to ensure that staff were safe to walk
to their vehicles, these are real concerns for anyone living next door to this shelter and should
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not be taken lightly. I agree the homeless need to be looked after but at what expense to the
local businesses of the downtown core???
pre and post crime rate, mischief pre and post. random rubbish accumulation in adjoin
neibourhoods
The city needs to decide if we want a crime riddled community, or if it’s time to take back Red
Deer. A lot of people no longer want to go downtown, businesses are closing and moving out,
and average citizens have lost faith in city management. The street people are allowed to walk
around with weapons, take whatever they want from peoples yard, start fires in wooded areas,
steal bikes from kids, leave the safe injection site higher than kites, and are held accountable for
nothing. This needs to change!
Safety for people in the general population and businesses of all varieties is necessary. This
population, broadly, steals, litters, uses drugs in public and private buildings and has no regard
for how they are impacting business environments and consequently success. Moving this to an
inclusive space to reduce migration around the city would be great. Proper security, fencing,
clean up for anyone immediately in the area is also vital as the impact is real regardless of how
much people say it won't change anything with this population close.
Move it out of the city, we don't need more headaches! They bring no value to our city and use
our hard earned tax dollars without regards. This city has gone down hill since we brought in
the injection site and all the rest of this social garbage that draws these homeless. Try worrying
about the tax payers and people that contribute to our once safe city!
"Services provided need to actually help people in need and not further lifestyles that are high
risk.
We needs a system in place that truly helps those in unfortunate circumstances, not just a life
style choice that many choose.
Two shelters should be considered. One being a treatment addictions center style program with
the 100 plus warming beds.
The other a system set up for those who are getting back on their feet after unfortunate
circumstances. Ie spousal abuse, Career loss etc.
These both cater to two definite groups of people needing these services. One group need a
tremendous amount of help to address their addictions and ongoing life circumstsnces. The
other a unfortunate life circumstance that they need a bit of help to move forward and get back
on their feet."
Keep it out of downtown and proximity of downtown. Move it to the outskirts of town and
make the downtown and surrounding area safe.
It has not been stated whether the permanent shelter would be open and available to those in
need 24/7. As a resident of the broader downtown area, I fully support an integrated shelter
within this district, but would like to see the space available anytime, for rest, respite, healthy
recreational activities, coffee, and bathroom use. I think this would go a long way to creating a
workable relationship between downtown and the shelter operators and residents, and possibly
encourage businesses to return.
Riverside Meadows, Mustard Seed NW apartments are discussing, looks like homeless. Rebuild
and provide services.
Please consider the detrimental effects a shelter like this can have on the surrounding
community. If you look to Calgary's Drop In Centre, crime and public disorder have increased
considerably over the past number of years in the surrounding area. Putting this shelter
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downtown, while more convenient for service access, could decrease the feeling of safety and
security and thus, discourage people from going downtown, especially in the evening.
Location is huge, I understand this is a big debate within the city of where this should be located.
As a homeowner if this site is located near my house this would impact the value of my home,
possibly even the safety of my neighbourhood. In my opinion the location of the shelter now has
worked out the kinks and impacts, I know that one area purposed is fairly close to the existing
location I feel like that would not be a hard transition to keep it closely located. Moving to a
completely new location would start the process all over again.
i think it will be important to have as many services needed in the permanent shelter so that
people are not traveling between locations
The more remote that the area is less likely it is that these individuals would roam other areas.
Special consideration should be given to surrounding residential areas and the adverse impact
this facility could have to the residents and the property value.
This needs to be a contained site. It should be safe for those who are accessing services with a
separate entrance/access point for those who are volunteering or dropping off goods.
I think the percent of population affected should be considered. Both commercial and
residential. For all of our downtown business to feel this huge impact needs to be thought of. I
understand this is a huge undertaking and not something to be taken lightly, but please consider
those businesses barely getting by downtown and are on the brink of either closing or moving
to Gasoline Alley.
"Thank you for the opportunity to comment. I will highlight the key criteria I had also
mentioned in the questions:
o While it is important to note that there may be MANY reasons why anyone may be
experience homelessness, some reasons for homelessness include drug use, criminal
activity, violent behaviour, and mental illness. Shelters might not be able to house all
potential users who may need these services (and some users choose not to use them
at all), and a shelter of this large size will draw a large number of individuals into a small
area that may engage in risky and criminal behaviour that will include the surrounding
areas (green spaces, commercial/retail operations, and neighbourhoods).
o Pleas avoid sites that are near or have easy access to forested areas, trails, the river and
streams, and green spaces, and including spaces near schools and educational
institutions. Many of us have first-hand experience with scary encounters and also have
witnessed or have been victims of risky and criminal behavour stemming from members
using illegal encampments in these areas. There are widespread concerns about garbage,
drug use and hazardous waste left in locations that have limited oversight and
maintenance, illegal fires and risks of spreading as wildfires, human waste, wildlife
declines, degraded environment and water quality, vandalism, and concerns about safety
for the local citizens and users of these spaces, especially for women and children."
Location of this facility is going to have an impact on anyone in the vicinity. I believe the site
needs to be away from residential areas. Individuals deserve to feel safe in their homes and
neighbourhoods.
I think the shelter should be placed in an area that is easily accessible to the persons who need
help. When I look at the foot traffic picture it becomes obvious where the general area should
be. Since these persons are generally in the downtown core it should be accessible to
downtown. This is a great project and the province should step up. If addiction and mental
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health are on site this would be of a great benefit. The zoning should allow for a training facility
as well.
To think how anybody that has a mental health problem or is stoned will board a bus to be
taken to another area doesn’t make sense. This permanent shelter should be set up in a
industrial area where it will affect the least amount of residents as possible. If this goes next to a
residential area. You will be disrupting the area that it is close to.
Have we considered buying bus tickets to help these individuals move to an environment that
supports outdoor living or where these supports already exist.
An area with potential for growth
The old Michener Center should have been seriously considered.
The site has to include all necessary services. These services need to be moved out of the
downtown core.
I would simply say that the site must not have a negative impact on any residential area. At the
same time there is no point having the site be any overly significant distance from the downtown
core as that is where many support agencies are located. As well … that is where the homeless
appear to be somewhat connected and would likely continue to gather there regardless of
where this site is eventually located!
"Should consider proximity to schools, playgrounds, natural greenspaces that have walking trails
that are used by the public. The most important thing is to keep our communities and our
families safe.
The Downtown area, I feel, would be the best area for this permanent shelter since that is
where the support services are found and the foot traffic of the homeless seems to be more
prominent."
An important consideration is that council is elected to represent all of its citizens including
underprivileged and marginalized not just those who are able to lobby for their own point of
view. Council needs to have the courage to make the right decision because in the end, no
matter their decision, someone will not be happy.
"shelter should be far removed from the downtown area.
The old military base (CFS Penhold) has all the necessary criteria for a shelter.
These include barracks, hospital, kitchens etc. why doesnt the city consider this as an alternative
to having an 'in city' shelter ?"
"Cost. Millions to support “100 people”…
Safety. How are you going to increase safety of RD residents surrounding the new site."
I think it's important that this decision is a thorough process with long term planning in place
around the goal to end homelessness. It's my hope that decisions related to homelessness are
being modeled after the plans from successful communities such as medicine hat who has
implemented strong intention and follow through with housing their homeless population. Some
of the site recommendations do not seem to take into account any of your proposed criteria
and I fear this vulnerable demographic is being overlooked in terms of how the community can
best support them. Location of this shelter will directly correlate to access to appropriate
supports. Any consideration away from the existing supports and downtown core would be
detrimental to the homeless population and completely irresponsible of the city to disregard
these essential services.
The city should consider some of the empty buildings downtown for a shelter
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Out of down town . Do not let our humanitarianizm ruin our city , which it has been doing for
the last 10 years
"Criteria: law enforcement capability, should this facility be very near or close to law or ems?
Why? It appears that these facilities cause vandalism, theft, graffiti and while jogging I now avoid
many downtown paths due to needles and people panhandling or asking if I can give them a job,
put another way, i and my family are intimidated from enjoying paths I grew up on. What area of
the city should be allowed to be lawless? How can the location support adherence to laws?
Criteria: should existing empty group homes be converted to shelters?
Why? This distributed this population and May eliminate the congregation prevalent downtown
today. Maybe bus tickets can be given out to get folks to various support facilities across the
city."
As an owner of an infill home in the downtown area and having first hand experienced the
mayhem that is gutting the downtown core and scaring people away I strongly feel that
additional criteria should include a NEW location OUT of downtown. I do not feel that just
because the services are downtown, that the shelter needs to stay, it seems like this survey is
kind of suggesting that. It's time to consider the damage to property values and lost business
revenues and look after people that are paying taxes in this city.
Involving current stakeholders such as public health, primary care network, safe harbor,
diversion team in helping provide input on site appropriateness. These organizations have a
unique perspectives as they work with this vulnerable population.
"It is essential that the Shelter and OPS must be moved out of the downtown. I think the Chiles
industrial park on the north end of Red Deer is an ideal choice. The next best option would
be the city owned land near Olymel.
This will help minimize the harm that shelters and OPS sites cause on the city of Red Deer
residents and businesses."
More services are needed in the south. Your map shows that the homeless are in the south like
the bower area, but little services for them in the area. It would also spread out things from the
downtown and river area and there is already good busing in central south area.
"You cannot select sites for irresponsible people to inhabit and not expect a negative response
when crime and intimidation become rampant. Personal experience with a drug dealer for a
neighbour tells me that only force is the answer, sorry but it is true that only ""regulators"" can
truly run these ""death dogs"" out of town.
I would be more positive if I believed that building housing would solve the problem, but
unfortunately I don't, the situation requires an approach that co-ordinates all branches of
government, social services and law enforcement. Too bad, so sad..."
The shelter should not be located in or near urban parks, recreational trails or forested areas.
These are gems which must be preserved and should not become areas to which people
gravitate into to live or engage in illegal activities and thereby undermining the value of these
areas for the community in general.
Please don’t put it downtown
"Kinex and land to south is best choice. It's where they tend to go already .
Showers, washrooms, living space and room to expand for other services are all there.
Could meet budget requirements with the Kinex conversion!"
You will never make everyone happy so council make a decision before provincial funding
evaporates. We elect you to make tough decisions!!! Get on with it and don’t cave again to
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NIMBY pressure. The shelter needs to be where the homeless tend to be &amp; close to
services. City owned property to reduce costs makes sense.
The major criteria should be about finding a location that serves the needs of the users and
ensures that the community at large can be engaged in an helping attitude. Currently, the sites
that have been put forward simply pit the needs of the users with the community at large and
we find ourselves in a adversarial position. The site of the shelter and supporting resources
should be seen as symbiotic alternative rather than a combative one.
The main criteria to me are that a permanent shelter meets the various needs of unhoused
people. Stability, safety, security, and empowerment seem like they should be at the core of
things. I really hope you're mostly taking the lead from vulnerable people. And that you're
finding a way to track the unhoused people who often don't get counted in this (like women,
non-binary people, and children who tend to couch-surf but could really use a hand getting
shelter of their own).
"If there is consideration of building on a site that has no existing utilities , and that requires
transportation to get to the site, it is time to involve other parts of the city.
There seems to be saturation of services in the North end of the city. There is already a
negative attachment to the North side of Red Deer. Lets not make the same mistake that
Edmonton is trying to correct with there Chinatown. The Kinex would be a site worth
considering for the permanent shelter. The Kinex has utilities in place, large area of city owned
land, close to existing resources and services within walking distance, has a natural creek in the
forested area to act as a barrier to reduce disruption to wildlife and reduce risk of wildfire , and
adjacent residents."
The proposed site Located East of the Pines is not acceptable. We already have issues with
theft and rough camps in the trees, moving the shelter to that location would increase traffic
with all the negative impacts. The shelter should be located downtown close to all the services
to reduce traffic in other locations.
I feel like the permanent shelter site should be kept downtown in the area that it is now. That
building could be renovated, made larger, use of adjoining buildings near by. As there are all the
govt and other services in the downtown area. As well as the hospital and safe injection
site. Do not move the shelter to a residential area as that is near schools, parks, children,
families and it will affect our home prices when trying to sell. It only makes sense to keep it
centrally located in the downtown part of the City. The City needs to take responsibility of this
site and keep it out of residential areas. Keep it out of the industrial areas as well. As that
makes no sense to have people wandering around businesses in the industrial area. We need to
help these folks in the downtown area, close to the soup kitchens, other services, churches
etc... don't add these types of problems into other areas of our City. Try and improve on the
area and site that the shelter is in now. As I said it makes no sense to move it elsewhere. You
will just end up with homeless people scattered all over our city. Keep the site downtown,
don't wreck any more areas of this City. You dont want these people riding the bus to a site
out of the downtown areas, as children ride city transit to school, seniors ride transit, don't add
more problems. Fix what is the problem in the area that it currently is located. Use the time
and money and energy to create a proper site on the land downtown.
I think the perfect place to build the shelter would be an additional floor onto city hall. This
would meet all the criteria for all the progressives in city hall. The only common sense thing to
do is take all the homeless to East Vancouver where they embrace the drug addict culture. All
the towns surrounding Red Deer tell the drug addict criminals that they have no support
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services for them and are asked to leave and tell them Red Deer is where you should be.We
don't want them in the city. I know this survey is a waste of time because there are no business
people on council . City hall has not listened to tax payers for years. Evidence of that is our
taxes keep going up to pay for goofy socialist ideas like this shelter
Impact on the homes and businesses in the immediate vicinity should be considered the most
important criteria. Support services can easily access the Shelter location, and shared office
space can be provided in the shelter building, as opposed to expecting the people using the
shelter to access the services on their own. This would decrease the foot traffic and increase
efficiency all around. The shelter should be in an industrial area like Riverside Industrial for
several reasons. The neighboring businesses are not service based (restaurants, salons, etc), so
the interaction with the public is reduced, there are no residences in this area, the lots are big
enough to accommodate the 10,000 sq ft building typically, and the neighboring businesses have
secured, fenced yards for the most part. The negative impacts of the permanent shelter site
could be managed more effectively in this area, reducing the negative association the public has
with the shelter, and would by extension, improve the downtown area.
"I don't believe it should be in a very populated area, such as a downtown location. I moved to
Lacombe from Salmon Arm, BC two years ago. In Vernon, BC I know that long-term business
owners were repeatedly ignored when they brought their concerns to city hall in regards to the
homeless people and their consist disregard for the business owners in the area. The businesses
complained of drug paraphernalia in their business entrances, as well as fecal matter that was
abandoned in the areas of business. The one owner in particular was so disgusted with the lack
of any resolve of the problem, that he moved his business location to another area of the city.
He had been in that area of the city for years, paying his taxes and following the rules and
regulations that the city required of him. Another concern I have heard is that whatever the
location, it will be an area of uncertainty for foot traffic. Business owners suffer if their homeless
people and panhandlers in the area. People cross the streets to avoid any sort of interaction.
Also, I have heard where homeless camps were allowed to be in residential communities, and
the home owners wouldn't allow their children to play in the parks near by, as the homeless
tent camps were in the street across from the park. They found fecal matter in these areas, as
well as drug paraphernalia, and a rat infestation that was not present before the homeless camp
moved to their neighborhoods. Home owners have real concerns on the decreased value of
their homes if they are living near homeless shelters. The stigma is that drug and alcohol
addiction, theft, and vandalism may be occur in the community near the shelter. The same
stigma is that safe drug sites create a nervous neighborhood as well. This is because you are
now attracting possible crime and addiction to areas of communities that have been peaceful and
secure in the past. When you have shelters and halfway houses, you are attracting a part of
society that needs more regulation and supervision in order to transition to more productive
and fulfilling futures.
Is there a possible to start a soup kitchen, where the residents can earn some money on site,
and create much needed food for other fellow residents. Perhaps buy enough land that a garden
site could be created. Giving a purpose to people who may not have the capability to motivate
themselves to do better for themselves. The gardens could be used to sustain the food needed
to run the shelter, and the possibility of residents growing fruit and vegetables to sell at the local
markets, or to the local school cafeterias. Maybe the possible location could provide barns or
shelters to raise chickens for meat and eggs to sustain food needed for the residents at the
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shelter, and possible farmers markets. The program will be introducing homeless people back
into society in a positive light. This can positively influence the general public that the homeless
shelter is truly confident in their program to reintroduce homeless people into the work force
again. People need a purpose to get out of bed in the morning. Giving them the drugs or food
without motivation will only create the same outcome. I believe that a working farm, garden and
greenhouse perhaps, is a key to success that has not been tried yet. If Red Deer is willing to
start this project from the ground, this new approach may be what is needed to create a truly
rehabilitation program. I also believe that this type of rehabilitation program should be looked at
in the criminal system as well. People strive if they are given a chance to prove themselves, and
the self-confidence building of the residents could perhaps create a bridge to society through
schools in the way of guest speakers who have experienced real hardships of life, and the sharing
of their stories with others would be therapeutic as well. With the city endorsing this program,
there is the possibility of raising money for a residential private bus, or cube van for transporting
the fruits and vegetables to the local markets. Perhaps creating toys and gifts for the markets or
for the food banks. My main concerns are, not in an area near water, downtown, highly dense
residential/commercial area, and create opportunities for personal rehabilitation and growth for
people who just need some support to get back to living their best lives, with the support and
encouragement from their community!!! I am so grateful for the opportunity to give you some
feedback. Thank you for your time. Good luck with this future project!!!
Sincerely,
Louise Peterson"
I would like to suggest consideration of the Michener Centre site. The City recently purchased
this land from the province. It has for many years been dedicated to serving persons with
mental health problems. Therefore it should not be an issue to continue to meet the needs of
the mental health community. It is close to the downtown making services in the downtown
accessible. The site is large enough to accommodate any additional services which may be
required and is currently zoned PS so would require no bylaw amendment for use. Please
consider the impact a permanent homeless shelter would have on the downtown residents
many of whom are seniors and also vulnerable.
Consider how close the project is to major roads, and what would be necessary to prevent
access to them. Purpose to prevent interference with traffic and ultimately to save lives.
Feedback from existing businesses located in the area the site is being considered, as to whether
this may adversely affect these businesses and their customers.
I work for the John Howard Society in Red Deer. The shelter and housing situation in Red
Deer, for the most vulnerable people, is extremely frustrating. When people come to us in the
winter on a -40 degree day saying they slept outside, and that they had to use substances just to
stay awake so they didn't die, it's pretty heartbreaking. The majority of these people have no
money, no ID, and have been on housing waitlists for years. Red Deer needs another
shelter/housing program as soon as possible. It has to be accessible to other resources (so,
downtown for the people who don't have enough money for bus fare. People are literally dying
because of this issue.
I believe the empty land by Olymel on Riverside Drive would be a great location. It's within
reason of a walkable distance to downtown, it's on a bus route, as well as by quite a few bike
paths. It is down the hill from the food bank and a bottle depot - both frequented by those
experiencing homelessness. It is nearby an area where individuals are been setting up camps
regularly, now they will have a warm place close by, and may not feel the need to camp outside.
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It's also near businesses that they may be able to get future employment by (walmart/parkland
mall/ village mall/ food services along Gaetz etc). The land is big enough to house individuals,
families, and social supports. I feel like this is the right area.
The homeless shelter has NO business near ant residential areas. Every wear the homeless
congregate or travel, they leave a trail of petty theft, and unease. one only needs to look at the
for sale signs up near any river properties or the distress of the downtown businesses to realize
they only inflict misery on their surroundings. One should NOT have to lock down every
possession one has to keep it safe from night time theft. These people will have to wander from
the shelter to downtown to do whatever business activities they may have, in an "under the
influence state... do we want them wandering through our residential or parks trails???? If Red
Deer wants to become a homeless mecca, then put it next to the 4 lane highway by the college
so all the province can see how Red Deer welcomes and enables these parasites of society.
Very careful considersation to business impact as we dont want to create closed or failed
businesses due to negative impact of decision and create more homeless people based on the
decision and negative impact to area businesses.
"Policing support between facility and downtown. Homeless may access convenient resources as
they make their way to the facility.
Transportation support to access facility. In the summer homeless can walk but in the winter
very difficult."
"Close proximity to law enforcement and on site security
Bicycle parking and screened outdoor storeage
Separation distance between uses - we specify how far cannabis has to be from incompatible
land uses and we should do that here as well. Years ago downtown bars had a separation
distance. Use that criteria again. Majority support from surrounding land owners."
Not right to give people the freedom to not work or contribute and in turn give everything free
"The shelter should not be located near heavily forested areas such as the Pines escarpment.
One careless match or dropped cigarette when the grass is brown and dead would have the
forest in flames within minutes and a good portion of the Pines subdivision burned to the
ground as firefighter access is limited and the amount of unburned fuel is huge. One of my
greatest fears as a resident of the Pines is that a fire gets started in the spring or late fall and we
lose everything that we spent a lifetime to accumulate.
The utility right-of-way that come up the escarpment from one of the proposed sites is a clear
path for the homeless to access the north hill bottle depot and then short-cut through the
Pines neighborhood down over the escarpment via the utility right-of-way and the forest to the
shelter on Riverside Drive.
The forest also provides a multitude of routes that can be used by the residents of the shelter
to come and go without being seen which makes it easy for undetected drug use within a short
walk, leaving the trails and forest littered with needles, bottles, vomit, feces urine etc.
Pines residents get accosted enough on the escarpment trails by drugged out people and the
Riverside Dr. location will only exacerbate this.
Unfortunately, as the numbers of homeless increase so does the rate of crime and theft. The
forest provides a quick and easy get-away route so chances of getting caught goes down. Having
a large number of homeless all congregated just a short distance away will likely cause huge
problems for the residents of the Pines.
I fully support the need for a homeless shelter but I believe the Riverside Drive location is a
poor choice for the reasons stated above."
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I appreciate the survey. I would like to see the Red Deer pathway system considered when
choosing a location. Right now, the train bridge has heavy traffic related to homelessness (traffic
between the Mustaed seed and downtown) . However, it is less than it would have been with
the location that was suggested down by the Taylor bridge. Then the east-west path on the
south side of the river would have been negatively impacted as well. The train bridge is less safe
for kids, etc. It would be nice to consider the young/old/vulnerable who use the trail system
when considering a shelter location to ensure it stays as safe as possible.
Impact on Red Deers trail system as it is an important recreation outlet for residents. Impact on
our downtowns ability to be vibrant and safe long term.
"Well nobody wants this shelter close to their neighborhoods, and I think if the shelter was
located a short ways out of town, and busing provided to the services the homeless people need
would be a good start. Possibly in time, all the services located downtown could be moved to
this new location. I like the idea of having two floors; one floor being for addicts of drugs or
alcohol, and one floor being for sober people who could be transitioning to permanent housing
and trying to obtain work.
This would give everyone a safe and warm place to sleep, meals etc. The addicted people would
receive the help they need in hopefully getting sober and a chance at a clean lifestyle. I feel that
getting most of the homeless away from downtown and all the temptations would benefit
all. There are many people who do not ever go downtown because they are afraid of the
groups down there. The area businesses would benefit too as customers would not feel afraid
to frequent their business if the various groups are not hanging around. God bless the kind
hearted people that work with the homeless to try to help them and God bless the City for
trying to solve the homeless issue. I appreciate the chance to voice my thoughts."
"Not another delay and finally make a decision criteria
Will the proposed location finally be decided? The need for a shelter has been required for
many years. There have delays, extensions, meetings, hearings,negative press, etc. When as a
city do we finally accept these are human beings trying to survive in world most of us don’t
understand. Health is a provincial responsibility but compassion belongs to all citizens. The
answer can not be let’s wait, or we need to review the results. The organization running this
program feels unsupported but there is no other group willing to help these clients. If they
decide to pack it in how prepared is the city to deal with the aftermath. No more delays and
finally make a decision."
"What is most important in the selection of the proposed shelter is that the Downtown and
immediate supporting neighbourhoods are NOT considered.
The Downtown and surrounding areas have already paid the price and faced the music... it is
time for the shelter to be located somewhere else. The Downtown cannot afford or tolerate to
be affected so negatively any longer... it is somewhere else's turn to put up with the garbage,
theft, misuse, abuse, lawlessness, carelessness, etc..
Also; why should the taxpayer be on the hook, again, for any costs exceeding the $7,000,000?
With that kind of money being spent the facility should be quite adequate with the budget being
within the original parameters... no matter how much downsizing or cutting corners has to be
done. The shelter should do the job but not be a palace; we, the taxpayer, are getting very tired
and frustrated with government spending when it leads to more debt and deficits, especially
when it appears to be unnecessary and out of sync with reality. And, once again, it must be
reiterated that no matter what the end product looks like when newly built, it will look ghastly
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different in only a few months after it becomes another eyesore because of the abuse, misuse,
critical and deliberate damage, garbage, refuse, human waste, etc.."
Build it somewhere else. The pines is not sutible. Build it in a different town. Or save the tax
payer 2 headaches and don't build it at all. Theft will rise in this community and property values
will fall. I personally think that there is no place in this city for any project like this and certainly
not in the pines.
The impact to the surrounding businesses and residents needs to be the most important
consideration when choosing a location. There is no doubt that it will bring many problems to
wherever it is located
"Only by providing a site that has integrated services at the site do you open up the possibility of
the site being anywhere other than in the downtown area--by having nearness to off site
services as one the criteria, you have limited it to downtown!! Because the site is utilized by
those potentially intoxicated/high, a busing system would be too dangerous to other users of the
site &amp; bus drivers s well as adding to the future operating costs.
If one of your goals is to revitalize the downtown area and develop the Capstone area then you
need to look very closely at your potential site for this service--I think putting the hopeless
shelter in close proximity to or in the downtown area would strangle any ""prime
development"" ideas for Capstone and potentially halt any downtown revitalization. And I wish
to remind council that one of the campaigning promise of most members was the
""revitalization"" of the downtown core!
You have a very difficult decision.
Costs are bound to be a problem, with the great increases in building supplies in the past couple
of years, and developing a site with ""on site"" services would most probably be an other thing
adding to the cost, but I feel would be a not just a necessary inclusion, but an absolute MUST to
any positive development.
PLEASE NOTE: Your survey question set up DID NOT allow me to comment on any of the
criteria-any time I would wish to answer ""OTHER"", the system said ""enter another value--and
it would not allow me to type in any explanation--I was forced to give either a YES or NO
answer."
location to harm reduction services/supplies. Risk of overdose/death extremely high without
these services.
You want to help the homeless and take care of their mental health. What about our mental
health?? You want to bring this shelter to our neighborhoods and add to the crime, the break
ins , the insecurity that we are already feeling!! Who's going to help us? Petty crimes like garage
breaking, thefts out of yards etc are never solved. And now you want to bring more if this to
our back door?
I understand the need to help and support homeless people all the way to their health and
safety. But also, as a parent and concerned citizen, I am also very worried about the levels of
insecurity and criminality that I for example see now when I visit downtown. I for example, will
avoid going to the downtown library with my children as many times I will find people that are
either drunk or high, and this is not acceptable. I believe that any choice for shelter, should be
carefully consider and placed away from residential areas or places that are usually visited by
children.
In my opinion the shelter should be placed in the location near the safe consumption site or
Mustard seed as these locations already meet most of the needs. These areas have already been
subjected to the adverse affects which is unfortunate. At the same time why create a new "no
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go zone" in another area. As well I believe the city council had a duty to hear the citizens and
business owners of those areas surrounding the safe consumption site area and it failed to
address there concerns. Then and now. The business owners should be offered tax relief, or
lease forgiveness should they choose. Those who have relocated at there own expense ue to
the ongoing issues should also qualify to have those costs returned to then due to no fault of
there own. And timely and proper Security should be provided in these areas as well.
Council keeps trying to “revitalize” the downtown but are missing the fact that patrons are
avoiding the downtown due to the homelessness issue. They don’t feel safe and thus, are not
patronizing businesses in the downtown core. I believe the shelter needs to be moved away
from the downtown, but that also necessitates the need for support services to move as well.
We are a local business, as much as we want to support the vulnerable population, they are
causing many issues around simply due to where the current shelter is located. If possible we
would like to relocate them to the north end.
It should be required that the site selected not be adjacent to, or in close proximity to, Red
Deer's trail system or expansive park. Additionaly, Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design should be prevalent in an expansive area around the eventual shelter location. We must
ensure that the citizens of Red Deer are able to continue to use our park and trail system
without being subjected to the unpleasantness or dangers associated with homeless camps being
located within these parks. The park system provides an outlet of enjoyment for many citizens
of Red Deer and this needs to continue for all and even potentially be enhanced through a
reduction of the homeless encampments located within our park system.
Location will impact residents of the Pines area drastically. Location should be elsewhere and
not near residential totally.
seeing that the majority of services already available are in the city center, it would be easier for
these people to access the services if the shelter were within reasonable walking distance
(particularly in the cold of winter). therefore I would suggest all options for a shelter
downtown be considered first.
"Making it an all inclusive spot so people do not have to travel around town for different needs.
Focus on mental health so people can leave healthy and not just go back to substance abuse.
No other spot so I’ll put it here: this survey was very poorly written and very hard to
understand. The sections were a long written statement and it was not at all clear what criteria
we were saying yes or no to."
Less theft at Superstore
Police patrols
Data based assessment of true numbers, Usage, Levels of chronic homelessness
Designed in a way to encourage users who are currently living rough
Ensure the safety of vulnerable individuals – all shelter stayers
Cost/finances
Cost/benefit analysis (community benefit)
What does vulnerable population want in terms of shelter
Consult with indigenous groups
Families, neighbourhoods, seniors, safety
Stigma and fear, but still needs to be addressed
Considerations of people using shelter being surrounded by those with similar needs , Ie
communities engaging in shelter , Offering music lessibs etc.
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Grouping similar needs together
Maintaining safety of 99% of population
Proximity to SCS – far away
People have sense of purpose/community with relation to equipment at shelter (ie kitchen and
laundry)
Safety for everyone homeless people or impacted, Residential , Property crime concerns
Facility cant be too close to residential neighbourhoods
Pines escarpment fire risk
Permissible camping, Should the city consider a designated space for urban encampments for
those who choose it? Within shelter grounds to decrease foot traffic and can still access
services
Ease of proximity to other services
When developing shelter criteria, find a way to make a pledge for stayers/users can give back
Invite former shelter stayers to come back to share their success stories
Include lived experience in developing criteria
Transportation especially if without income
Avoid tunnel vision, brig other/all perspectives in planning
Messaging – be mindful: build empathy, eliminate fear (dangerous people unlikely to use the
shelter)
Educate to create buy in (important for location)
Offset impact to existing businesses if moved into business area
Resources (police)
Other input opportunities for businesses ti shortlist suitable sites
Engagement with businesses
Pooprtunities for businesses has been limited
Want to be involved with short listing selection
Suitable security
Compensation to businesses for , Loss and damages, Rebate to offset increases in insurance due
to frequency of events
Proximity to medical systems , Not tie up ambulances OPS model
Collateral damage to surrounding area, Effects long-term, Business attraction and retention,
Family friendliness, Revitalization of doentown (capstone, ross street, and taylor drive),
Professional retention and attraction (lawyers/accountants)
Long term Community vision, How it fits into a community , Vision for how to improve the lives
of people needing it
How it is run, 24/7, Integrated, SCS integrated
Ensure shelter is a good neighbour wherever they are, Don’t rely on police to manage
behaviour, Operator needs to have security
Ask partons of shelter
Lives experience to be included in conversations
What’s working now, Temporary shelter recommendations
Current challenges
Drop in Day Support require
Operational
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Consideration of Red Deer weathers
Where are people during the day
24/7 Support
What are the actual problems with existing shelters? Ie addiction, litter, noise, safety, security,
vandalism, theft, lack of bathrooms, What will be done about these for new area if shelter is
moved?
Planning needs to include service providers (CRITERIA)
Follow Best practices and research guide (not just council)
Include who we are sheltering in planning (ie if we are building a dog pard we would talk to dog
owners)
In order to include and identify what is needed and support how those needs are addressed
History matters (service providers, businesses congruence to council committees)
Tap into Capital (human, providers, businesses, clients)
Access to transitional housing
Cosidering the clients needs
Ability for community to help , Community involved, Ability to donate computers and phones
Longevity of programming
Longevity of site and onsite programming if provincial dollars are cut
Office space within or nearby for community agencies that offer wrap around supports
Access to wrap around supports (easily accessible)
Bylaws about the site specifically
Future planning if the 10000 square feet is min now, what about the future
Not co-locating near existing services
Buffer zone bylaw – not residential
Unique factors – parks should be protected, Not near parks and trails
Operational consideration: users of shelter give back, help seniors, meaningful daily activity
which supports the community, Seniors could provide a wage for the service
Accessible to Emergency Services
Not near River – too much debris of homeless items – too close to wildlife
Not downtown
Must be supports for surrounding residents and businesses
Site needs to be well maintained by operator
Size of land
Impact to people
Some criteria drives a specific outcome
Impact to people – pre-requesists– not close to parks, path, schools or traffic of kids
What can we do for impact of people – downtown businesses need our care and concern for
them as well – land values
Footpath traffic can’t disrupt school, business or interfere and access to seniors at the site
Feels current services – is a disaster
Integration of bylaw, RCMP services at the site
Consolidate services, move out of downtown
Ranking of Criteria #5 lower than others
Foot traffic as its own criteria
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Experience of homeless people and what their thoughts are
90-100% of services housed IN THIS BUILDING
Coordinated vision
Cost of transportation (Specific to bussing)
Full Business Case per site (operational/transit)
Buffer Zones
Any business not 9:00 – 5:00 are gone
Downtown businesses are closed
Lots happening in downtown until the Safe injection site came, it killed downtown
Minority causes too much havoc downtown
Need more clarity on what integrated services mean and how it is going to be funded
Buffer zones in picking a site, School 1,000 meters away, Parks & Parkland 500 meters away, 500
meters from residential
Risks of fires in parks & parkland from homeless
City has considered a designated camping area?
There are self homeless people – want to be homeless
How do you protect business and residential areas
Want to protect business, want to protect family more
Proximity to woods/forests for safety and security impacting recreation
No tax impacts/increase as a result
Safety and security impacts to the trail/parks system, Residents/attendees, Site not in proximity
to parks/trails, Visibility, Fire risk
Loss of people/forests infrastructure
A facility that can be monitored, RCMP groups to ensure help is available
Public Opportunity to comment on narrowed downtown selection
Opportunity to weigh in on the short list
Close to emergency services (Police, fire) – presence is there
Family safety
School zones
Transit corridors aren’t going through residential areas
Open24/7 (the shelter) needs to consider traffic late at night and in what area its located (avoid
residential)
Proximity to urban parks/trails/etc – these should be off the table
Trails are mainly used for recreation and enjoyment need to discourage park and trail use
Stay away from forested areas
File line between connectivity and recreation
Discourage drug use/intoxication in family friendly areas
Safety considerations in rec areas , Safety from illegal activity/drug paraphernalia
Should not be located adjacent to City parks and trails
Public safety – it is right of every citizen to use parks/trails if people stop using it is a fail
Already feeling unsafe PINES site should be eliminated for these reasons, the area is now unsafe.
Would just exasperate. We cannot take our kids/grandkids to expose them to needles, campers
etc
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Emergency access – fires discovery and fighting hoe to get ambulance and police fire – it is a
safety issue
Safety is so important. The shelter must provide a yes to both homeless and broader
community
Incoming alternative school (students) to pines – may cause access or perhaps conflict with
shelter clients
Skills training
Compensation to surrounding business around current shelter
Proximity to the hospital
Long term vision – services
Impact on the citizens , Those that pay taxes, law abiding , Safety aspect, mental health,
Preventing them from living peacefullt
Impact to youth, Psychological impacts of crime
Consider the cost on city’s assets and usability , On trails, Tourism, Economic cost,
Psychological cost
Original site is important , Hotel design with services and compensation to surrounding services,
Lodge (red Deer) can be used as a shelter
How are we working with homeless
What is the need, they aren’t Red Deer residents, transients coming in from other areas
How will we transport them
Do we know they are looking for REHAB? Housing?
How do they graduate out of the shelter
Is having a homeless shelter driving to the right outcome
What is best practice from other municipalities?
What services will be offered?
Environmental concerns
Avg length of stay?
CPTED considerations – if adjacent to , Ex forested area, are further pieces required? Don’t
want to detract from existing environments
Accessibility to site. Ex Taylor dr Bridge doesn’t have pedestrian accessibility on both sides
Emergency access (ambulance etc) – access and ease
Concern will have impaired people in the area of shelter where to have that? Need careful
consideration
Proximity to places that could be problematic to shelter users liquor/cannabis stores, drinking
establishment
Proximity to other frequency used amenities, Use of space, regular traffic
Not the Pines
Not by parks, greens paces, need to implement
Want to solve problem, not displace
Homeless who go out and commit crimes
Need resources on site
Use Existing external supports , CPTED, Graffiti cleaning team, Downtown Washrooms,
Downtown cleaning team
More positive drives out more negative
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Keep away from trail systems
Proximity to other amenities
What is it going to be close to?
Safety of children and public
Speed of traffic – travelling at high speeds greater risk to walkers
By lower speed roads
Transportation links
Homeless people moving from A-B, garbage need follow
Add zoning criteria for specific shelter use
RCMP/EMS included in the conversation
Visibility
Care for specific needs with specific facilities
Province advocation for dollar supports
Residetial impacts
Use enforcement/bylaws
Ability to keep the space clean
Concerns – how much weight are you putting on survey? No names, no email address etc.
Concerned some are advocating to others section
Could come from Calgary etv for a realtor etc.
Have you asked current
Contact other CORD Departments , Mutual aid, Parks enforcement, We don’t have resources
we once had
Has anyone ever asked RCMP/CVP Parks etc. on inappropriate use of parks – may be falling on
deaf ears
Drug use, drug drop offs, drug pick ups. Fire is a huge issue to access safety
Connection is location of shelter. For instance – riverside drive, people naturally acbou very
concerned about safety. 160 more people leaving that area and moving about, camps, fires,
safety
Consider purpose – What do people need from the shelter? Training, education to help live on
their own
Shelter won’t solve all problems
Is there a connection to legal enforcement/ramifications
What can we do to make them follow the rules?
Connections to justice system issues – people right back on the streets
Treat people as you would want to be treated
Connect supports ex – translators/social services
Types of service: Connections to services, Addictions supports rehab services, Personal – food /
shower, People need to be heard/understood
We need to engage clients – where do they want to be?
Riverlands location – steralized to develppe railway – CORD must consider reclamation costs
Location should be away from vulnerable Red Deerians (i.e. Kids, seniors) to ensure public
safety. All residents are vulnerable if they are not visible – high traffic/high visibility is key
We need to focus on the root cause of homelessness and target resources to address this
challenge
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What existing infrastructure exists in areas that are already appropriately zoned (ie vacant
hotels)
Responsiveness of future operator must be a priority – who can the public contact when they
have concerns with shelter operations/community impacts
Ranking of criteria – how to weight criteria
What are the options to secure and police site?
RCMP opinions should be a criteria
Proximity to green treed areas: Stay away from these to not encourage encampments and
reduce fire risk.
Weight if each criteria on decision
Immediaty available vs the correct site
Other City costs associated to support the site, not just development (lifelong)
Fire safety
Impact on park
Keep residents safe
Recreational risk to community
Stability of homeless population

Top 3 in-person comments
•
•
•
•
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•
•
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•
•
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Wanting to help nail it down and put to bed
Money and interruption to downtown
Clarification on what wrap around means, homeless choice vs circumstance and a mental health
crisis effects to social disorder
Safety of residents
Concern for homeless – permanent help
A big concern need for red deer
Mental health and drug issues
Safety for neighbourhood kids
Not near rediential properties, schools, and forested trail systems
Criteria to include safety and community
Not near public recreation areas
Is there a existing example of a 20 person shelter in a residential community in Canada
DIGNITY
City really needs this, so is the opportunity to weigh in
See bigger picture and decision making process
Follows philosophy of everyone has an equal chance
Health Care – client/patient/person centred prespective
Westerner is a bit of a distant location hoe is this session accessible to agencies/lived experience
Industry and business support
o Include businesses in process
Site suitability
City’s vision of downtown protraied through the site selection
Opposed to doentown next to olymel
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Why are all social supports spread out
Big Picture – clarity
Time sensitive plan for the future
Clarity of why agencies in the downtown
Uses and competition with gasoline alley
Concern about tax rate in the downtown
Include services providers, consider impact on providers and clients
Define what integration means
Consider impact on all surrounding areas ( including parks)
City needs to be prepared to put some money into this (messaging ameniitied, zoning,
addressing risk)
Myth busting and advertising
Make it work – BE BOLD!
24/7 support services
Holistic approach to provided services
Flexible
Square peg, round hole, don’t force a solution
Campus and integrate facility in chiles or future land along HWY 11A
Spend the $$
Not Downtown

Comment Summary From Lived/Living Experience Of Homelessness/Housing Needs InPerson Session
The comments previously shared include all the following information, however, administration
conducted a private session with lived/living experience of homelessness/housing needs. Below is a
summary of the comments provided in that session:
Criteria 1: Ease of acquiring sites
•
•

Timeliness is key
Consider the ease of acquiring site

Criteria 2: Accessibility to services
•
•
•
•

Access to existing services such as EMS, RCMPs
Difficult for homeless people to walk long distance to access services
Homeless people have the same rights as other citizens
Consider people with accessibility need

Criteria 3: Size
•
•
•

Spacious - Current shelter is too small. Need space for 200 people.
Longevity “Need capacity so people aren’t turned away in the winter.
Homeless people have same requirements as other citizens
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Criteria 4: Surrounding land use
•
•
•
•
•

Consider wildlife impacts
Do not select a contaminated site- if selected, consider time & cost for site clean-up.
Contamination of river and bank
Harm reduction/safe use site might reduce contamination
Consider other environmental impacts such as don’t want threat of fires in wooded areas.

Criteria 5: Unique factors
•
•
•

Consider community and residents safety - Impact on park system – homeless use park and
neighbours don’t want to use it.
Consider (mental) health and safety - focus is health/safety – getting people housed; not focused
on cost.
Consider surrounding businesses and compensation

Criteria 6: Operating services cost/logistics/additional costs
•

Selecting contaminated site needing increased resources
o Contaminated site means Clean-up time
o Clean-up cost

Criteria7: Amenities
•
•
•

Include laundry, showers, food, bathrooms.
Services facilitating unhoused to housed.
Impossible for a shelter to have everything for everyone

Additional Criteria
•
•

•

Safety considerations of homeless population - Vulnerable people shouldn’t live near a former
landfill.
Concentrated services might mean concentrates issues- Detox, safe consumption & wet shelter
are all in same proximity – creates circle issue for those trying to achieve sobriety and increase
in crime
Give same right as other people

Emails Received May 10 – June 13
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